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Summary 

 
Identification of novel breast cancer susceptibility genes and first steps towards mutation- 

specific cell culture models 

Hoda Radmanesh 

 
Breast Cancer (BC) is the most frequent malignancy diagnosed among women in both 

developed and developing countries. Several genes have been uncovered to harbor mutations 

contributing to breast cancer for which the penetrance is high, intermediate or low, but most of 

the hereditary breast cancer risk in family is still unknown. Exome sequencing can detect 

susceptibility genes in different types of cancers, including breast cancer. This thesis had three 

major objectives: (I) to test the association of an APOBEC3B truncating mutation identified 

through previous exome sequencing with breast cancer, (II) to identify novel mutations for 

hereditary breast cancer in the Iranian population, and (III) to establish a CRISPR/Cas9 system 

for genome editing in fibroblast and breast epithelial cells. 

The APOBEC3B truncating mutation that had been identified through previous exome 

sequencing was genotyped in four large breast cancer case-control studies from Belarus, 

Russia, Germany, and Iran including a total of 3070 breast cancer patients and 2878 healthy 

females. The frameshift mutation, APOBEC3B*c.783delG was identified in 23 breast cancer 

patients and 9 healthy controls with an adjusted Odds Ratio 2.29 (95% CI 1.04; 5.03, P = 0.04) 

in the combined analysis. There was an enrichment of the c.783delG mutation in patients with 

breast cancer diagnosed below 50 years of age (OR 3.22, 95% CI 1.37; 7.56, P = 0.007). Thus, 

the mutation presents a modest association with breast carcinoma and correlates with early 

onset of the disease. 

Exome sequencing was then accomplished on genomic DNA from an Iranian patient with a 

strong family history of breast cancer (4 first-degree family members affected) but negative for 

mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2. The NGS derived mutations were further genotyped in 

twelve additional members of this specific family but also directly tested in a breast cancer 

case-control study from Iran. Three novel mutations were p.S135F in RASSF1A, p.M1fs in 

KLK3 and p.Q285fs in FAM81B. The RASSF1A and KLK3 mutations partially segregated in 

the investigated pedigree, whereas the FAM81B mutation did not segregate in this specific 

family. The FAM81B frameshift variant turned out to be recurrent and there was no consistent 

association between the variant and breast cancer in the case-control genotyping, while the two 

mutations in RASSF1 and KLK3 were not found outside the specific family. This is the first  
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study to implicate functional germline mutations in RASSF1 and KLK3 as potential breast 

cancer predisposition alleles. It is possible that additional mutations have remained undetected. 

Although no proof of association was yet found between these variants and breast cancer, they 

are novel functional candidates to be considered and investigated in more detail. 

For targeted genome editing, CRISPR/Cas9 expressing model systems were established based 

upon fibroblast and breast epithelial cell lines. Single-cell clones of BJ-5ta and MCF10A cell 

lines have been generated in which the nickase Cas9(D10A) is permanently integrated and 

stably expressed. By initial phenotyping of these clones, I have obtained good representatives 

for future editing experiments. This big step gives us the opportunity to test many interesting 

single-base mutations at a functional level. 

In summary, this work has identified breast cancer-associated variants in the novel candidate 

genes APOBEC3B, RASSF1 and KLK3 by means of exome sequencing and association studies, 

and it has established tools and provided a technological basis for the further functional 

characterization of these and many other variants in breast epithelial cells.  
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Zusammenfassung 

 
Hoda Radmanesh 

 
Identifizierung neuer Risikogene für Brustkrebs und erste Schritte hin zu 

mutationsspezifischen Zellkulturmodellen 

Brustkrebs ist in Entwicklungsländern das häufigste Malignom bei Frauen. Obwohl bereits 

zahlreiche Gene entdeckt wurden, deren Mutationen mit hoher, mittlerer oder niedriger 

Penetranz zum Brustkrebsrisiko beitragen, ist der größte Teil des familiären Brustkrebsrisikos 

noch nicht bekannt. Mit Exomsequenzierung können Suszeptibilitätsgene bei verschiedenen 

Krebsarten, einschließlich Brustkrebs, nachgewiesen werden. Diese Dissertation hatte drei 

Hauptziele: (I) die Assoziation einer durch frühere Exomsequenzierung mit Brustkrebs 

identifizierten APOBEC3B Mutation zu testen, (II) neue Genmutationen für erblichen 

Brustkrebs in der iranischen Bevölkerung zu identifizieren und (III) Modellsysteme für eine 

Genomeditierung mit CRISPR/Cas9 in Fibroblasten und Brustepithelzellen zu entwickeln. 

Zu Beginn der Arbeit wurde eine Proteinverkürzende APOBEC3B Mutation, die durch 

vorherige Exomsequenzierungen identifiziert worden war, in vier großen Brustkrebs Fall- 

Kontrollstudien aus Weißrussland, Russland, Deutschland und dem Iran mit insgesamt 3070 

Brustkrebspatienten und 2878 gesunden Frauen genotypisiert. Die Frameshift-Mutation 

APOBEC3B*c.783delG wurde bei 23 Brustkrebspatienten und 9 gesunden Kontrollen mit einer 

Odds Ratio von 2,29 (95% CI 1,04; 5,03, P = 0,04) in der kombinierten Analyse als 

Brustkrebsdisposition identifiziert. Bei Patienten mit Brustkrebs, die unter 50 Jahren 

diagnostiziert wurden, kam es zu einer stärkeren Anreicherung der c.783delG-Mutation (OR 

3,22, 95% CI 1,37; 7,56, P = 0,007). Die Mutation stellt demnach vermutlich einen moderaten 

Risikofaktor für das Mammakarzinom dar und korreliert mit dem frühen Auftreten dieser 

Erkrankung. 

Anschließend wurde die Exomsequenzierung mit genomischer DNA einer iranischen Patientin 

mit einer starken Familienanamnese von Brustkrebs (4 Familienmitglieder ersten Grades) 

durchgeführt, die jedoch in BRCA1 und BRCA2 keine Mutationen aufwies. Die aus den NGS 

Daten abgeleiteten Mutationen wurden bei zwölf Mitgliedern dieser spezifischen Familie 

weiter genotypisiert sowie in einer Brustkrebs Fall-Kontrollstudie aus dem Iran direkt getestet. 

Drei neue funktionell relevante Mutationen waren p.S135F in RASSF1A, p.M1fs in KLK3 und 

p.Q285fs in FAM81B. Die RASSF1A und KLK3 Mutationen zeigten im untersuchten 

Stammbaum eine teilweise Segregation mit Brustkrebs, wohingegen die FAM81B Mutation in 
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dieser spezifischen Familie nicht segregierte. Die FAM81B Mutation zeigte sich auch in 

anderen Proben der Fall-Kontroll-Studie, es ließ sich jedoch keine konsistente Assoziation mit 

Brustkrebs nachweisen. Dagegen waren die RASSF1A und KLK3 Mutationen auf die 

ursprüngliche Familie begrenzt. Dies ist die erste Studie, die funktionellen 

Keimbahnmutationen in RASSF1 und KLK3 als potenzielle Brustkrebsdispositions-Allele 

impliziert. Es ist möglich, dass weitere Mutationen unentdeckt geblieben sind. Obwohl die 

Assoziation zwischen diesen Varianten und Brustkrebs noch nicht abschließend bewiesen sind, 

stellen sie neue funktionelle Kandidaten für weitere Untersuchungen dar. 

Für das Ziel der Genom-editierung wurde das CRISPR/Cas9 Modellsystem in Fibroblasten 

und Brustepithelzelllinien etabliert. Es wurden Einzelzellklone von BJ-5ta und von MCF10A 

erzeugt, in denen jeweils die Nickase Cas9(D10A) permanent integriert ist und stabil 

exprimiert wird. Die initiale Phänotypisierung dieser Klone identifizierte mehrere 

representative Klone für zukünftige Editierungsexperimente. Dieser erhebliche Fortschritt gibt 

uns die Gelegenheit, viele interessierende Mutationen auf Zellkulturebene funktionell zu 

testen. 

Zusammengefasst zeigen die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit mittels Exomsequenzierung und 

Assoziationsstudien drei mit Brustkrebs assoziierte Varianten in den neuen Kandidatengenen 

APOBEC3B, RASSF1 und KLK3 auf und eröffnen die technologische Möglichkeit diese und 

andere Mutationen mittels Genom-editierung in einem Zellkulturmodellsystem für 

Brustdrüsenepithelzellen funktionell zu charakterisieren.  
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1. Introduction 
 
 

1.1. Public health burden of cancer 
 

Cancer is recognized as a major public health issue and is the second highest cause of death 

after cardiovascular diseases (CVD) worldwide (Fitzmaurice et al., 2017). Over 10 million 

people are diagnosed with cancer annually and more than 50% of the cases are living in less- 

developed countries. It is expected that the number of new cancer cases will rise to 70% in 

2030 (Moten et al., 2014). Cancer incidence reveals a dramatic increase due to the growth and 

aging of the population, cigarette smoking and physical inactivity (Torre et al., 2015).  

 

1.2. Breast Cancer 
 

1.2.1. Epidemiology 
 

1.2.1.1. Breast cancer epidemiology worldwide 
 

Breast cancer (BC) is the most common type of cancer diagnosed among females and the 

leading cause of cancer deaths in women in both developed and developing countries 

(Ghoncheh et al., 2016). GLOBOCAN estimated 1.67 million new breast cancer cases 

diagnosed in 2012 (25% of all incident cancer cases) and the death incidence is 15% of all 

cancers among women. It is anticipated that breast cancer incidence rates among females in 

less developed countries are slightly higher than in developed regions (Ferlay et al., 2016; 

Torre et al., 2015). The global incidence rate of breast cancer in women will reach almost 3.2 

million new cases annually by 2050 (Tao et al., 2015). 

 

1.2.1.2. Breast cancer epidemiology in Iran 
 

In Iran, breast carcinoma ranked first among all types of cancer in females, including 24.4% of 

all malignancies. It has been reported that the mortality of breast cancer in Iran is dramatically 

higher than developed countries (Harirchi et al., 2010), perhaps due to late detection at an 

advanced stage. The most recent statistics in Iran revealed that 6160 breast cancer cases are 

diagnosed per year and 1063 cases per year die from breast cancer (Otaghvar et al., 2015). 
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Moreover, breast cancer affects Iranian women on average ten years earlier than women from 

developed countries. Therefore, Iranian young females may have a higher risk of developing 

breast cancer than their counterparts in developed countries (Mousavi et al., 2007; Farhood et 

al., 2018). 

 

1.2.2. Breast cancer risk factors 
 

There are various environmental factors that increase the risk of breast cancer, including 

endogenous and exogenous as well as lifestyle factors. Age at first birth, parity, breastfeeding 

duration, and age at menopause, alcohol consumption, physical inactivity, evening preference / 

sleep duration and extending menopausal hormone therapy are breast cancer risk factors 

(Rudolph et al., 2016; Richmond et al., 2018). 

A study in Iran revealed that family history, oral contraceptives usage, reducing parity and 

decreasing the time of breastfeeding are among the main factors increasing the incidence rate of 

breast cancer in this population (Farhood et al., 2018). 

 

1.2.3. Breast cancer and genetics 
 

1.2.3.1. Genetic heterogeneity of breast cancer 
 

Apart from environmental risk factors, genetic factors also contribute to developing breast 

cancer. Genetic factors may be classified into three overlapping categories: Sporadic, inherited 

and familial (Gomy et al., 2016). 

Breast cancer is a complex disease, most breast cancer cases (nearly 70%) are diagnosed as 

sporadic with no apparent family history of breast carcinoma (Ellsworth et al., 2010). Sporadic 

cases may occur because of somatic accumulation of uncorrected mutations in driver genes. 

Germline mutation may play a minor role in sporadic cases. EMS1, CCND1 (Cyclin D1), MYC 

and ERBB2 are among the genes that are amplified in several sporadic breast cancers (Fallah et 

al., 2017; Holm et al., 2012; Kenemans et al., 2008). Somatic events other than mutation such 

as epigenetic silencing also contribute to breast cancer etiology. One of the tumor suppressor 

genes most commonly inactivated in breast carcinomas through methylation is RASSF1A (Zhan 

et al., 2017), a gene that will be specifically addressed in this thesis. 

It is currently estimated that about 15–20% of all breast cancer cases are considered as familial 

breast cancer (with significant first- or second-degree family history of breast cancer) and the 
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remaining cases (5-10%) may be termed as a hereditary breast cancer which is attributed to 

some genetic predisposition of intermediate penetrance (Jacobi et al., 2003). However, the full 

contribution of genetic predisposition to breast cancer is difficult to assess because virtually all 

breast cancer patients also harbor at least a few low-penetrance variants and many genes and 

susceptibility loci are still unknown. 

In 20-30% of hereditary breast cancer cases, BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene mutations are 

responsible for cancer predisposition. So far, many other genes have been found associated 

with breast cancer, each with differing degrees of penetrance. Mutations in these genes are 

broadly categorized into three groups of high, intermediate and low penetrance (Bogdanova  et 

al., 2013; Foulkes et al., 2010). High and intermediate penetrance alleles increase the relative 

risk of developing the disease more than 5-fold or 2–5 fold, respectively. The low penetrance 

alleles increase the relative risk typically by 10-50% (Apostolou & Fostira, 2013; Bogdanova et 

al., 2013) (Figure 1.1). 

 

1.2.3.2. Mutations with a high penetrance: 
 

It is well established by family linkage studies that high-penetrance mutations are responsible 

for 25 % of familial breast cancer cases. These rare but high-risk mutations can affect BRCA1 

or BRCA2 (causing breast and ovarian cancer syndromes), TP53 (Li-Fraumeni syndrome), 

PTEN (Cowden syndrome) or STK11/LKB1 (Peutz-Jeghers syndrome). More recently, PALB2 

has also emerged as a breast cancer susceptibility gene with high-penetrance mutations 

(Antoniou et al., 2014; Erkko et al., 2008). 

 BRCA1 and BRCA2 (Breast cancer 1 and 2) 

The first high penetrance breast cancer susceptibility genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 were 

discovered in 1994 and 1995 respectively (Miki et al., 1994; Wooster et al., 1995). Mutations in 

these two genes were found not only in hereditary breast cancer but also in ovarian cancer 

(HBOC) syndrome. The lifetime risks for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations have been reported 

with approximately 60% to 80% (Somasundaram, 2010). 

During past decades, many functions of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins have been 

discovered. Both genes are tumor suppressors and they encode proteins which are involved in 

repair of double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs) by homology-directed recombination (HDR) 

(Godet et al., 2017). BRCA1 has also been implicated in other cellular functions such as mitotic 

spindle, centrosome duplication and cell cycle control (Deng, 2006).  
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 PALB2 (partner and localizer of BRCA2) 

PALB2 encodes a protein which acts as a tumor suppressor by binding and also colocalizing 

with BRCA2 in nuclear foci (Evans & Longo, 2014). It is reported that mutations in PALB2 

increase the breast cancer risk 2-3 fold (Southey et al., 2010) but family analyses indicate a 

higher penetrance in the range of BRCA2 mutations (Antoniou et al., 2014; Erkko et al., 2008). 

 PTEN (Phosphatase and tensin homolog) 

The tumor suppressor gene PTEN is also described as a susceptibility gene in breast carcinoma 

in the context of Cowden Syndrome (Stambolic et al., 2000). PTEN suppresses the PI3K/Akt 

pathway and is involved in the maintenance of genomic stability, cell survival, migration, 

proliferation, and metabolism. It also contributes to DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair via 

homologous recombination (HR). Therefore, loss of PTEN function causes tumorigenesis 

(Chen & Guo, 2017). 

 TP53 (Tumor protein p53) 

TP53 is the most frequent mutation in human cancers. In breast cancer emerges more 

aggressive and reveals poor survival. Germline mutations in TP53 contribute to Li–Fraumeni 

Syndrome (LFS) with the significantly increased risk of developing breast cancer (Malkin et 

al., 1990). Functionally, p53 is activated in response to DNA damage and involved in DNA 

repair, cell death and cell-cycle arrest (Zilfou & Lowe, 2009). 

 LKB1 (Liver kinase B1) 

LKB1, also known as threonine kinase 11 (STK11), was identified initially in Peutz–Jeghers 

Syndrome (PJS) (Hemminki et al., 1998). LKB1 has been recognized as a tumor suppressor 

gene which is frequently mutated in many human cancers including breast (Momcilovic& 

Shackelford, 2015). Moreover, LKB1/STK11 identified is a protein kinase (specific for 

serine/threonine) that regulates the AMPK signaling pathway to alter cellular energy 

metabolism, cell polarity, growth and stress responses (Rhodes et al., 2015).  
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1.2.3.3. Moderate and low penetrance mutations: 
 

Moderate-penetrance variants attributed to modest increases risk of breast cancer include 

CHEK2, ATM, and possibly RAD51C, FANCM, RAD50 and NBN (Bogdanova et al., 2013; Han 

et al., 2017). 

Apart from rare mutations (high and moderate penetrance mutations), common polymorphisms 

have been suggested to remarkably effect on risk of breast cancer. Genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) have identified over 180 genomic loci for breast cancer at a high level of 

significance (Michailidou et al., 2017). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.1. Risk and frequency of susceptibility 

alleles in breast carcinoma. Minor-allele frequencies 
(MAF) of breast cancer susceptibility alleles (horizontal 
axis). High, intermediate and low-risk estimation of 
selected genes (vertical axis). Figure adapted from 
(Bogdanova et al., 2013) 
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1.2.4. Immunohistochemical classification of breast carcinoma 
 

Breast cancer is classified into major histological subtypes based on analysis with three major 

immunohistochemical markers: Estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and human 

epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) statuses. The majority of breast cancer cases (75% - 

80%) reveal expression of estrogen receptor (ER) and/or progesterone receptor (PR) and 

respond to targeted (anti-hormonal) therapies. About 20% of tumors overexpress HER2 and 

may be treatable with receptor-blocking antibody treatment (Gutierrez & Schiff, 2011; Prat et 

al., 2015). A particularly aggressive subtype of 10-15% of breast cancers is negative for any of 

these receptors and defined as triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) (Blows et al., 2010).  

 

1.3. The DNA damage response 
 

1.3.1. Sources and repair of DNA damage 
 

 

DNA damage is a common biological occurrence in living cells and is the initial step in the 

carcinogenesis process. Exogenous and endogenous factors lead to DNA base lesions. 

Exogenous sources referred as environmental factors, include ionizing or UV radiation, 

chemicals, and viruses whereas endogenous sources are depurination (loss of purine bases), 

cytosine deamination, methylation (alkylation of bases), replication and oxidation (Ciccia & 

Elledge, 2010; Hoeijmakers, 2001). 

 
It is thought that spontaneous DNA lesion frequencies arise at a frequency of up to 105 per day 

in a mammalian genome (Iyama & Wilson, 2013). When large numbers of genetic lesions 

accumulate in the cells, they tend to induce apoptosis (cell death), senescence or - in the case of 

cancer- unregulated cell division and proliferation (Schmitt et al., 2007).  

 
The DNA damage response system (DDR) is a sophisticated and essential network of cellular 

pathways that mainly detect and repair DNA lesions. This system has a potential to activate 

cell-cycle checkpoint, DNA repair pathways and in some cases induce apoptosis (Giglia-Mari 

et al., 2011). Therefore, it can be a target in cancer treatment (O'Connor, 2015). The main types 

of DNA damage are double-strand breaks (DSBs) and single-strand breaks (SSBs) which 

induce various DNA-repair mechanisms. 
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1.3.2. Single-strand break repair (SSBR) 
 

 

Most of DNA damages are attributed to single-strand damage which only one strand defects. 

The estimated occurrence of SSBs is 10000 per cell each day (Hoeijmakers, 2009). Some 

evidence implicated that SSBs are more frequent than double-strand breaks (DSBs), and 

endogenous reactive oxygen species (ROS) is the most common cause of SSBs (Caldecott, 

2008). However, SSBs can also arise at one step in other types of damage repair, such as base 

excision repair (Krokan & Bjørås, 2013; Whitaker et al., 2017), nucleotide excision repair 

(Kamileri et al., 2012; Schärer, 2013) or mismatch repair (Jiricny, 2006).  

 

1.3.3. DNA double-strand break repair (DSBR) 
 

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are considered to be the most toxic and serious DNA 

lesions in the cells as both complementary strands of the DNA duplex are disrupted. DSBs can 

be generated by different exogenous and endogenous sources including DNA replication and 

ionizing radiation (IR) and can give rise to genome rearrangements or lead to cell death. 

Homologous recombination (HR) versus non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) are two types of 

DSB repair molecular mechanisms that have been widely studied. It is now clear that 

defective/inefficient DSB repair promotes cancer and underlies developmental, immunological 

and neurological disorders (Bohgaki et al., 2010; Jackson & Bartek, 2009).  

 Homologous recombinational repair (HRR) 

HRR is a form of recombinational repair pathway that requires one strand of the DNA duplex 

as a template to repair the damaged strand DNA (Figure 1.2, right branch). Therefore, it 

functions in the S/G2 phase of the cell cycle when an identical sister chromatid is available 

(Verdun & Karlseder, 2006). HRR is precise with a low mutation rate (Riaz et al., 2017). After 

the DSB formation, the MRN complex (MRE11A–RAD50–NBN) consisting of the Meiotic 

recombination 11 homologue A (MRE11A), the Nijmegen Breakage Syndrome 1 (NBN, also 

known as NBS1) and the RAD50 proteins recognizes and binds rapidly to the DSB ends. MRN 

complex recruits and activates ATM kinase at the sites of DSBs. Afterwards, CtIP generates 3′ 

overhangs on both DNA broken ends which are coated rapidly by Replication Protein A (RPA). 

Then, BRCA2 forms the BRCA1–PALB2–BRCA2 complex and loadsRAD51 onto ssDNA. 

Previously, PALB2 localizes BRCA2 to the DSB. RAD51 binds to DNA and allows DNA to 

invade the DNA double helix (Hosoya & Miyagawa, 2014). Then, DNA synthesis starts by 
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using the homologous DNA as a template. Finally, DNA ligases and endonucleases repair the 

complex DNA structures (Lord & Ashworth, 2016) (Figure1.2). 

 Non-homologous end joining repair (NHEJ) 

NHEJ is the key pathway of repairing DSB which occurs in all phases of the cell cycle and 

requires little or no homology (Figure 1.2., left branch). Indeed, NHEJ detects the end of the 

broken DNA and ligates them. The DNA-PK complex (Ku70, Ku80, DNA-PKcs) and the 

LIG4/XRCC4/XLF complex are two crucial complexes which are essential for NHEJ. Firstly, 

heterodimeric Ku protein (Ku70/Ku80) recognises the DNA binding site with DSBs and 

directly binds to DNA ends. Afterwards, Ku and Artemis recruit and activate the catalytic 

subunit DNA-dependent protein kinase, DNA PKcs. Finally, the ends are ligated by 

XLF:XRCC4: DNA Ligase IV complex. It should be noted that NHEJ is not precise and can 

result in mutations which drives the evolution of the organism or cancer (Davis & Chen, 2013; 

Hosoya & Miyagawa, 2014; Sishc & Davis, 2017) (Figure1.2). 
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of double-strand break (DSB) and mechanism of (NHEJ) and (HRR)(The 
image modified from Pandey& Raghavan, 2017). 

 

1.3.4. DNA Damage Signaling 
 

Sensor proteins such as MRN (MRE11-RAD50-NSB1) or PARP1 (Poly (ADP-ribose) 

Polymerase 1) detect the DNA damage before the DNA repair starts. Depending on the type of 

DNA lesion, the DNA damage response implicates different actors (Davalli et al., 2018). DNA 

DSB and SSB signaling events are extensively coordinated by DNA-dependent 

serine/threonine protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PK), protein ATM kinases and ataxia 

telangiectasia and RAD3-related protein (ATR) (Woods & Turchi, 2013). 
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DNA-PK plays a pivotal role in the repair of DNA double-strand in effective repair by NHEJ 

and is active through all cell cycle phases (see section 1.3.3) (Brown et al., 2017).  

During DDR pathway, cells require effectors, activated by ATM and ATR, such as Checkpoint 

Kinase 1 (CHEK1), Checkpoint Kinase 2 (CHEK2) or p53 to arrest the cell cycle or enter in 

apoptosis (Maréchal & Zou, 2013; Patil et al., 2013). A dysregulation of these processes can 

lead to cell death or lead to cancer. When cancer occurs, targeting the principal DDR actors 

allows the promotion of cell death in order to limit cancer progression. Specific inhibitors have 

been designed to target different branches of these pathways (Weber & Ryan, 2015). 

Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) gene was initially identified in 1995 from a recessive 

hereditary disorder called ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) (Savitsky et al., 1995). Activated ATM 

promotes DSB repair in cells upon DSB (Clouaire et al., 2017). ATM activation happens by 

interacting with NBS1/NBN of the MRN complex although some other factors have been 

identified to induce ATM activation (Uziel et al., 2003). ATM regulates several hundreds of 

proteins which are involved in the DDR pathway (Patil et al., 2013). ATM kinase 

phosphorylates H2AX on serine 139 (known as γH2AX) (Rogakou et al., 1998). Afterwards, 

the mediator of DNA-damage checkpoint protein 1 (MDC1) binds directly to γH2AX and 

potentiates DNA-damage signaling result in spreading of γH2AX to over a megabase from its 

initial break (Cha et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2014). The amplified signal coincides with the 

recruitment of 53BP1 at DNA damage sites. Interplay of 53BP1 and BRCA1 regulates the 

DNA repair pathway choice between NHEJ and HRR. ATM phosphorylates and activates 

CHEK2 and result in G1–S phase checkpoint activation (Patil et al., 2013). ATM also induces 

p53 stabilization through its phosphorylation and subsequent inhibition of proteosomal 

degradation by MDM2 (Carr et al., 2016). 

The ATR activation happens when replication protein A (RPA) bound to ssDNA (Zou et al., 

2006). This process can be the cause of stalled replication forks and may happen also following 

DNA end resection when HRR is in the early stages (Haahr et al., 2016). ATR is bound to ATR 

interacting protein (ATRIP) to form a heterodimer capable to adhere to ssDNA through 

interaction with RPA. ATR is activated by topoisomerase binding partner 1 (TOPBP1) in 

complex with the RAD17-RFC2-5 clamp loader, the 9-1-1 complex (RAD9–RAD1–HUS1), 

Claspin, and RHINO. Afterwards, ATR activates and phosphorylate CHEK1. The activated 

CHEK1 inhibits cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activity by phosphorylating CDC25A. Finally, 

CHEK1 regulates G2-M and S phase activation (Awasthi et al., 2015; Brown et al., 2017; 

Ghosal & Chen, 2013). 
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1.4. Cytidine deaminases 
 

1.4.1. DNA Editing by APOBECs: 
 

The APOBEC ("apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide) proteins 

constitute a family of cytidine deaminases. The human APOBEC gene family includes 

APOBEC1 (the activation-induced deaminase (AID) gene located on chromosome 12), 

APOBEC2 (gene located on chromosome 6), the APOBEC3 genes (known as 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 

3F, 3G and 3H) encoded in a tandem cluster on chromosome 22, and APOBEC4 on 

chromosome 1 (Figure1.3) (Conticello, 2008). 

APOBECs perform DNA editing by converting deoxycytidine to deoxyuridine (Knisbacher et 

al., 2016). The removal of an amino group from amino acids as NH3 is called deamination. 

Enzymes that catalyze this reaction are called deaminases. Cytidine deaminase is an enzyme 

which catalyzes cytidine to uridine (Figure1.3) (Vieira & Soares, 2013). The DNA editing 

which is performed by APOBECs is involved in various biological functions. APOBEC family 

members have role in innate immunity, cancer, epigenetics and evolution (Knisbacher et al., 

2016). 

APOBEC family members act as DNA mutators and participate in the innate and adaptive 

immune system. It is well established that they prevent a variety of infectious diseases by 

mutating a certain part of a nucleic acid of pathogens (Liu et al., 2018). For instance, APOBEC 

proteins inhibit viral infections and retrotransposons with disrupting their genomic content by 

C-to-U DNA editing process (Harris, 2015). Sometimes they accelerate evolution by entering  

retrotransposon sequences and introduce new hypermutated sequences into the genome 

(Knisbacher et al., 2016). In addition, they are essential for the diversity of antibodies in B -cells 

(Keim et al., 2013). However, APOBEC gene products can also contribute to cancer by 

inducing widespread DNA mutations by loss of cellular control of APOBEC activities (Salter 

et al., 2016). In epigenetics, they can active DNA demethylation by deaminating methylated 

deoxycytidines, resulting in changes in gene expression (Knisbacher et al., 2016). 
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1.4.2. APOBEC3B 
 

1.4.2.1. Function of APOBEC3B 
 

APOBEC3B belongs to the family of DNA-editing enzymes and is located on chromosome 

22q13.1 and encodes the DNA dC->dU-editing enzyme APOBEC3B (Zou et al., 2017). 

APOBEC3B has two cytidine deaminase (CD) domains. CD domains of APOBEC proteins 

include an active site with His-X-Glu-X23–28-Pro-Cys-X2–4-Cys motif (Figure 1.3). The His- 

Cys-Cys residues coordinate a zinc atom, while the glutamic residue has a pivotal role in 

transferring proton (Hakata & Landau, 2006). Previous observations demonstrate that the C- 

terminal CD domain (CD2) of APOBEC3 is active catalytically whereas the N -terminal domain 

CD1 indicates lack of enzyme activity but is active in nucleic acid binding (Warren et al., 

2017). 

It was clearly observed by previous studies that APOBEC3B contributes to innate immunity. 

Apart of its function in immunity, many studies indicated a role of APOBEC3B in 

tumorigenesis. APOBEC3B is highly expressed in breast, head/neck, lung, bladder, cervical, 

and several other cancers which show high frequencies of cytosine mutation and localized 

hypermutation, a process termed ‘‘kataegis’. Therefore, APOBEC3B has become a target for 

developing anti-cancer drug (Alexandrov et al., 2003; Hakata et al., 2006; Zou et al., 2017)  

 

Figure 1.3. Illustration of APOBEC3B features. (A) APOBEC3B location in the human 
genome (chromosome 22). (B) Conversion of cytosine to uracil (C-to-U) which result in 
mutations and cancer. (C) Cytidine deaminase (CD) domains in APOBEC3B. RNA 
binding site (yellow) and catalytically active (green). Zinc-coordinating motif is  
addressed below the active site. 
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1.4.2.2. APOBEC3B and breast cancer 
 

APOBEC3B is a source of mutation in numerous cancer types. Some studies claim that 

APOBEC3B expression is significantly upregulated in many types of human cancer and in most 

primary breast tumors and cell lines. They also indicate that the overexpression correlates with 

the presence of the APOBEC3B mutation signature characterized by genomic uracil levels, 

dC> dT transition rates and high mutation frequencies (Burns et al., 2013; Periyasamy et al., 

2015). 

It is also demonstrated that APOBEC3B is induced through DNA replication stress and through 

DSBs in an ATR-dependent manner, and it appears to be required for estrogen receptor action 

in breast cancer through transient cytidine deamination at the regulatory regions of ER target 

genes that promotes their expression (Kanu et al., 2016; Periyasamy et al., 2015, Shimizu et al., 

2018). Some observations indicate high frequency of APOBEC3B mutations in HER2-positive 

breast cancers represent in comparison to other breast cancer subtypes (Lackey et al., 2012). 

APOBEC3B is a biomarker of poor prognosis and poor outcomes for estrogen receptor (ER) 

positive breast cancer and genetic aberrations induced by APOBEC3B contribute to breast 

cancer progression (Sieuwerts et al., 2014). 

One APOBEC3B knockdown study reveals that the APOBEC3B overexpression can result in 

apoptosis, C-to-T mutations, cell cycle deviations and γ-H2AX (Burns et al., 2013). Previous 

case-control studies reported that a copy number variant (CNV) at the APOBEC3B gene locus 

has been associated with breast cancer (Long et al., 2013; Xuan et al., 2013). The APOBEC3B 

CNV has further been correlated with immune response-related gene sets and with a higher 

abundance of tumor-infiltrating immune cells (Cescon et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2016). The CNV 

results from the deletion of approximately 29.5 kb of sequence between APOBEC3B and the 

adjacent gene, APOBEC3A. Both genes encode endogenous human DNA mutators, but their 

phenotypes are different (Caval et al., 2015). APOBEC3A is the more genotoxic of the two and 

tightly regulated in its expression, whereas APOBEC3B is more abundant but generates less 

DNA double-strand breaks. The enzymatic difference has been attributed to evolutionary 

divergence at 18 amino acid positions (Caval et al., 2015). While the whole APOBEC3B coding 

sequence is omitted on the risk allele of the APOBEC3B CNV, its 3´-UTR is fused to 

APOBEC3A, and the more stable transcript of this fusion gene constitutes increased activity of 

APOBEC3A that is thought to drive the increased breast cancer risk (Caval et al., 2014). The 

consequences of a loss of function of APOBEC3B without affecting APOBEC3A had not been 

addressed in breast cancer studies before this thesis. 
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1.5. RASSF1 
 

1.5.1. Biological functions of RASSF1A 
 

RASSF1 is a member of the Ras-Association Domain Family (RASSF) genes. It is located on 

chromosome 3p21.3 (gene locus spans approximately 11,000bp) and encodes eight transcripts 

(RASSF1 A-H) by multiple splicing variants and distinct promoter selection. Epigenetic 

inactivations of these genes result in methylation of CpG islands in their promoters (van der 

Weyden et al., 2007; Vos et al., 2000). RASSF1 promoters include two CpG islands (small and 

large). The small one (737bp) contains 85 CpGs (71.5% GC) and spans the promoter region 

for RASSF1A, RASSF1D, RASSF1E, RASSF1F and RASSF1G whereas the large one (1365bp) 

includes 139 CpG (67.9% GC) and spans the promoter region for RASSF1B and RASSF1C 

(Agathanggelou et al., 2005). 

The RASSF1A mRNA isoform encodes 340 amino acids with a protein migrating at 39 kDa. 

The RASSF1A protein contains a cysteine-rich domain (CRD) and diacylglycerol binding 

domain that mainly regulates kinase activity located towards the N terminal region (residues 

50-101) which are not present in RASSF1B and RASSF1C (Lee et al., 2016; Donninger et al., 

2007). A so-called RA domain located towards the C terminal region of the protein and the 

SARAH (Sav-RASSF-Hpo) protein-protein interaction motif (characterized by hWW45 

(dSAV) and MST1/2 (dHpo) which is located also towards the C-terminus are present in 

isoforms A-E (Dittfeld et al., 2012). An ATM phosphorylation site for the DNA repair 

checkpoint kinase ATM is present in isoforms A, C, D, E and H (Figure 1.4) (Agathanggelou et 

al., 2005). ATM has a major role for activating the intracellular DNA damage response 

following exposure to ionizing radiation. Beside of ATM functions in the DNA damage 

checkpoint, ATM has also essential role in regulating of genomic stability (Patil et al., 2013). It 

has been demonstrated that mutations which occur in the ATM phosphorylation site of 

RASSF1A drive cell cycle progression and can be found in human cancers (Gordon et al., 

2012). 
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Figure 1.4. Illustration of an ATM phosphorylation site in RASSF1 isoforms A, C, D, E and H 
(The image modified from Donninger et al., 2007) 

 
It has been reported that two transcripts (RASSF1A and RASSF1C) and their respective protein 

isoforms have important biological functions especially in cancer cells (van der Weyden et al., 

2007). In particular RASSF1A has been inspected as a tumor suppressor gene in in vivo and in 

vitro studies (Li et al., 2004). RASSF1A contributes to apoptosis and cell cycle arrest (in G2 and 

G1 phase), cellular adhesion, microtubule stabilization, and motility that also affects mitotic 

progression (Arnette et al 2014; Donninger et al., 2007; Shivakumar et al., 2002) (Figure 1.5). 

RASSF1 proteins revealed no enzymatic activity but regulate the Hippo pathway (Guo et al., 

2007), MOAP-1/Bax and microtubule polymerization (Baksh et al., 2005).  

As RASSF family proteins are pro-apoptotic, they can modulate apoptosis with various pro- 

apoptotic pathways (Volodko et al., 2014). Pro-apoptotic serine/threonine kinases (MST1 and 

MST2) bind to RASSF1A by their SARAH motifs and SAPK-JNK signaling pathway and 

phosphorylate histone H2B (Donninger et al., 2007). RASSF1A can also induce apoptosis by 

forming a complex with CNK1 which is pro-apoptotic protein. Another pathway which is 

crucial for Ras-induced apoptosis is the Ras-RASSF1A-MOAP1 complex. RASSF1A has the 

potential to regulate Bax activity by directly binding modulator to apoptosis-1 (MOAP1), and 

this reaction can be enhanced by activated K-Ras. Therefore, RASSF1 acts like a connector 

between K-Ras and Bax (Baksh et al., 2005; Vos et al., 2004). 
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RASSF1A also plays role in cell cycle by modulating the cyclin D1 level and JNK activity at 

the G1-S checkpoint. At G1 phase, RASSF1A can interact with the transcription factor p120E4F 

and inhibit the transcription of cyclin A2 and result in cell cycle arrest (van der Weyden et al., 

2007). RASSF1A can also control mitotic arrest. It has been suggested that RASSF1A directly 

interacts with Cdc20 which activates the anaphase promoting complex (APC/C) and forms the 

APC/Cdc20 protein complex which enable the cells to exit from mitosis (Chow et al., 2012; 

Jiang et al., 2014) 

RASSF1A can stabilize microtubules by binding to microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs). 

Microtubules are tubular polymers of tubulin modulated by a series of (MAPs) that bind to 

tubulin. Three known proteins are MAP1B which induces tubulin polymerization, C19ORF5 

which potentially enhance microtubule polymerization and MAP4 which inhibit microtubule 

depolymerization (Dallol et al., 2004; Kaverina & Straube 2011).  

 

 
Figure 1.5 Summarizes major pathways that are modulated by RASSF1 proteins.  

 
Pro-apoptotic serine/threonine kinases (MST1 and MST2) are called Hippo kinases which are 

controlled by the RASSF family (Galan & Avruch, 2016). In response to DSBs and Fas 

receptor activation, RASSF1A regulates the Hippo pathway. Upon DSB, ATM activated and 

stalled replication forks to facilitate ATR activity which finally leads to phosphorylation of 

RASSF1A at Serine 131. When RASSF1A is phosphorylated, it forms dimers and bind to  
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MST1/2 to form inhibitory interaction with RAF1 (Pefani & O'Neill, 2015). The MST2 kinase 

activity increases and phosphorylates LATS1. Phosphorylation of LATS1 induces 

conformational changes in CDK2 and lead to pBRCA2-S3291 reduction. Furthermore, LATS1 

phosphorylation also stimulates its kinase activity towards YAP1 leading to decreased 

association with the TEAD transcription factors that activate p73, with YAP1 forming a nuclear 

complex with p73 and promotes the transcription of the proapoptotic PUMA gene (Mana- 

Capelli & McCollum, 2018; Matallanas et al., 2007) (Figure 1.6). 

 

 

Figure 1.6. RASSF1A and Hippo pathway. RASSF1A activation results in PUMA expression and 
induce apoptosis. (Figure adopted from Matallanas et al., 2007). 

 

1.5.2. RASSF1 Inactivation and Polymorphism in Cancer 
 

The epigenetic inactivation of RASSF1A through hypermethylation of its CpG island in its 

promoter region has been detected in vast numbers of patients with various forms of 

carcinomas such as lung, neuroblastoma, bladder, prostate (Ge et al.,  2014), ovarian, head and 

neck (Dong et al.,2003) and breast cancers. Therefore, RASSF1A methylation can be a useful 

prognostic biomarker for most cancer detection and improve clinical outcome (Hesson et al, 

2007). Another study reveals that inactivation of RASSF1A in breast tumors result in a more 
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aggressive phenotype (Kozomara et al, 2018). It has been demonstrated that the mRNA level of 

RASSF1A is dramatically reduced in at least 37 types of cancer tumors including breast cancer 

(Chan & Katan, 2013). 

Several SNPs have been implicated in RASSF1A gene. The most common polymorphism is 

(rs2073498) p.A137S. Genetic and functional studies indicate that RASSF1A p.A137S may 

change the activity of RASSF1A and has the potential to raise the risk of different types of 

cancers like gastric cardia adenocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, early age of onset of 

breast cancer (Gao et al., 2008) and soft tissue sarcomas (Grawenda & Oneill, 2015).  

This variant reduces the cell cycle regulation at G1/S (Shivakumar et al., 2002). Moreover, this 

SNP is flanking the ATM phosphorylation site which is an essential element in the DNA 

damage response (Hamilton et al., 2009). Another study showed that this variant is more  

related to patients with early onset of breast cancer (Gao et al., 2008). Another variant p.S131A, 

that directly targets the ATM phosphorylation site, has been shown to be functional in cell 

cycle regulation and was detected in a cancer cell line (Shivakumar et al., 2002). However, no 

patient with this mutation had been described prior to this thesis. 

 

1.6. KLK3 
 

The Kallikrein (KLK) gene locus is the largest contiguous cluster of protease-encoding genes 

which has diverse physiological functions. In many cancer studies, the KLK locus emerged as a 

high susceptibility risk locus (Batra et al., 2012). The KLK3 gene is located in the cluster on 

chromosome 19 and is a member of the kallikrein subfamily (Penney et al., 2011). It has been 

well established that KLK3 gene encodes PSA and is a biomarker of prostate cancer. Moreover, 

it has been reported by some studies that KLK3 is a prognostic marker in breast carcinoma 

(Diamandis et al., 2000). However, no germline mutation in breast cancer patients had been 

reported prior to this thesis. 
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1.7. Genome editing 
 

1.7.1. Concepts of gene editing 
 

Historically, gene therapy is defined as a therapeutic technique by transfer of new genes into 

the cells. Genome editing is one aspect of gene therapy, and genome-editing technologies have 

the ability to correct mutation that cause serious diseases, to add therapeutic genes to specific 

locations in the genome or to delete defective genes in genome sequences (Maeder& Gersbach, 

2016). 

The concept of gene therapy is to replace exogenous ‘good' DNA instead of defective DNA in 

patients who suffers from genetic defects (Mali, 2013). In principle, gene replacement has 

shown to be challenging because of limitations in controlling the way of inducing the genetic 

material to the cells. To date, significant progress has been achieved in the technologies for 

addition of exogenous genes (Naldini, 2015). However, some challenges still remain 

unexplained. For example, integrating therapeutic genes into the genome of the host cell to 

replicate stably can subject unexpected impacts mainly on gene expression and also the activity 

of nearby genes (Naldini, 2015). Another limitation is large-scale therapeutic genes which 

cannot be transferred easily by available delivery vectors. Beside some limitations, the gene- 

editing technique has the potential to generate accurate targeted gene modification (Maeder et 

al., 2016). 

 

1.7.2. Mechanisms of gene editing 
 

Generating targeted double-stranded DNA cuts is the initial step in genome editing. Proteins 

called endonucleases or nucleases have the ability to create double-strand breaks (DSBs) at the 

target site. Naturally, cells are forced to undergo either non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or 

homology directed repair pathway (HDR) (see chapter 1.3). The non-homologous repair 

pathway is error-prone and results in insertions or deletions (indels) at the site of the DNA 

break whereas HDR is precise and more accurate editing and capable of genome modification 

and introducing point mutations into the genomic DNA (Cox et al., 2015; Ran et al., 2013) 

(Figure1.7). 

Based on nuclease systems for inducing targeting DSB in DNA, distinct gene-editing platforms 

are widely used: Zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator -like effector (TALE)- 

nucleases (TALENs), and the CRISPR/Cas system are three fundamental systems which  
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provide this opportunity of achieving therapeutic genome editing in diseased cells and tissues 

leading to eliminate or correct deleterious mutations or the insertion of protective mutations. 

The latter is the most recent development and has been aimed for in this thesis (Gaj et al., 

2013). 

The CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats)/ -Cas system is at 

present the most reliable and efficient targeted genome editing in biomedical research. This 

system derived from the bacterial adaptive immune systems that allows bacteria to defend 

against invading plasmids, phages and viruses (Hryhorowicz et al., 2016). CRISPR-associated 

protein-9 nuclease (Cas9) from Streptococcus pyogenes has the nuclease part that cuts the DNA 

target by guide RNA (gRNA) sequence. Like ZFNs and TALENs, Cas9 induces DNA breaks 

and employs HDR pathways (Figure 1.7). This system is now widely used for high-throughput 

studies (Ran et al., 2013; Kweon & Kim, 2018). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1.7. Double strand breaks (DSB) promotes gene editing. Double strand 
breaks induced by Cas9 can be repair with either NHEJ or HDR. NHEJ pathway can 
lead to random indel mutations at the junction site. Indel mutations which occur 
within the coding location can result in frameshift and generating a premature stop 
codon and eventually result in gene knockout. While, a repair template like ssODN 
can induce the HDR pathway and result in precise editing (The image adopted from 
Ran et al., 2013). 
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1.8. CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short 

Palindromic Repeats)/Cas9 system 

1.8.1. Discovery of CRISPR-Cas system 
 

In 1987, Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeat (CRISPR) -Cas was firstly 

discovered in the Escherichia coli genome (Ishino et al., 1987) but the defense mechanisms 

against bacteriophages were unknown until 2007 (Barrangou et al., 2007). The observations 

illustrated that CRISPR/Cas system has the potential to immunize bacteria against phages and 

archaea. This process occurs in three major steps of which type II is the most important and 

studied type. In this phase, foreign DNA from viruses or plasmids infects the bacteria and 

become incorporated into the bacterial genome at CRISPR loci. After CRISPR locus 

transcription, small RNAs (crRNA-CRISPR RNA) are generated that guide effector 

endonucleases Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) to cleave and silence invasive DNA 

sequence (Jinek et al., 2012; Wilkinson et al., 2014). 

 

1.8.2. Applications of CRISPR-Cas9 for Genome Editing 
 

The CRISPR-Cas9 system is a robust tool for genome editing. Initial discovery of CRISPR/Cas 

targeted DNA cleavage in vitro occurred in 2012 (Jinek et al., 2012). One year later by 2013, 

the first description of CRISPR/Cas based genome editing in vivo was published (Mali et al., 

2013). To date, three types of CRISPR systems have been identified which are different in their 

targets and mechanisms of action (Makarova et al., 2011). 

The system for genome editing was designed based on the type II CRISPR, combining 

tracrRNA and crRNA into a single synthetic single guide RNA (sgRNA). This combination 

was shown be efficient in guiding targeted genome alteration and modification (Wiles et al., 

2015). Cas9 nuclease is the active enzyme for the Type II system. Three important variants of 

the cas9 nuclease have soon been employed in genome editing: wild-type Cas9, Cas9D10A and 

nuclease-deficient dCas9D10A/H840A. 

 Wild-type Cas9 

 
The wild-type or native Cas9 complex comprise two nuclease domains (HNH and RuvC) 

which enable to cleave double strands of DNA and to activate two repair mechanisms (NHEJ 

and HDR, see chapter 1.7.2). The former results in insertions and/or deletions (indels) whereas  
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the latter in the presences of a donor template creates the desired insertion or modification 

precisely (Chiang et al., 2016; Khatodia et al., 2016). 

 

 Cas9D10A 

For targeted modification, one of the two Cas9 nuclease domains of Cas9 had been mutated, 

then known as Cas9 nickase. This developed version cleaves one strand of DNA with paired 

gRNAs. Therefore, NHEJ pathway is not activated. However, the generation of SSBs at a 

distance is possible with paired gRNAs and can stimulate the intrusion of homologous donor 

templates and repair through HDR pathways. (Chiang et al., 2016; Satomura et al., 2017). 

 Nuclease-deficient(dCas9) 

A third version is known as nuclease-deficient or dead Cas9 (dCas9). Endonuclease activity is 

eliminated in this type by double mutations H840A in the HNH domain and D10A in the RuvC 

domain. While the endonuclease activity is lacking in dCas9, the binding of target DNA is still 

possible. Conclusively, the variant can specifically bind to any targeted region of the genome 

without cleavage. This feature is being exploited to guide transcription factors or modifying 

enzymes to a genomic locus of interest after they have been fused to dCas9 (Kaulich & Dowdy, 

2015; Qi et al., 2013). 

 

 

Figure1.8. Schematic illustration of Cas9 species and their applications. Highlighted are the 
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), the two Cas9 nuclease domains, RuvC and HNH, and the DNA 
position (arrowhead) on which they act as well as the position of the single-guide RNA (sgRNA). (left  
to right): The wild-type enzyme includes (HNH and RuvC) generates double strand break (DSB) and 
mainly repaired by NHEJ. Second and third depict Cas9 (D10A and  H840A)  in  which  a  single  
domain is mutated, known as a Cas9 nickase that is capable  to  nick  DNA  only  at  the  sgRNA 
targeted site. The last one reveals dCas9. The mutation of both nuclease domains (HNH and RuvC) 
results in a catalytically ‘‘dead’’ enzyme that retains RNA guided DNA binding capacity(The Figure 
modified from Kaulich& Dowdy , 2015). 
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1.8.3. Components of CRISPR/Cas9 for gene editing 
 

Cas 9 nuclease requires a single RNA called sgRNA followed by a 3 -base pair sequence known 

as the Protospacer Adjacent Motif (PAM) to be directed to any genomic locus (Jinek et al., 

2012). SgRNA directs Cas9 to the genomic locus by Watson-Crick base pairing which can be 

engineered to target the specific locus (Deltcheva et al., 2011; Jinek et al., 2012). Cas9 can be 

easily redirected towards any other target site with PAM by altering the 20-nt guide sequence 

within the sgRNA (Zheng et al., 2017). 

 
 

 

 
Figure1.9. The components of CRISPR/Cas9 for gene editing. 

(The image adopted from Doudna & Charpentier, 2014). 
 

1.9. Aims 
 

Three main objectives will be following in this thesis:  
 

Firstly, I want to test an APOBEC3B truncating mutation that had been identified through 

previous exome sequencing at the beginning of my thesis, in four large breast cancer case- 

control studies. Whole-exome sequencing (WES) had been performed on genomic DNA 

samples from Byelorussian patients with familial breast cancer and the frameshift mutation 

APOBEC3B c.783delG has been selected as a plausible candidate mutation for this breast 

cancer association study. This genotyping effort is including, but not limited to, my Iranian 

case-control series. 
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Secondly, I want to identify additional breast cancer susceptibility allele(s) through exome 

sequencing on genomic DNA (gDNA) of an Iranian patient with a very strong family history of 

breast cancer (4 first-degree family members affected) but negative for mutations in BRCA1 

and BRCA2, and I want to screen selected functionally relevant mutations in my whole Iranian 

case-control study. 

Thirdly, I want to establish a CRISPR/Cas9 model system for subsequent genome editing in 

fibroblast and breast epithelial cell lines. Specifically, two stable clones of BJ-5ta and MCF10A 

cell lines should be generated in which the nickase Cas9(D10A) is permanently integrated and 

can be flexibly used to incorporate various single-base mutations of interest, including those 

with potential relevance for breast cancer as emerging from this thesis. 
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2. Methods 
 
 

2.1. Study population 
 

2.1.1. Byelorussian population 
 

The Hannover-Minsk Breast Cancer Study (HMBCS) included 1945 patients with breast 

cancer, who were registered and diagnosed at the Byelorussian Institute for Oncology and 

Medical Radiology Aleksandrov N.N. in Minsk and at one of five regional oncology centers in 

Gomel, Mogilev, Grodno, Brest, and Vitebsk between the years 1998 and 2008 (Bogdanova et 

al., 2010). The Belarus series mainly consisted of consecutive patients unselected for family 

history, with the exception of additional 28 cases with familial breast cancer ascertained at the 

center in Minsk. The median age at the time of diagnosis of Belarus patients was 48 years and 

16% of the cases with a first-degree family history of breast cancer identified. The healthy 

individuals were 1242 from the same population who had no family history of breast cancer. 

The median age of the control was 46 years. Over 98% of the study individuals were known to 

be of Byelorussian descent. The samples were provided by Dr. Natalia Bogdanova, Department 

of Radiation Oncology at Hannover Medical School. 

 

2.1.2. German population 
 

The Hannover Breast Cancer Study (HaBCS) consisted of 1012 German breast cancer cases 

who were enrolled and diagnosed at the Department of Radiation Oncology at Hannover 

Medical School in the years 1996 to 2001 (HaBCS I), and over 3000 additional German br east 

cancer patients who have been prospectively recruited at six certified breast cancer centers in 

the region of Hannover from 2011 to 2018 (HaBCS II). For the purpose of my APOBEC3B 

genotyping, the first 1012 patient samples of HaBCS I were used. The median age at diagnosis 

in these breast cancer patients had been 57 years and 11% of these patients had familial breast 

cancer. For the purpose of the FAM81B case-control replication study, a subgroup of 222 

consecutive and unselected breast cancer patients from the Henriettenstift Clinics in Hannover 

was used which was part of HaBCS II. The median age at diagnosis in these breast cancer 

patients was 60 years (range 32-88 years) and 14% of these patients reported a first-degree 

family history of breast cancer. The healthy female donors were randomly taken from 1002 
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anonymous controls enrolled at the Transfusion Department of Hannover Medical School in 

2005. Almost all the individuals (97%) were German. 

 

2.1.3. Russian population 
 

The Hannover-Ufa Breast Cancer Study (HUBCS) contained 1059 breast cancer patients 

unselected for family history who had been diagnosed from 2000 to 2007 at the Oncological 

Center in Ufa (Bashkortostan). Most of the breast cancer patients in this series lived in the 

Volga Ural region of Russia but they were from different ethnic groups. The median age at 

diagnosis was 51 years; 7% of patients had a history of a first-degree relative with breast 

carcinoma. Healthy volunteers were 1069 from the same geographic regions and same ethnicity 

with the median age 46 years. The samples were provided by Dr. Marina Alekseevna 

Bermisheva, Institute of Biochemistry and Genetics, USC RAS, Ufa, Russia. 

 

2.1.4. Iranian population 
 

The Iranian Breast Cancer Study (IBCS) involved 241 female patients with breast cancer who 

were diagnosed at the Omid and Imam Reza Educational Hospital of Mashhad University of 

Medical Sciences, Reza Radiotherapy Oncology Center, or associated clinics in Mashhad from 

2012 to 2016. The median age at study entry was 45 years (range 20-77 years), and 13.6% of 

the cases reported a first-degree family history of breast cancer. Healthy population controls 

comprised 253 females, who were recruited from the same population in the year 2016 at the 

ACECR Central Laboratory (Mashhad Branch). The median age for the healthy donors was 40 

years. The samples were collected by myself and colleagues at the Mashhad University of 

Medical Sciences. 

For conducting a segregation study of novel mutations in one Iranian patient with a strong 

family history of breast cancer (4 first-degree family members affected) selected for exome 

sequencing from Iranian cases, I furthermore collected blood samples of twelve members of the 

patient family for analysis. 
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2.2. Genomic DNA extraction 
 

2.2.1. DNA isolation from whole EDTA blood 
 

In the present study, genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from whole blood samples obtained 

from Iranian breast cancer cases and controls. For other experimental purposes, gDNA was 

isolated from transfected cells. 

To isolate the lymphocytes from whole blood, two volumes of RBC lysis buffer were mixed 

with 2.5ml of whole blood. After incubating the samples on ice for 20min, the suspensions 

were centrifuged at 4˚C, 1000xg for 20min and the supernatant was carefully discarded. 

Again, one volume of RBC lysis buffer was added to remove any remaining RBCs, and after 

incubating for 10min on ice, the mixture was vortexed. After centrifugation (1000xg, 20min, 

4°C), the supernatant was discarded and the pellet (containing WBC) was resuspended in 1ml 

of RBC lysis buffer and transferred to a new 1.5ml tube and centrifuged at 4˚C, 1000xg for 

10min. After discarding the supernatant, Proteinase K treatment was carried out (see section 

2.2.3). 

2.2.2. Genomic DNA (gDNA) extraction from cells 
 

To isolate DNA from cells, the cells were harvested (see section 2.11) and centrifuged at 1000 

xg at 4°C for 10min. Afterwards, the supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was washed 

twice with cold sterile 1xPBS and centrifuged again at 1000xg for 10min at 4°C. Then, the cell 

pellet was resuspended in 1ml cold sterile 1xPBS and transferred to a new 1.5ml tube and 

centrifuged at 2800xg for 10min at 4°C and the supernatant was discarded. Afterwards, cell 

pellets were stored at -20°C until further processing. Genomic DNA was further isolated by 

routine phenol-chloroform extraction (see section 2.2.3). 

2.2.3. Proteinase K treatment and phenol-chloroform extraction 
 

For genomic DNA purification, the cell pellet was resuspended in 400μl proteinase K reaction 

mixture and incubated overnight at 56°C in a thermal shaker. After digestion of proteins by 

Proteinase K, 400μl phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol mixture (25:24:1) was added to each 

sample and mixed vigorously. After 10min incubation on ice, the samples were centrifuged at 

16100xg for 10min at 4˚C and the top aqueous layer was transferred to a new 1.5ml tube. The 

former step was repeated once again with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl 

alcohol. Afterwards, an equal volume of chloroform was added to the sample, it was mixed 
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gently and incubated for 5min on ice. After centrifugation for 10min 16100xg, at 4 °C, the top 

(aqueous) phase containing the DNA was carefully collected to a new autoclaved 1.5ml tube. 

By adding (1/10 volume) 3M sodium acetate (pH 4.8) and 2.5 volumes of absolute 

ethanol/uvasol (100%) the DNA was precipitated. After 30 to 60min incubation, the samples 

were centrifuged (30min, 4°C, 16100xg) and the supernatant was removed carefully. The 

remaining pellet was washed twice with 400μl 70% ethanol/uvasol to remove excess salt and 

centrifuged for 15min at 16100xg at room temperature. After washing, the supernatant was 

discarded and the DNA pellet was dried on the heating block at 50°C for 1-2min until all 

uvasol had evaporated. Depending on the DNA pellet size, the dried pellet was dissolved in 25-

100μl TE buffer and the mixture was quickly vortexed and kept at 4°C. The DNA 

concentration of a 1:5 dilution with 1xTE was measured with the NanoDrop8000 (Peqlab) 

device. 

 

2.3. Exome sequencing 
 

For the purpose of identifying possible genetic mutations, exome sequencing was accomplished 

on genomic DNA samples of patients (Iranian and Byelorussian) at 100-fold coverage. Exonic 

sequences were enriched using the Sure Select XT Huma All Exon V5 library (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and were sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 platform (Illumina 

Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) in cooperation with Dr. Robert Geffers at the Helmholtz Center for 

Infection Research (HZI), Braunschweig. Raw exome sequencing data were called, de- 

multiplexed, and aligned according to the GATK pipeline, and variants were annotated using 

the Annovar tool. Mutations were filtered according to their minor allele frequencies (MAF< 

0.005 in the NCBI SNP and/or 1000 Genomes databases) and according to their predicted 

effects. The interesting variants were selected according to functional impact and were 

confirmed by Sanger sequencing using Big Dye terminator Cycle Sequencing-Kit v.-1.1 

chemistry and a Genetic Analyser 3100 Avant (see section 2.8).  

 

2.4. Primer design and polymerase chain reaction 
 

2.4.1. Primer design 
 

Primers are essential for initiating DNA amplification. In the present study, primers were 

designed for different purposes and various applications. In order to validate variants, which  
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are identified by exome or genome sequencing, specific primers were designed. Source of the 

reference genomic sequences was the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 

database (Assembly: GRCh37.p13). The region surrounding 1000bp (base pairs) around the 

mutation was used for primers design. The forward and reverse primers were designed in the 5′ 

to 3′ direction so that PCR product size did not exceed 600-700bp for Sanger sequencing 

purpose. The optimal length of PCR primers was 18-22bp, The GC content ranged between 

40-60% and the primer ended with a purine base G/C. Usually the primer pairs had similar 

Tm’s with a maximum difference of 5°C and the primer sequences checked to be non- 

complementary to each other. Eventually, the primers were compared to human genomic plus 

transcript sequences by BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). A primer list is given 

in Supplementary table 1 for the investigated genes in this study (Supplementary table 1).  

 

2.4.2. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
 

1.5μl DNA template was mixed with master mix to compose a 15-20μl end volume in either 

PCR tubes or 96 well plates (see Table 1). Afterwards, the tubes or 96well plates were placed 

into the thermocycler. Initially, gradient PCR was performed in the range of 54°C to 64°C to 

determine the optimum annealing temperature for each primer pair (see Table 2.1). PCR 

cycling conditions for primer optimization are described below (see Table 2.2). 

 
 

Table 2.1. PCR protocol for primer optimization 

Component Final concentration per 

reaction 

Sterile HPLC –grade water N/A 
10X buffer 1x 
MgCl2+

 1.5mM 
dNTPs 0.2mM each 
Q solution 1x 
Forward primer 0.5uM 
Reverse primer 0.5uM 
DNA polymerase (TopTaq or HotStar) 1U 
Genomic DNA 50ng-100ng 

Legend: DNA concentration per reaction was depended on the purpose of the study. For PCR 
followed by restriction enzyme reactions (RFLP), 50-100ng of genomic DNA were used as a 
template and the total volume number was 15μl. For sequencing purposes, the genomic DNA 
input was 100-150ng in a total volume of 20μl. 

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
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Table 2.2. PCR cycling conditions for primer optimization 

Step Temperature Time  

Initial denaturation 95°C 5min for TopTaq 

15min for HotStar Taq 

Denaturation 95°C 1min  

Annealing 54°C to 64°C 1min 35 cycles 
Extension 72°C 1min  

Final extension 72°C 5min  

Cooling 8°C ∞  
 

2.5. Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) 

analysis 

 

Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis was carried out by incubating the 

PCR amplification products with specific restriction enzymes in appropriate buffers at the 

optimum temperature as recommended by the supplier. Usually, 4μl PCR products was 

incubated without further purification with 1μl 10x buffer, 1.5U of the respective enzyme and 

complementing volume of DNA free water in a total volume of 10μl. These reactions were 

incubated overnight to ensure complete digestion. The restriction enzymes which were used in 

this thesis are listed below (Table 2.3). Cleavage products were subsequently analysed with 

agarose gel electrophoresis (see chapter 2.6). 

Table 2.3. Gene name and restriction enzymes for RFLP assays 

Gene assayed Restriction 

Enzyme 

Restriction site Incubation 

temperature 

APOBEC3B, FAM81B ScrFI 5′ CC^NGG 3′ 37°C 
RASSF1 BpuEI 5′CTTGAG (N)16^3′ 37°C 

 

2.6. Agarose gel electrophoresis 
 

DNA fragments separated based on their lengths and charge by gel electrophoresis through 

agarose gels. The concentration of the agarose gel was chosen according to the amplicon size. 

In this investigation, different agarose percentages were used (1% to 3% agarose w/v). 

Accordingly, 1-3g of agarose were completely dissolved in 100ml 1xTBE buffer by boiling (in 

microwave), then cooled down to about 50-60°C before adding the dsDNA intercalating dye 

Gel-Red (1,000x in DMSO, final dilution 1:50,000). The solution was mixed thoroughly by 

gentle swirling and poured slowly into the casting tray with an appropriate comb inserted into 

the gel mold. After complete solidification, the comb was removed and the tray was transferred 

into an electrophoresis chamber. The gel was completely covered by running buffer (1xTBE). 

4-8μl of sample were mixed with 2-4μl of 6x loading buffer, loaded into the wells of the gel 
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and run at 80-120V at room temperature for 1-3h, depending on the gel concentration and 

voltage, to achieve an optimal resolution of the bands. To determine the size of the nucleic 

acids fragments on agarose gels, molecular weight ladders were loaded. After ge l 

electrophoresis, the gel was carefully removed from the gel box and the DNA fragments 

visualized on a UV transilluminator. 

 

2.7. PCR product purification 
 

2.7.1. PEG precipitation 
 

PCR products were purified by polyethylene glycol (PEG) solution. The PCR product 

purification was performed by adding one volume of PEG solution to each PCR product sample 

and vortexing thoroughly. The samples were incubated for 10 min at room temperature and 

centrifuged at 16100xg at 4°C for 20min, the supernatant was removed and the samples were 

washed with 100ul 99.9% ethanol/uvasol. After 10min incubation at room temperature, the 

PCR products were again centrifuged at 16100xg at 4°C, the supernatant was discarded, and 

the pellet was dried for 20min at 56°C in the thermostat. The dried pellet was resuspended in 

20μl HPLC-purified water and vortexed. After purification, 4μl of PEG-purified PCR product 

was analyzed with a 2% agarose gel. 

 

2.8. Sanger sequencing 
 

2.8.1. DNA-Sequencing reaction 
 

The total volume of sequencing reaction was 10μl containing 1μl primer (forward or reverse) 

(5uM), 1.5μl BigDye enzyme mix (BigDye Terminator Kit v1.1), 1.5-4.5μl fluorescence-free 

HPLC water and 2-5μl PEG purified PCR product. The thermal cycling conditions 

(temperature and duration of each step) are listed in the following table (see table 2.4).  

Table2.4. PCR Cycling conditions for Sanger sequencing 

Step Temperature Duration 

Initial denaturation 95°C 5min  

Denaturing 50°C 15s  

Annealing 60°C 4min 26 cycles 
Elongation 95°C 30s  

Hold 10°C ∞  
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2.8.2. Precipitation of sequencing reaction products 
 

After the sequencing reaction, the DNA was precipitated by adding 1/10 3M sodium acetate 

and 3x volume 99.9% ethanol/uvasol. Afterwards, the samples were briefly vortexed and 

incubated for 1h at room temperature in the dark. After 30min centrifugation at 16100xg at 

4°C, the supernatant was removed and the pellet was washed with 300μl 70% uvasol. The 

samples were again centrifuged at 16100xg at 4°C and the pellet was dried and resuspended in 

20μl 95% formamide. After 1h incubation at room temperature in the dark, the precipitated 

DNA was denatured for 3min at 93°C in the thermocycler and shock frozen. Subsequently, the 

samples were transferred to a 96-well plate and sequenced using the Genetic Analyzer 3100- 

Avant by Applied Biosystems with Instrument Setup Protocol Seq_50cm_POP6_Set_E and the 

analysis protocol POP6_BDTv1.1. Sequencing Analysis Software Version 5.1.1 was used for 

evaluating the DNA sequences. 

 

2.9. Library preparation 
 

48.48 Access Array target enrichment system (Fluidigm) was used for specific library 

preparation. The system processed up to 48 samples per run with at least 48 amplicons per 

sample and created barcoded amplicon libraries for next-generation sequencing (NGS) on an 

Illumina NGS platform. Genomic DNA (gDNA) of the Iranian patients was normalized to a 

concentration of 50ng/µl and loaded onto microfluidic Access Array plate. 

In order to amplify the different RASSF1 amplicons per array, target specific primer pairs were 

designed by the Fluidigm primer service program. Totally, 11 primer pairs were designed to 

cover the coding sequence of the RASSF1 gene with the forward primers containing the tag 

sequence 5´-ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACA-3´ and the reverse primer containing the tag 

sequence 5´-TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCT-3´ in addition to the gene-specific sequences 

for the purpose of on-site barcoding (Supplementary Table 4). The running process consisted 

of five important steps. The samples and primers were transferred to the inlets on the IFC 

(integrated fluidic circuit) from a 96 well plate and the mixture reaction was loaded 

automatically using Pre-PCR IFC Controller AX. After performing PCR amplification using 

the Fluidigm FC1 cycler, the PCR products were pooled and harvested using post -PCR IFC 

Controller AX. Subsequently, the PCR products were recovered from each of the 48 inlets. 

PCR products were purified and quantified and finally pooled into one NGS library. The 

samples were submitted for high-throughput sequencing on a MiSeq PE_500 platform 
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(Illumina, San Diego) at the NGS core facility of the Helmholtz Center in Braunschweig 

(GMAK Genome Analytics, Dr. Robert Geffers). The Sequencing quality was evident by the 

Q30 quality scores with 99.9% accuracy or (1error per 1000 bases) and a cut off of 85% 

sequence with the Q30 score was used as an indication of successful sequencing. Trimmed 

FASTQ data were converted and aligned to GenBank reference sequences, and variants were 

called and annotated using the NextGene v.2.3.4.2 software (SoftGenetics, Philadelphia, 

U.S.A.). 

 

2.10. Statistical analyses 
 

The prevalence of more common variants was compared in breast cancer cases and healthy 

donors for all genotyped studies. Odds ratios were calculated from two-by-two tables using 

Fisher´s exact test, and adjusted Mantel–Haenszel odds ratios were obtained in fixed-effects 

meta-analyses using the metan command in STATA12.0. For the meta-analysis, we eventually 

added an increment of 0.001 to each field in order to account for zero fields (required for 

APOBEC3B in HUBCS). P values were calculated from chi2 values of Fisher´s exact test for 

single studies, from chi2 values for heterogeneity between studies, or from z values in fixed 

effects meta-analyses. All P values were two-sided. Results with p-value<0.05 were considered 

nominally significant. 

 

2.11. Cell Lines 
 

2.11.1. Cell culture 
 

A TERT-immortalised fibroblast line from a healthy individual (BJ-5ta) as well as a 

spontaneously immortalized human breast epithelial cell line (MCF10A) were chosen as 

cellular models in this study (see table 2.5). The selected cell lines were tested negative by 

nested PCR for mycoplasm contamination and were regularly checked for mycoplasma 

infection especially before freezing and after thawing. 
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2.11.2. Cryopreservation of cell lines 
 

The cells were frozen in liquid nitrogen for long-term preservation. The BJ-5ta and MCF10A 

cells were frozen with their growth medium supplemented with 10% DMSO. Before 

transferring the cells into liquid Nitrogen, the cells were kept 2 or 3 days in a -80°C freezer. 

Cells were recovered rapidly by thawing in a 37°C water bath. After warming, the cells were 

quickly transferred into pre-warmed growth medium and centrifuged at room temperature (200 

g, 5min). Eventually, the medium including the freezing medium was discarded and replaced 

by fresh culture medium. 

 

2.11.3. Cell counting 
 

To determine the number of viable cells present in a cell suspension, trypan blue, a Neubauer 

counting chamber and light microscope were used. After harvesting the cells and resuspending 

in culture medium, 80μl of cell suspension was transferred to a microtube and 20μl of trypan 

blue staining solution was added immediately. An aliquot 20µl was loaded onto the Neubauer 

chamber and the cell number was calculated per ml as described below. 

 
Cell concentration (cells/ml) = Mean (average count) × dilution factor chamber factor 
Mean (Average cell number): total number of cells in four outer corner squares/4 
Dilution factor:1.25 
Factor of the chamber:10.000 

 

2.12. Plasmids 
 

2.12.1. Transformation 
 

All plasmids in this study were either kindly provided by Prof. Axel Schambach, Department 

Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical School, or their derivatives. Plasmids were 

amplified using the High Efficiency Transformation Protocol from New England Biolabs as 

follows. 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) NEB 10-beta bacteria were thawed (from -80) on ice for 10min. 

Afterwards, 1 pg-100ng of plasmid DNA was added to the cells and mixed by flicking. The 

mixture was incubated for 30min on ice. Heat-shock was performed at 42°C for 30s in a 

thermocycler followed by exactly 5min on ice. 950μl of room temperature SOC (provided by 

supplier) was added to the mixture before incubating (shaker set at 37°C for 60min, 250 rpm). 
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20μl of the bacterial suspension was added to LB (Luria-Bertani) agar plates containing the 

selected antibiotic and incubated at 30°C overnight allowing bacterial clones to form. Next day, 

single clones were picked and cultured in 2-5ml LB with the appropriate antibiotic overnight 

in an incubator shaker set at 37°C, 250rpm. The plasmid was extracted and purified by a mini- 

prep Qiagen protocol and analyzed via restriction enzyme digest. 

Table2.6. Plasmids and recognition sites 

Plasmid Abbreviation Plasmid 
size 

Antibiotic 
resistance 

Restriction 
enzyme 

Recognition site 

pCMV.dsRedexp.hU6.sgR 
NA.pA1

 

CMV 4984bp kanamycin BsmBI 5′ CGTCTC (N)1 3′ 

pRRL.PPT.hU6.filler- 
sgRNA.SF.D10A- 
Cas9N.T2A.dTomato.PRE 

Cas9(D10A)- 
dTomato 

12004bp Ampicillin SpeI 

SalI 

5′ CGAT^CG 3′ 

pRRL.PPT.SF. D10A- 
SpCas9N.T2A.Puro.PRE2

 

Cas9(D10A)- 
Puro 

11438bp Ampicillin AgeI 
SpeI 
SalI 

5′  A^CCGGT 3′ 
5′ A^CTAGT 3′ 
5′  G^TCGAC 3′ 

PmaxGFP3
 GFP 3486bp kanamycin - - 

CR2.1 backbone carrying 
FLK,PRE,PTBP2 and 
EGFP reference sequences4

 

Standard 
Plasmid 

5640bp Ampicillin ApaI 
HindIII 

5′ GGGCC^C3′ 
5′ A^AGCTT3′ 

Legend: plasmids in this study except PmaxGFP were kindly provided by Prof. Axel Schambach, 
Department Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical School (Plasmid maps are described in 
supplementary figure 3 to 7). 

 
1 This plasmid was used as a backbone for sgRNA cloning 
2 This plasmid was provided by Denise Klatt, Department Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical 
School. 
3 PmaxGFP was provided by P1 and P2 primary cell kit (Lonza). 
4 This plasmid was provided by Denise Klatt, Department Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical 
School and used as a standard for Integration assay. 

 
 

2.13. Transfection methods 
 

2.13.1. Polyethylenimine transfection (PEI) 
 

One day prior to transfection, MCF10A cells were seeded at a concentration of 5×105 

cells/well with 2ml normal culture medium into a 6 well plate. The cells were 80-90% 

confluent prior to transfection. Next day, the transfection solution was prepared. 2.5μg of the 

Cas9(D10A)-dTomato plasmid was diluted in 99μl of NaCl (150mM, pH= 5.5) and mixed 

gently. Then, 100μl of PEI-solution was added and the mixed solution incubated for 10-15min 

at room temperature. During the time, the growth medium was removed and replaced with 

transfection medium (1μl of 1/1000-1M-HEPES and 1ml of normal medium). The PEI-
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plasmid solution was pipetted up and down and gently added dropwise to plate while swirli ng. 

The cell plate was tilted few times and incubated. After 16-18h, the medium was changed to 

normal MCF10A medium. Cells were started analyzing using a fluorescence microscope after 

24h. 

 

2.13.2. Xfect transfection 
 

Transfection with Xfect Transfection Reagent was used to transfect MCF10A cells with Cas9 

(D10A)-dTomato plasmid in a 6-well-plate format. According to the manufacturer’s protocol, 

24 h prior to transfection, the MCF10A cells were plated into 6 well plates at a concentration of 

5×105 cells/well with 2ml culture medium. Next day, the Xfect reaction buffer and polymer 

were thawed at room temperature. Afterwards, the plasmid (2.5μg and 5μg) was added to 

Xfect reaction buffer and vortexed shortly. After 5s, the polymer solution was added and 

mixed. The mixture was incubated for 10min to allow the nanoparticle complexes to form. 

After incubation, the entire complex solution was added dropwise to cultured cells and 

incubated at 37°C for 4h and overnight post-transfection, the nanoparticle complexes were 

aspirated and replaced with 1ml fresh normal medium and returned to incubator until analysis 

(Table 2.7). 

Table2.7. Xfect transfection 

Plasmid Plasmid dilution in 
xfect reaction 

buffer 

Xfect reaction 
buffer volume 

(μl) 

Xfect polymer 
volume (μl) 

Medium 
change 

2.5μg 1.1 99 0.75 After 4h 
2.5μg 1.1 99 0.75 Overnight 
5μg 2.2 98 1.5 After 4h 
5μg 2.2 98 1.5 Overnight 

 
 

 

2.13.3. Nucleofection 
 

2.13.3.1. Procedure 
 

For establishing an optimized program for nucleofection, Cas9(D10A)-dTomato (dTomato: red 

fluorescent protein marker) and Cas9(D10A)-puro+pmaxGFP (green fluorescent marker) were 

tested in BJ-5ta and MCF10A cells using different programs (Table 2.8). After analyzing the 

transfection efficiency by fluorescence microscopy, the optimal nucleofection program was 

selected for each cell line. The nucleofection device (4D-Nucleofector) was kindly provided by 
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Prof. Dr. Axel Schambach, Department Experimental Hematology, and Hannover Medical 

School. 

Table2.8. Nucleofection programs used for BJ-5ta and MCF10A 

Cell line Program Cell kit Plasmid 

BJ-5ta DS150 
CA137 

P1, P2 
P2 

Cas9(D10A)-dTomato, Cas9 (D10A)-puro + PmaxGFP 
Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 

 CF158 
DS138 

P2 
P2 

Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 
Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 

MCF10A DS150 
CF158 
DS138* 
EO114 

P1, P2 
P2 
P1,P2 
P2 

Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 
Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 
Cas9(D10A)-dTomato, Cas9 (D10A)-puro +PmaxGFP 
Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 

 FF118 P2 Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 
 FF130 

DN100*
 

P2 
P1 

Cas9(D10A)-dTomato, 
Cas9(D10A)-dTomato,Cas9(D10A)-puro +PmaxGFP 

Legend: For each experiment the cell number was 0.5×106 per well and the plasmid concentration were 
the range of 2-3 μg/μl. 

* Cell number was 106 per well in these specific programs 
 
 

2.13.3.2. P1 primary cell kit 
 

6-well plate was prepared with AmnioPAN medium and pre-warmed at 37°C. Afterwards, the 

plasmid-nucleofection solution was set up under the hood containing of 82μl nucleofector 

solution P1, 18μl supplements (both provided by Lonza) and plasmid. The mixture was mixed 

by pipetting and incubated 30min in room temperature, After harvesting the cells and counting, 

the cells were washed with warm 1xPBS. The supernatant was removed carefully and the cells 

were resuspended in 100μl of plasmid nucleofection solution. After transferring the suspension 

into cuvettes, without bubbles, the appropriate nucleofector program was selected and started. 

After the process, the cuvettes were incubated 5min in room temperature and mixed with 500 

μl of warmed AmnioPAN medium and added to 6-well plates. The medium was changed next 

day with normal growth medium. 

 

2.13.3.3. P2 primary cell kit 
 

Prior to nucleofection, 6-well plates were provided with cell culture medium and warmed in an 

incubator at 37°C. Cells were harvested and counted as described in section (2.11). After cell 

counting, 1×106 cells were centrifuged at 90xg for 10min at room temperature. After discarding 

the supernatant, the pellet was resuspended in 100μl nucleofection mix solution consisting of 

82μl nucleofector solution, 18μl supplements and corresponding plasmids. Then, the solution 

was carefully transferred into the nucleocuvette and the selected program was initiated. After 
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the process was completed, the nucleocuvette was placed into the incubator for 5min. 

Afterwards, 500μl of pre warmed culture medium was added and a further 5min. incubation at 

RT followed. Using the pipettes provided by the supplier, the cell suspension was carefully 

mixed and transferred into the 6-well plates and placed into the incubator. 

 

2.14. Fluorescence microscopy 
 

With help of the fluorescent proteins transfection efficiencies were estimated by live cell 

imaging. The images were taken by a Leica DMI6000B microscope (100x magnification) using 

the phase contrast and fluorescent modes with filters for GFP (FITC) and PE (td-Tomato). 

 

2.15. Determination of the optimal puromycin concentration 
 

The appropriate concentration of puromycin is different for each cell type. In the present study, 

titration experiments were carried out to determine the lowest concentration of puromycin for 

selecting successfully transduced cells. Generally, adherent mammalian cells are sensitive to 

concentrations of 0.5 to 5µg/ml. One day before introducing antibiotic selection, the cells were 

seeded in 12 well plate (105 cells per well). Next day, increasing amounts of puromycin (0, 5, 1, 

2, 3, 5.5µg/ml) were added in duplicate wells of cells plate plus control (cells in normal 

culture). The medium was changed three times a week and the cells were observed for survival 

every day. After 3 to 5 days, the optimal antibiotic concentration was determined. The 

threshold dose (the lowest puromycin concentration at which all the cells are dead) of 

puromycin was 2µg/ml for BJ-5ta and 5µg/ml for MCF10A cells. 

 

2.16. Lentiviral transduction: 
 

Lentiviral vector were produced by Denise Klatt in Institute of Experimental Hematology, and 

lentiviral transduction was performed with her help in the Institute of Experimental 

Hematology, Hannover Medical School. 

Prior to transduction, 0.5×105 MCF10A and 1×104 BJ-5ta cells were seeded in 12 well plates. 

Duplicate wells for each lentiviral construct and control were provided. The cells were 

incubated overnight in incubator. After 24h, the medium was changed to the normal culture 

medium supplemented with protamine sulfate (1:1000 of 4mg/ml stock). Afterwards, (2, 5, 10, 

20µl) of lentiviral particles were added to the cells. The cells were gently shaken and incubated 

at 37°C. After 6-8h, the medium was changed to the normal culture medium. The transduction 
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efficiency was measured by puromycin. The concentration of puromycin was 2 or 5µg/ml for 

BJ-5ta and MCF10A cells, respectively. 

 

2.17. Generation of monoclonal cell lines 
 

Monoclonal stable cell lines were generated from the lentivirally transduced Cas9 expressing 

cell pools generated as described above. 

In order to generate stable cell lines for BJ-5ta and MCF10A, cells were seeded individually in 

a 96-well plate (~1 cell+100µl culture medium per well) and cultured in medium with 

puromycin for 14-20 days. The number of surviving clones was different in separate wells and 

only wells with one colony were considered monoclonal. These were expanded, frozen and 

further analyzed by Western blot as described below. 

 

2.18. Protein extraction, PAGE and Western blot 
 

2.18.1. Protein extraction and Bradford assay 
 

For isolating proteins, the cells were harvested and detached as described in section 2.11. 

Pellets were washed gently with ice-cold 1xPBS and centrifuged at 200xg for 5min at 4°C. 

Afterwards, the cell pellet was resuspended in 1xPBS and centrifuged 8min at 1000xg at 4°C 

(Eppendorf centrifuge). Depending on the cell pellet size, lysis buffer (50μl-150μl) was added 

to resuspended the cells before they were incubated for 30 to 45min on ice. After lysing and 

15min centrifugation at 16100xg, the supernatant containing the protein lysates from the cells 

was collected and protein concentration was determined with the Bradford assay in an 

Eppendorf photometer (Bradford Micro program at 595nm). Initially, the BioRAD protein 

assay reagent was diluted 1:5 in ddH2O. Then, 1μl of the lysis buffer was mixed with 1ml of 

the dilution and used as the blank to the calibrated photometer. Subsequently, 1μl of each 

protein sample was added to 1ml of the protein assay reagent dilution, mixed quickly, 

transferred to a cuvette, and the total protein concentration was measured.  

Protein lysate containing about 40ug of total protein was transferred to a fresh tube and 1/5th 

volume of loading dye was added. 
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2.18.2. SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and 

western Blot 

 
SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoreses is a method used to separate proteins based on their 

molecular weight. For gel casting and electrophoresis, the Bio-Rad system was used in this 

study. The separating and stacking gel were prepared according to table 2.9, using a 7.5% 

acrylamide separating gel for checking Cas9 expression. The separation gel was quickly poured 

into a gel chamber and covered with 70% ethanol. After the gel was polymerized, the  ethanol 

was poured out and filled with stacking gel. Afterwards, the comb was inserted to form the 

sample slots. After the stacking gel had completely polymerized, the gel was stored at 4°C for 

the next day usage. 

Next day, the comb was carefully removed and the protein samples were heated 95°C for 5min 

in thermos block and briefly centrifuged and placed on ice. After transferring the gel to the 

electrophoresis chamber and filling with 1xGTS, the samples were loaded onto the gel and a 

protein weight marker was loaded to a separate well to determine the molecular weight. The 

electrophoresis was initially run at 80V until the samples reached the separation gel and then 

the electrophoresis voltage was changed to 120V. The electrophoresis was stopped before the 

blue dye front ran out. 

Table 2.9. Reagent solutions for separating and stacking gels 

Reagent Seprating  gel 

7.5% (80-150KDa) 

Stacking gel 

40% acrylamide 1.87ml 0.64ml 
2% bis-acrylamide 0.95ml 0.35ml 
1M Tris-Cl (pH 8,7) Seprating 
0,5MTris-Cl (pH 6,8) Stacking 

3.76ml  

 1.23ml 
H2O 3.38ml 2.75ml 
20% SDS * 50μl 25μl 
10% APS* 50μl 40μl 
TEMED * 10μl 20μl 

Legend :SDS: Sodium dodecyl sulfate, APS: Ammonium persulfate 
TEMED: Tetramethylethylenediamine 
Gel solution was de-gased. *ingredients were added after that. 

 
After the electrophoresis was completed, proteins were transferred from the gel to a 

nitrocellulose membrane. The transfer cassette was prepared in the following order: black 

cathode (-) side of the blot module, sponge, two Whatman paper, gel, blotting membrane, two 

Whatman paper, sponge and red anode (+) side of the blot module. According to the BioRAD 

instructions, everything was soaked and prepared in 1x carbonate buffer. After gel/membrane  
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assembly, gel sandwich was placed into the blotting chamber, filled with 1x carbonate buffer. 

The transfer was accomplished by 35V for 3h at 4°C. 

The nitrocellulose blotting membrane was removed out of the blotting sandwich and blocked in 

blocking buffer solution for one hour at room temperature (5% Marval milk powder in PBS-

T). Afterwards, the membrane was incubated with primary antibody diluted in 5% milk in 

1xPBS-T) at 4°C overnight. Primary antibodies were 1mg/ml for Cas9 (1:2000 dilution) or 

2mg/ml for -actin (1:3000 dilution), respectively. After removing the primary antibody, the 

membrane was washed three times with 1xPBS-T for 15min at room temperature. After 

washing, the secondary antibody was diluted in 5% milk powder in 1x PBS-T (1:10000) and 

the membrane incubated for 2h at room temperature. All the incubation and washing steps 

were performed on a shaker. Subsequently, the washing step was repeated. According to the 

manufacturer’s instructions, the membrane was incubated in luminol-based Enhanced 

Chemiluminescent (ECL) for 3-5min. Finally, the membrane was wrapped in a plastic foil and 

the protein signals were detected by the light sensitive film in the dark roo m. The exposure 

time was the 30s to 1min for β-actin and Cas9 protein. 

 

2.19. Further characterisation of single-cell Cas9-expressing 

clones 

 

2.19.1. Integration assay by means of qPCR 
 

After generation of stable monoclonal cell lines expressing Cas9, the clones have been further 

characterized by different methods. For measuring average vector copy number (VCN) in 

individual target cells, the following integration assay was performed using qPCR.  

The experimental setup and calculation method had been provided by our collaborators at the 

Institute of Experimental Hematology. In order to calculate the VCN per diploid cell, a 

retroviral gene transfer vector containing the woodchuck hepatitis post -transcriptional 

regulatory element (WPRE) and the genomic reference Polypyrimidine tract binding protein 2 

(PTPB2) was used as a standard. PTBP2 was chosen by T. Mätzig and M. Galla at the Institute 

of Experimental Hematology as the sequence is conserved among humans. In this assay, the 

number of copies of the viral sequences in investigated cells was calculated according to the 

standard plasmid. 
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For this assay, DNA was extracted from Cas9 single clones and control cells (the respective 

parental cell line without Cas9) (see section 2.2). The genomic DNA (50ng/μl in H2O) and the 

master mix was prepared as described in (Table 2.10). TaqMan probes (FAM labeled and 

BHQ1) to detect PTBP2 and WPRE were also designed (see the Supplementary Table 2). 13 μl 

of the master mix was added in each MicroAmp 96-well, and 2μl of DNA template (or 

standard plasmid) was added to the mixture. The plate was sealed and centrifuged for 10-60s at 

400xg and inserted either into the StepOnePlus device or Bio-Rad qPCR device. The PCR 

conditions are described in (Table 2.11) and (Table 2.12). 

 
Table 2.10. Master mix for PCR 

Reagent Final 
Concentration 

ABI Taqman Fast Advanced Master Mix 1x 
Primermix (Forward and reverse)WPRE* 660nM 
Probe WPRE 150nM 
Primermix (Forward and reverse)PTBP2 * 660nM 
Probe PTBP2 150nM 
Water - 

Legend: The dye-labeled probes and primer sequences are described in the 
supplementary figure. 

 

 

Table 2.11. PCR cycling condition (BJ-5ta) 

Step Tempereture Time Cycle 

Step 1 50°C 2min 1 
Step 2 95°C 20s 1 
Step 3 95°C 5s 40 
Step 4 56°C 20s 40 
Step 5 65°C 20s 40 

Legend: StepOneplus device from Applied Biosystems. 
 
 

Table 2.12. PCR cycling condition (MCF10A cells) 

Step Tempereture Time Cycle 

Step 1 50°C 2min 1 
Step 2 95°C 10min 1 
Step 3 95°C 15s 40 
Step 4 56°C 1min 40 
Step 5 65°C 1min 40 

Legend: BioRad qPCR system 
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2.19.2. Electrical impedance monitoring using xCELLigence 
 

The xCELLigence system is a Real-Time Cell Analyzer (RTCA) provided by Roche which 

uses electrical impedance as a readout of the viability of cultured cells (Türker et al., 2017). 

Cells are seeded into wells of an E-Plate and the E-Plate is modified with gold microelectrodes. 

When the cells (adherent) contact the microelectrode sensors which are at the bottom of the E 

plate, the (RTCA) instruments start impedance measurement in real time (Solly et al., 2004). 

Cell adhesion, cell spreading, cell death, proliferation and migration all influence the 

impedance measurement by this technology (Kho et al., 2015). For a certain cell line after 

attaching, the CI (cell index) value changes proportionally to the cell number, therefore to some 

extent reflecting proliferation (Abassi et al., 2009). 

Cells were seeded in quadruplicate wells into “E-Plate 96 view” at cell numbers of 2500, 5000, 

10000 for BJ-5ta cells and 7500 and 15000 for MCF10A cells. 

The E-plate 96 was placed within the RTCA SP Station and kept in a 37°C incubator with 5% 

CO2 supply for up to 72h. The cell index plotting and analysis were performed by RTCA 

Software 1.2.1. The software set up has two steps. Step 1, set as 1 sweep with 1 min interval 

time, measured the base line when the cells are not seeded into wells (just growth medium) and 

step 2 was set as 999 sweeps with 15min measurement interval time. 

 

2.19.3. Cell cycle analysis by flow cytometry 
 

Cellular DNA content and cell cycle analysis were accomplished by the flow cytometry 

technique. In order to measure the DNA content quantitatively by the flow cytometer, the 

suspension of single cells was prepared and stained with a red nucleic acid fluorescent dye 

propidium iodide (PI). The fluorescent dye binds to the DNA of single cells (nuclei) and the 

cellular DNA contents were measured by the flow cytometer (Gray et al., 1986).  

Flow cytometry also identifies the cell distribution around different phases of cell cycle. The 

cell cycle has four major phases: G1 (gap1), S (DNA synthesis), G2 (gap2) and M (mitosis). 

Cells in G1 having haploid DNA content form a peak in the DNA distribution. Cells in G2 and 

M-phase have diploid DNA content and form a distinct peak at about twice the DNA content of 

the (G0-G1) phase peak, while the cells in S (DNA synthesis phase) have intermediate DNA 

contents and form a plateau phase between the growing phase cells (G1 and G2+M)(Gray et 

al., 1986; Nunez, 2001). 
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In the present study, Propidium iodide (PI) staining was used to measure DNA content by the 

flow cytometry using a BD-FACS Calibur in the Core Facility of Hannover Medical School 

(served by Dr. Matthias Ballmeier) and CellQuest (Flow) was used for cell cycle analysis. 

Briefly, the cells were harvested (see section 2.11) and counted (1×106cells). After 

centrifugation, 70% cold ethanol was added dropwise to the cell pellet, while gently vortexing. 

After 30min incubation at 4°C, the suspension was centrifuged at 15400g for 5min. After 

discarding the supernatant (ethanol), the pellet was washed twice with cold 1x PBS and 

transferred to a FACS tube. Subsequently, 1.2μl of RNAse A solution (stock concentration 8 

μg/μl) and 98.8μl of 1xPBS was added to the cell pellet. After 15min incubation at room 

temperature, 170μl of PBS and 30μl (stock concentration 500μg/ml) PI was added to the 

mixture and measured (10,000 counts). The final analysis was performed using FlowJo 

software, version v10, Tree Star). 

 

2.20. CRISPR sgRNA design 
 

For designing optimal CRISPR guide RNA pairs for Cas9 nickase targeting, the sequence 

surrounding gene mutations of interest was downloaded (GRCh37.p13) from NCBI, and a 

CRISPR design tool developed by Feng Zhang´s group at MIT http://crispr.mit.edu/ was used. 

Initially, the DNA sequence (200bp unique genomic region) around the desired mutation was 

entered in a design web tool. The CRISPR design tool identifies potential sgRNAs targeting 

this sequence. In addition, potential off targets are determined genome-wide. A score is given 

for both the efficiency on target and target specificity (off target effects). The gRNA includes 

20 nucleotides followed by a PAM sequence: NGG (Supplementary figure 3). It is established 

that the sgRNA pairs with offset distances between 0-30bp work well (Ran et al., 2013). 

Therefore, sgRNA pairs at <30bp distance were preferred. Special care was taken to avoid 

RNA polymerase termination signals that would have impaired sgRNA expression at later steps 

after cloning. 

 

2.21. CRISPR sgRNA cloning 
 

The sgRNA cloning was performed together with Denise Klatt at Institute of Experimental 

Hematology, Hannover Medical School. For sgRNA expression from a human U6 promoter, 

the plasmid pCMV.Dsredexpr.hU6-filler-sgRNA (see table 2.6) was used. This plasmid also 

contained dTomato under the control of a CMV promoter to monitor transfected cells. The 

invariable sgRNA sequence was already in this plasmid and only the 20 specific bases had to  

http://crispr.mit.edu/
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be added. For this, pairs of oligos were ordered covering the 20 specific bases adjacent to the 

PAM sequence (NGG). As CACCG and AAAC are cloning overhangs, the guide sequences 

were ordered like below.  

(N are the specific bases for each individual sgRNA) 

sgRNA forward oligo: 5´-CACCG(20xN)-3´  

sgRNA reverse oligo: 5´-AAAC(20xN)C-3´ 

Firstly, the primer phosphorylation and annealing (37°C 45min, 95°C 2min 30sec and cool 

down at 0.1°C/sec to 22°C) were performed in a thermocycler (see table 2.13). Then, the vector 

was digested with BsmB1 at 55°C for 1-2h. After incubation, 1μl FastAP (alkaline 

phosphatase, Fermentas) was added and incubated for 15-20min at room temperature. The 

vector has been purified by Qiagen standard kit. For ligation, the annealed and phosphorylated 

oligo was diluted 1:500 in H2O and the reaction mix was prepared as described in (table 2.14). 

Afterwards, the reaction centrifuged briefly and incubated 60min at room temperature. Then, 

transformation into E. coli and plasmid isolation were performed (see sections 2.12). Aftermini 

plasmid isolation, a restriction enzyme digestion with BsmBI was performed testing if the 

oligos were introduced into the plasmids. Then the plasmids were sent for validation 

sequencing. 

  Table 2.13. Primer phosphorylation and annealing 

 Component Volume 

Sense Oligo (100μM) 1μl 
Antisense Oligo (100μM) 1μl 
T4 DNA Ligase Buffer 1μl 
T4 PNK 0.5μl 
H2O 6.5μl 

  Total 10μl 
 

     Table 2.14. Vector ligation 
   Component Volume 

Vector (30-50 ng) xµl 
Oligo (1:500) 1µl 
T4 DNA Ligase Buffer 1µl 
T4 DNA Ligase 1µl 
H2O yµl 

  Total 5µl 
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2.22. Transfecting sgRNAs into Cas9 stable cell lines 
 

BJ-5ta cells, stably expressing Cas9(D10A), were transfected with paired sgRNAs using a 

Nucleofector (Lonza). The P1 Primary Cell Kit (DS150) was used for nucleofection (see 

section 2.13.3.2) and the cell seeding density was 1.5×106 per well (using 6-well plates). 

Table2.15. sgRNA concentration (APOBEC3B) for nucleofection 

sgRNA pairs Plasmid 
concentration (μg/μl) 

Final 
plasmid 
amount (μg) 

Final 
dilution 
volume (μl) 

sgRNA18 
sgRNA15 

2 
1.24 

3.5 
3.5 

1.5 
2.45 

sgRNA18 
sgRNA17 

2 
0.7 

3.5 
3.5 

1.5 
4.25 

sgRNA19 
sgRNA15 

1.93 
1.24 

3.5 
3.5 

1.55 
2.42 

sgRNA19 
sgRNA17 

1.93 
0.7 

3.5 
3.5 

1.55 
4.25 

 

2.23. T7 Endonuclease I assay 
 

T7 Endonuclease I (T7) detects and cleaves non-perfectly matched DNA, holiday structures, 

heteroduplex DNA, nicked double strand DNA. This assay recognizes heteroduplex DNA 

results from denaturing and annealing DNA strands that have been modified after a 

sgRNA/Cas9 mediated cutting/nicking of DNA. By this it can show if targeting of a specific 

sgRNA is successful. After transfecting sgRNAs to Cas9 stable cell pools (BJ -5ta and 

MCF10A), 3 days post transfection, genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from the cells using 

routine phenol/chloroform extraction method (see section 2.2.3). Afterwards, the target site was 

amplified by PCR. For the T7 assay, the final PCR product should be in the range of 500bp – 

1kb containing the target locus in an asymmetric position. Therefore, specific primers were 

designed for the target region (see supplementary table 1). After PCR amplification, the PCR 

product was analyzed by loading an aliquot onto an agarose gel. Then, the PCR product was 

purified using PEG precipitation (see section 2.7.1). To form heteroduplices, 100ng PCR 

product was denatured and reannealed with NEB buffer 2 using following program: 

denaturation at 95°C for 5min, reannealing from 95°C to 85°C at 2°C /s, holding 1min at 85 

°C, cooling from 85°C to 22°C at 0.1°C/s, holding at 22°C for 1min and cooling down to 4°C. 
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After the hybridization reaction in a thermocycler, the samples were ready for T7 endonuclease 

cleavage. 1µl(10U) T7 Endonuclease I was added to the reaction (including undigested 

control-1μl H2O). Then, the samples were incubated 15min at 37°C. After incubation, the 

reaction was stopped by placing the samples on ice. The samples were immediately loaded onto 

an 1.5% agarose gel supplemented with Gel Red, subjected to gel electrophoresis and assessed 

for cleavage products on an UV transilluminator. 

 

2.24. In  vitro cleavage of  target DNA with ribonucleoprotein 

complex (Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 System) 

 

An in vitro cleavage method was adapted from Integrated New Technology (IDT) to analyze 

the activity of CRISPR guide RNAs. Basically, the protocol describes the usage of a Cas9 

ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex in vitro to cleave double-stranded of the targeted DNA. The 

Cas9 RNP complex consists of Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 guide RNA (crRNA and tracrRNA 

duplex) and S. pyogenes Cas9 endonuclease. crRNA is the variable part of the guide RNA, 

which targets the DNA specifically, and tracrRNA is the invariable part.  

Initially, double-stranded DNA template was prepared for the purpose of cleavage substrate. 

The desired target was analysed with agarose 2%. Afterwards, the PCR product was 

precipitated by PEG (see section 2.7.1), and analyzed again by agarose gel electrophoresis, and 

the concentration was adjusted to 100nM. 

Subsequently, each RNA oligo (Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 crRNA, tracrRNA) was resuspended in 

nuclease-free Duplex Buffer to reach a final concentration of 100μM. Then, the crRNA and 

tracrRNA oligos were mixed in equimolar concentrations to a final duplex concentration of 10 

μM (see table 2.16). After incubating the duplex at 95°C for 5min, the samples were cooled 

down at room temperature (almost 15min). The RNP complex was created by combining the 

guide RNA and Cas9 enzyme in equimolar amounts (see table 2.17). For optimal formation of 

RNP complex, the combination was incubated at room temperature for 5-10min. The in vitro 

cleavage reaction was assembled at room temperature (see table 2.18) and incubated for 60min 

at 37°C. After incubation, 2μl Proteinase K (10mg/ml) was added to the reaction. Then, the 

mixture was incubated for 10min at 56°C to release the DNA substrate from the Cas9 

endonuclease. Finally, the cleaved products were analysed by means of agarose gel 

electrophoresis (1.5%). 
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     Table 2.16. Protocol for mixing tracrRNA and crRNA 

Component Amount 

100μM Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 crRNA 1μl 
100μM Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 tracrRNA 1μl 
Nuclease-Free Duplex Buffer 8μl 
Total volume   10 μl 

 
 Table 2.17. Combining Cas 9 and crRNA, tracrRNA 

Component Amount 

10 μM Alt-R guide RNA (crRNA and 
tracrRNA) 

5μl 

Alt-R S.p. Cas9 enzyme (62 μM stock) 0.8 μl 
PBS 44.2μl 
Total volume   50 μl 

 
Table 2.18. In vitro digestion reactions 

Component Amount 

10X Cas9 Nuclease Reaction Buffer 1μl 
1μM Cas9 RNP 1μl 
100nM DNA substrate 1μl 
Nuclease-Free Water 7μl 
Total volume   10 μl 

 
 

2.25. Design of ssODN templates for HR-mediated repair 
 

Single-stranded oligonucleotides (ssODNs) were designed for introducing distinct mutations, 

specifically the single nucleotide deletion APOBEC3B*c.783delG. After selecting the best 

sgRNA pair, which was confirmed by T7 assay and in vitro Cas9 cleavage, the sequence around 

the target region was obtained and three parts have been considered for ssODN designing. First, 

the 5′ homology arm consisting of at least 35-nt upstream of the Cas9(D10A) nicking site. 

Secondly, the edited region including sequence between the targeted modification and the Cas9 

cleavage site. Third, the 3′ homology arm consisting also of at least 35-nt downstream of the 

3′nick (Paix, et al., 2017). The ssODN oligo for APOBEC3B was designed according to the 

optimized sgRNA18-sgRNA17 to mediate a HDR repair in both orientations sense (5′-3′) and 

antisense (5′-3′). The ssODNs were ordered from IDT. BJ-5ta-Cas9-clone11 cells were 

transfected with paired (sgRNAs) and ssODNs using Nucleofector (Lonza). The P1 Cell Kit 

(DS150) were used for nucleofection test (see section 2.13.3.3) and the cell concentration was 

2×106 per well (using 6 well plates). 
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2.26. Cell sorting 
 

Cell sorting was performed by Michaela Bartsch and Dr. Mattias Ballmaier at the core facility 

sorter lab of the Hannover Medical School. Two days after nucleofection, Cas9(D10A) BJ-5ta 

cells transfected with sgRNA/ssODN (sense and antisense, separately) were harvested and they 

were prepared at a concentration about 1×106 cells per ml in 250µl of an EDTA-containing 

buffer (PBS, Ca2+/Mg2+-free, 0.5% BSA, and 1mM EDTA). Afterwards, the cells were placed 

on ice. td-Tomato positive cells were sorted by a FACS Aria Fusion into 96-well plates 

containing 100ul growth medium at 1 cell per well. In addition, a pool of each sample was 

collected into a falcon tube containing growth medium with 20% FBS. 
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3. Materials 
 
 

Table 3.1. Antibiotics 

Antibiotics Company Registered office 

Ampicillin Applichem Darmstadt, Germany 
Kanamycin Applichem Darmstadt, Germany 
Penicillin/ Streptomycin PAA Pasching, Austria 
Puromycin Invivogen San Diego, USA 

 
Table 3.2. Antibodies 

Antigen Antibody Host Western 
blot 

Antigen 
size 

Company, catalogue number, 
concentration 

β-Actin Primary Mouse 1:3000 42 (kDa) Sigma,A-5447, 2 mg/ml 
Cas9 Primary Mouse 1:2000 150 (kDa) BioLegend,844301, 1mg/ml 
Anti-mouse- 
HRP 

Seconday Donkey 1:10000 - GE Healthcare, NA9310, - 

 
 

Table 3.3. Buffers and solutions 

PEG 26.2 g PEG 8000 
0.12 MgCl2 

0.42g C2H3NaO2 

Fill up to 100ml with H2O 
Formamide 95% 95ml Formamide ultra pure 

5mlAutoclave HPLC Water 
1x TBE 890mM Tris 

890mM boric acid 
20mM EDTA 
Fill up to 1l with H2O (pH8.3) 

10x PBS 1.4M NaCl 
27mM KCl 
90mM Na2HPO4 

15mM KH2PO4  

Fill up to 1l with H2O (pH7.4) 
10 x GTS 1.9 M Glycine 

0.25M Tris 
1% (w/v) SDS 
Fill up to 1l with H2O 

10x Carbonate buffer 0.1M NaHCO3 

30mM Na2CO3 

Fill up to 1l with H2O 
1x PBS-T (Wash buffer) 1x PBS 

0.05% (v/v) Tween 20 
Fill up to 1l with H2O 

Blocking buffer 1x PBS 
5% (w/v) Marvel milk powder 
0.05% (v/v) Tween 20 

RBC cell lysis buffer 155mM ammonium choloride 
10mM KHCO3 

0.1mM EDTA, pH 7.4 
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2x LB 80g Bactotryptone 
40g Yeast Extract 
80g NaCl 
Fill up to 400ml water 
mix and add 100 ul 4N NaOH per 500ml 

Protein lysis buffer 50mM Tris pH 7.4 
150mM NaCl 
2mM EGTA 
2mM EDTA 
25mM NaF 
0.1mM Na3VO4 

0.1 mM PMSF 
2mg/ml leupeptin 
2mg/ml aprotinin 
0.2 % (v/v) Triton X-100 
0.3 % (v/v) NonidetP-40 

Proteinase K reaction mix 190μl sterile HPLC grade water 
150μl Proteinase K (10mg/ml) 
40μl 10x STE 
20μl 10% SDS 

1xTE/DNA suspension buffer 10mM Tris pH 8.0 
0.1mM Na 2EDTA 

Separation gel buffer 1M Tris HCl 
Fill up to 1l with H2O 
pH 8.7 with HCl 

Stacking gel buffer 0.5M Tris HCl 
Fill up to 1l with H2O 
pH 6.8 with HCl 

10x STE Buffer 0.5M Tris HCl 
1M NaCl 
0.01M EDTA 
Fill up to 1l with H2O (pH 7.5) 

10 % APS 100g APS 
Fill up to 1L with H2O 

PEI solution 0.1g/l PEI (25kB, linear, Sigma 23966) 
150mM NaCl, pH=5.5, sterile filtrated 

Loading buffer(6x) 0.25% Bromophenol Blue 
0.25% Xylencyanol FF 
99.5% Formamide 

10X Cas9  nuclease reaction buffer 200mM HEPES 
1M NaCl 
50mM MgCl2 

1mM EDTA, pH 6.5 at 25°C 
Cas9 dilution buffer 30mM HEPES 

  150mM KCI, pH 7.5  
 

Table 3.4.Cell lines  

Culture Type Origin/number Immortalization 
Status 

BJ-5ta Human skin fibroblasts 
from a healthy individual 

ATCC,CRL-4001 TERT immortalized 

MCF10A Human breast epithelial 
from a healthy individual 

ATCC,CRL-10317 Spontaneously 
immortalized 
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Table 3.5.Chemicals  

Chemicals Company Registered office 

40% acrylamide solution Bio-Rad Munich, Germany 
Agarose UltraPureTM

 Invitrogen/Life 
Technologies 

Karlsruhe, Germany 

Agarose- 1000 Invitrogen/Life 
Technologies 

Karlsruhe, Germany 

Agar Applichem for 
bacteriology 

Darmstadt, Germany 

Ammonium persulfate Bio-Rad Munich, Germany 
Aprotinin Serva, Feinbiochemika Heidelberg, Germany 
Bis-acrylamide 2 % Bio-Rad Munich, Germany 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) New England Biolabs Ipswich, USA 

Bromphenolblue Serva Heidelberg, Germany 
Chloroform Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Coomassie Roti-blue (5x) Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Developer solution Kodak Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Ethanol, absolute J.T.Baker Deventer, The Netherlands 

Ethanol, Uvasol Merck Darmstadt, Germany 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetate 
(EDTA) 

Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 

Fixing solution Kodak Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 

Formamid AppliChem Darmstadt, Germany 
GelRed Nucleic Acid Gel stain  Biotium Hayward, USA 
Glycerol Merck Darmstadt, Germany 

 AppliChem Darmstadt, Germany 
HPLC- grade water J.T.Baker Deventer, The Netherlands 
Isopropanol Roth,Th.Geyer Karlsruhe, Germany 

Hamburg, Germany 
Leupeptin Serva, Heidelberg, Germany 

 Feinbiochemika  

Methanol Merck Darmstadt, Germany 
My budget dNTP Set BioBudget Krefeld, Germany 
NP-40 (NonidetP-40) Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Nuclease-free duplex buffer IDT Leuven, Belgium 
Nuclease-free IDTE, pH 7.5 (1X TE 
solution) 

IDT Leuven, Belgium 

Nuclease-free water IDT Leuven, Belgium 
Phenol Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol AppliChem Darmstadt, Germany 
(25:24:1)   

Phenylmethansulphanylfluoride 
(PMSF) 

Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000 Merck Darmstadt, Germany 
Potassium chloride Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Propidium iodide Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Sodiumacetate 3M pH 5.2 AppliChem Darmstadt, Germany 
Sodium carbonate Merck Darmstadt, Germany 
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Sodium chloride Merck 
Applichem 

Darmstadt, Germany 
Darmstadt, Germany 

Sodium dihydrogenphosphat Merck Darmstadt, Germany 
Sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Sodium fluoride Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Sodium hydrogencarbonate Merck Darmstadt, Germany 
Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) Bio-Rad Munich, Germany 
Tris Merck Darmstadt, Germany 
Tris HCl Merck Darmstadt, Germany 
Triton-X-100 Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Trypanblue Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
Tween 20 Sigma-Aldrich Steinheim, Germany 
UltraPure DNase/RNase-free distilled 

  water 
Gibco/Life Technologies California, USA 

 
 

Table 3.6. Enzyme 

Enzyme Company Registered office 

Alt-R S.p. Cas9 enzyme IDT Leuven, Belgium 
Hot Star Taq Polymerase + buffer Qiagen, 1007837 Hilden, Germany 
Proteinase K Applichem Darmstadt, Germany 
RNAseA Applichem Darmstadt, Germany 
TopTaq Polymerase + buffer Qiagen, 200205 Hilden, Germany 
Restriction enzymes 
AgeI 

ApaI 

ScrF1 
BpuE1 
PstI 
PvuI 
ApaI 
HindIII 
BsmB1 
SalI 
SacI 
SpeI 

New England Biolabs Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

T4 DNA Ligase (+buffer) New England Biolabs Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
Trypsin/EDTA 0.25% Gibco-BRL Eggenstein, Germany 
T7 Endonuclease I (+buffer) New England Biolabs Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

 
 

Table 3.7. Equipments and devices 

Equipment/Disposables Company Registered Office 

ABI PRISM 3100-Avent Genetic 
Analyzer 

Applied Biosystem Darmstadt, Germany 

Agarose gel tank 
(Horizon58) 
(Horizon11.14) 

Life technologies California, USA 

Agarose gel tank Peqlab (40-1410 ) Peqlab Erlangen, Germany 
Autoclave Zirbus Bad Grund, Germany 
Flowcytometer Calibur BD biosciences Heidelberg, Germany 

Cell culture flasks (T25 cm2, T75 
cm2 and T175 cm2) 

Nunc/ Thermo Scientific Rockford, USA 
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Cell culture 96 well cellstar Greiner Frickenhausen, Germany 

PCR-performance 96 well Sarstedt Nümbrecht, Germany 
NanoDrop 8000 Peqlab Erlangen, Germany 
XCELLigence System ACEA Bioscience San Diego, USA 

 

Table 3.8. Kits 

Kit Company Registered office 

ABI PRISMTM Big dye Terminator Applied Biosystem Weiterstadt, Germany 
Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 Control 
kit,human 

IDT Leuven, Belgium 

EndoFree Plasmid Purification Mega Qiagen, 12381 Hilden, Germany 
P1 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Lonza, V4XP-1024 Cologne, Germany 
P2 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Lonza, V4XP-2024 Cologne, Germany 
MEGM SingleQuot Kit Suppl. & 
Growth 
Factors 

Lonza, CC-4136 Basel, Switzerland 

Xfect Transfection Reagent Clontech Laboratories France 
 

Table 3.9. Mediums other matherials  

Mediums other matherials Company Registered office 

Accutase (Cell Detachment Solution) Capricorn Ebsdorfergrund, 
Germany 

Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 crRNA IDT Leuven, Belgium 
Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 tracrRNA IDT Leuven, Belgium 
AminioPAN Pan-Biotech Aidenbach Germany 
Bactotryptone Biochem. Oldenburg, Germany 
DMEM (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle 
Medium) 

Gibco,21969-035 California, USA 

Fetal calf serum (FCS) Biochrom Berlin, Germany 
Gel loading dye GelRed Biotium California, USA 
Hygromycin B 50 mg/ml Invitrogen, 10687010 Carlsbad, Germany 
L-Glutamine Biochrom Berlin, Germany 
MEGM (Mammary Epithelial Cell 
Growth Medium) 

Lonza, CC-3151 Basel, Switzerland 
Leuven, Belgium 

Primers Eurogentec Seraing, Belgium 
 IDT Leuven, Belgium 

Polymer NanoPOP6 Mc Lab California, USA 
Reagent pack Lonza, CC-5034 Basel, Switzerland 
Marvel milk powder Premier Foods plc St Albans, UK 
Medium 199 Sigma-Aldrich, M4530 Steinheim, Germany 
Ultramer DNA oligos (ssODN) IDT Leuven, Belgium 
Dual Labelled probe (WPRE PTBP2) Eurofins Genomics 

GmbH 
Hamburg, Germany 

Western Bright Quantum Biozym, Hessisch Oldendorf, Germany 
 Advansta Menlo Park, US 

SOC medium New England Biolabs Ipswich, USA 
1Kb plus DNA ladder Invitrogen Karlsruhe, Germany 
Yeast Extract AppliChem Darmstadt, Germany 
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Table 3.10. Plasmids 

Plasmid Abbreviation Plasmid size Antibiotic 
resistance 

pCMV.dsRedexp.hU6.sgRNA.p 
A 

CMV 4984bp kanamycin 

pRRL.PPT.hU6.filler- 
sgRNA.SF.D10A- 
Cas9N.T2A.dTomato.PRE 

Cas9(D10A)-dTomato 12004bp Ampicillin 

pRRL.PPT.SF. D10A- 
SpCas9N.T2A.Puro.PRE 

Cas9(D10A)-Puro 11438bp Ampicillin 

CR2.1 backbone carrying 
FLK,PRE,PTBP2 and EGFP 
reference sequences 

Standard Plasmid 5640bp Ampicillin 

Provided by the Institute of Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical School (Prof. Dr. Axel 
Schambach) 

 
Table3.11. Softwares 

Software Company Origin/Company 

Finch TV 1.4.0 Geospiza Seattle, USA 
FlowJo software (version v10) Tree Star USA 
NextGENe Sequencing 
v.2.3.4.2 

Soft Genetics Philadelphia, USA 

RTCA (Software 1.2.1) OMNI Life Science GmbH Bremen, Germany 
Sequencing Analysis (5.1.1 ) Applied Biosystems California, USA 
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4. Results 
 
 

4.1. Assessment of the APOBEC3B*c.783delG mutation in breast 

cancer patients and controls 

 

The aim of this work was to identify additional (novel) genes that influence the risk for 

development of breast cancer. For this purpose, whole-exome sequencing (WES) had been 

performed on six genomic DNA samples from Byelorussian patients with familial breast 

cancer. The mutations had been filtered according to their minor allele frequencies in the NCBI 

SNP and/or 1000 Genomes databases and according to their predicted effects. The procedure 

and the resulting list of candidate mutations have been described in another thesis from our 

group (Tessa Spethmann, MD thesis submitted to Hannover Medical School). The truncating 

variant APOBEC3B*c.783delG mutation was selected because it was one of two novel 

truncating mutations in a known DNA repair gene (the other one was in BRCA2 in a different 

patient) that had not been present in SNP database at the time of analysis. 

APOBEC3B, c.783delG mutation is meanwhile recorded with the identifier rs368511533 and 

has been listed by the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) at an overall MAF 0.008. The 

WES derived variant (APOBEC3B c.783delG) was validated by Sanger sequencing (Figure 

4.1). Selected primers for validation sequencing of the APOBEC3B*c.783delG mutation are 

described in Supplementary Table 1. This frameshift mutation is predicted to result in a 

premature truncation of the APOBEC3B protein (p.Val262Phefs).  

My colleague Tessa Spethmann had performed a preliminary screening of Byelorussian 

samples and showed that this mutation was recurrent (Tessa Spethmann, MD thesis submitted 

to Hannover Medical School). To investigate the potential association between APOBEC3B* 

c.783delG with breast cancer, I then genotyped the mutation in four large breast cancer case- 

control studies. In total, the studies comprised 3070 breast cancer cases and 2878 controls. The 

numbers of cases and healthy controls are listed in the following table. 

  Table4.1. Number of cases and healthy controls in four different population 

Study  Breast cancer cases Healthy controls 

HMBCS Hannover-Minsk Breast Cancer Study 1772 1216 
HaBCS Hannover Breast Cancer Study 721 922 
HUBCS Hannover-Ufa Breast Cancer Study 340 494 
IBCS Iranian Breast Cancer Study 237 246 

Direct mutation analysis of APOBEC3B*c.783delG was performed by restriction enzyme 

fragment length analysis (RFLP). After PCR amplification (primers listed in Supplementary  
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Table 1), the 302bp PCR product was identified by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and then 

subjected to restriction enzyme digest using ScrFI to produce cleavage products of 150, 63,35, 

24, 18 and 12bp in case of the wild-type sequence. The presence of the 

APOBEC3B*c.783delG mutation gave rise to an additional product of 87bp while losing the 

63 and 24bp products. The diagnostic 87 and 63bp bands were well distinguished using 3% 

agarose gel electrophoresis. Finally, all positive samples (mutation carriers) were confirmed by 

Sanger sequencing. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Molecular detection of the APOBEC3B*c.783delG mutation. Left panel: restriction 
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis on a 3% agarose gel. Left to right: wild type (non  

carrier), heterozygote control (APOBEC3B*c.783delG) after cleavage with ScrFI, patient heterozygous 
(APOBEC3B*c.783delG) after cleavage ScrFI, uncleaved PCR product, size marker: 1kb plus  ladder, 
Red arrow indicate diagnostic fragment (87bp). Right panel: Direct sequencing  of  APOBEC3B mutation 

(A) APOBEC3B exon 6 in wild-type control. (B) Heterozygous  APOBEC3B*c.783delG carrier, the site 
of the guanine deletion is indicated by an arrow. 

 
 

It was apparent from the sequencing and RFLP analysis that the c.783delG mutation in 

heterozygous samples was underrepresented. Its prevalence in the samples was consistent with 

a dose of 20-25% rather than the expected 50% (Figure.4.1). Therefore, the Basic Local 

Alignment Search Tool (BLAST, https:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST) was used to verify 

the specificity of the primer pair for PCR amplification of the target sequence APOBEC3B. 

The sequence alignment results (provided in Supplementary Figure 2) illustrated that 

APOBEC3B and APOBEC3A share significant homology around the site of the mutation (93% 

identity), and the primer pair (5'-ACTTCACCCTGCATCCCCTC-3′, 5'- 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST)
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CTTAGCTCCTTCATCAGGTAC-3′) used for the initial genotyping might amplify regions of 

both genes. Specific primers for APOBEC3B were thus designed and tested that required much 

larger product sizes. The specific primers closest to the mutation gave rise to a 1514bp PCR 

product. Nested PCR was performed after independent optimization of each primer set. The 

designed primers which were previously used for genotyping the mutation were used for 

secondary PCR reaction (amplicon size 302bp). When the APOBEC3B*c.783delG carriers 

were again analyzed by nested PCR, the sequencing profiles were consistent with 

heterozygosity (Figure 4.2). 

 
Figure 4.2. Direct sequencing of the APOBEC3B*c.783delG mutation after nested PCR. 
Heterozygous APOBEC3B*c.783delG carrier, the site of the guanine deletion is indicated by an red 
arrow. 

 

 
The genotyping assay results revealed APOBEC3B c.783delG mutation in 13 cases and 4 

controls from Belarus (HMBCS), 0 cases and 3 controls from Ufa (HUBCS), 5 cases and 1 

control from Germany (HaBCS) and in 5 cases and 1 control from Iran (IBCS) (Table 4.2).  

Combined meta-analyses provided a borderline significant difference between cases and 

controls (Mantel–Haenszel pooled OR 2.29 (95% CI 1.04; 5.03, P=0.04). There was no 

significant heterogeneity between studies (phet=0.67). All mutation carriers were heterozygous 

and the clinical data indicated all had invasive breast cancers. The mutation was associated 

with ductal morphology (P=0.02) and with ER positive tumors (P=0.03). It was not 

significantly enriched in familial breast cancer (OR 2.79, 95% CI 0.78; 9.97, P=0.12). When 

patients were stratified by age at diagnosis, the observation showed a nominally significant 

association with early onset of breast cancer, defined by an age at diagnosis below age 50 (OR 

3.22, 95% CI 1.37; 7.56, P=0.007) (Table 4.2). One of the APOBEC3B*c.783delG carriers (in 

HaBCS) had a mutation in BRCA1 which might have influenced her early age at diagnosis. 

However, omitting this single mutation carrier from the analysis still yielded a nominally 

significant association with early-onset breast cancer in the combined analysis (P=0.02). 
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The results were published in Breast Cancer Research & Treatment 162(1):31-37; doi: 

10.1007/s10549-016-4100-9 (Appendix 1). 

 
Table 4.2. Genotyped samples and carrier frequencies for APOBEC3B*c.783delG in patients with 
breast cancer and in healthy female controls from Belarus, Germany, Russia, and Iran.  

Study Breast cancer Healthy controls OR(95% CI) P value 

HMBCS* 
Familial 
Early onset(<50) 

13/1772 
4/1216 
9/991 

4/1216 2.24 (0.69; 9.45) 
3.88 (0.72; 20.95) 
2.78 (0.77; 12.37) 

0.22 
0.06 
0.10 

HaBCS 
Familial 
Early onset(<50) 

5/721 
0/87 
3/183 

1/922 6.39 (0.71; 302.69) 
n.a. 
15.11 (1.20; 94.19) 

0.09 
1.00 
0.02 

HUBCS 
Familial 
Early onset(<50) 

0/340 
0/20 
0/139 

3/494 n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

0.28 
1.00 
1.00 

IBCS 
Familial 
Early onset(<50) 

5/237 
0/33 
3/125 

1/246 5.28 (0.58; 250.70) 
n.a. 
6.02 (0.48; 317.50) 

0.12 
1.00 
0.11 

Combined 
Familial 
Early onset(<50) 

23/3070 
4/456 
15/1438 

9/2878 2.29 (1.04; 5.03) 
2.79 (0.78; 9.97) 
3.22 (1.37; 7.56) 

0.04 
0.12 
0.007 

Legend: Patients were further stratified by age at diagnosis with early onset defined as <50 years, or  
by familial breast cancer defined as a first-degree family history of breast cancer. OR, Odds ratio. For 

single studies, OR and P values were calculated using Fisher´s exact tests. For the combined analysis, 
the Mantel–Haenszel pooled OR was derived from a fixed effects meta-analysis, and the P value was 

drawn from the z value of the meta-analysis. OR in subgroups was calculated using all controls from 
the same population as the reference group. n.a. not applied due to zero fields. 
CI confidence interval, HMBCS Hannover-Minsk Breast Cancer Study, HaBCS Hannover Breast 
Cancer Study, HUBCS Hannover-Ufa Breast Cancer Study, IBCS Iranian Breast Cancer Study. 

*Six Byelorussian patients from the initial exome sequencing study, one of whom was 
APOBEC3B*c.783delG carrier, are not included in this analysis. 
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4.2. Identification of novel candidate susceptibility genes for 

breast cancer in an Iranian family 

4.2.1. Whole exome sequencing in a familial breast cancer 
 

patient 

 
Exome sequencing enables to identify new variants for various types of cancer including breast 

cancer. An Iranian family with several affected members was selected for the current study (see 

Figure 4.7). Whole exome sequencing (WES) was carried out on genomic DNA of the Iranian 

index patient who had been diagnosed with Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) at age of 50 

years. The female proband (IV.1) had a strong family history of breast cancer (4 first -degree 

family members affected) and she was negative for pathological BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations 

(see Supplementary Figure 1). 

The candidate patient had three sisters suffering from breast carcinoma. The first affected  sister 

(IV.3) had triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) (age of diagnosis 58 years). The age of 

diagnosis for second and third affected sisters (IV.4) and (IV.5) were 45 and 54 respectively. 

The members of previous generation (III.5, III.9 and III.3) were also diagnosed with breast 

cancer at the age of 58, 75 and 57 sequentially. Recently, also member (V.7) has been 

diagnosed with invasive ductal breast carcinoma at the age of 40 years (family pedigree is 

described in Figure 4.7). 

Whole exome sequencing (WES) was performed at the NGS core facility of the Helmholtz 

Institute for Infection Research in Braunschweig in a collaboration with Dr. Robert Geffers. 

The detected mutations were filtered according to their minor allele frequencies (MAF<0.001) 

in the NCBI SNP and/or 1000 Genomes databases and according to their predicted effects. Six 

variants were selected for validation sequencing (see Table 4.3): p.GG321 in ARID1B, 

p.T376P in HNF1B, p.S135F in RASSF1, p.M1fs in KLK3, p.Q285fs in FAM81B and 

p.L382A in FOXO3. 

PCR primers were designed and the amplification reactions were optimized for genomic 

regions of interest and Sanger sequencing accomplished to confirm the selected mutations. 

WES-derived variants are described in Table 4.3 and all primers and PCR conditions are listed 

in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 4.3. Candidate variants generated from the whole exome sequencing of the Iranian patient 

(V.1) 

Gene 

Name 

Chr:Position Nucleotide change Protein 

variation 

Variant annotation 

ARID1B 6: 157100023 CGGAGGA/ C p.GG321 NM_020732.3 
HNF1B 17: 36070591 T/ G p.T376P NM_000458.2 
RASSF1 3: 50363551 G/A p.S135F NM_170714.1 
KLK3 19: 51358200 AGCTGTGTCACCAT /A p.M1fs NM_001648.2 
FAM81B 5: 94772571 A/ AC p.Q285fs NM_152548.2 
FOXO3* 6:108985176 T/ TG p.L382Afs NM_001455.3 
Legend. All the variants were in exonic regions. 

*All the selected variants were novel except FOXO3 with identifier (rs34133353). 
 

Three out of the six variants (RASSF1, KLK3 and FAM81B) were confirmed by direct Sanger 

sequencing (see Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5) and considered as susceptibility candidate variants for 

breast cancer in this specific family (see figure 4.7). KLK3 and RASSF1 are known tumor 

suppressor genes: RASSF1 is one of the most significantly methylated genes in breast cancers 

(see Chapter 5.2.1) (Grawenda & O'neill, 2015), and the KLK3 gene product, PSA, has been 

implicated in both breast and prostate cancer (see Chapter 5.2.2) (Altuwaijri, 2012). The gene 

product of FAM81B is poorly characterized but may play a role in cell division and cell cycle 

control as it has an Smc domain and interacts with the cell division proteins PCM1 and 

CDK5RAP2 (Huttlin et al., 2017). 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Validation of the missense mutation p.S135F in RASSF1 via Sanger sequencing(A) 
wild-type control (B) Patient heterozygous for RASSF1mutation (IV.1) (arrow indicate the mutation 
site) (The numbers show position of the sequencing start). 

 
 

Figure 4.4. Validation of the truncating mutation p.M1fs in KLK3 via Sanger sequencing(A) wild- 
type control (B) Patient heterozygous (IV.1) for the KLK3 mutation (arrow indicate mutation site) (The 
numbers show position of the sequencing start ). 
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Figure 4.5. Validation of the frameshift mutation p.Q285fs in FAM81B via Sanger sequencing (A) 
wild-type control(B) Patient heterozygous (IV.1) for the FAM81B mutation (arrow indicate mutation 
site) (The numbers show position of the sequencing start ). 

 

 
Genomic DNA samples from twelve additional family members were genotyped using Sanger 

sequencing and a restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) assay to study the 

segregation of the three variants in this family (RFLP analysis for selected genes are described 

in section 2.5). 

The novel missense mutation RASSF1 was observed in the heterozygous state in two affected 

and one unaffected sister (IV.2, IV.3 and IV.5). In generation V, the mutation was identified in 

(V.1, V.5 and V.13). The KLK3 frameshift mutation segregated with breast cancer in three of 

four additional affected family members (IV.3, IV.4 and IV.5) in the same generation and three 

(V.1, V.12 and V.13) in V generation. The truncating mutation in FAM81B was present in only 

one additional affected member in this family (IV.4) and one non-affected (IV.2) as well as 

(V.1, V.4 and V.6) in the next generation (see figure 4.7).  

4.2.2. Direct   genotyping   of   novel  candidate  genes for breast 
 

cancer in Iranian case-control series 
 

4.2.2.1. Choice of variants 
 

The three WES-derived variants p.S135F in RASSF1, p.M1fs in KLK3 and p.Q285fs in 

FAM81B which had been confirmed by Sanger sequencing (see section 4.2.1), were further 

investigated in my whole Iranian breast cancer case-control study. Moreover, I also added 

another variant p.RLGLGEG356delfs in RCC1 which was identified from whole exome 

sequencing of Tunisian patients with familial breast cancer (Riahi et al. , 2018) and successfully 

genotyped this in breast cancer cases and healthy donors of the Iranian population.  
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 RASSF1c.404 G>A 

The association between RASSF1 (p.S135F) and breast cancer risk was examined in Iranian 

case-control study including 185 cases (the exome sequencing candidate was excluded) and 

236 healthy controls. The RASSF1 (p.S135F) was screened by restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP) assay in both Iranian breast cancer family and Iranian case-control 

series. Primers were designed to detect RASSF1 *c.404 G>A mutation (see supplementary table 

1). The mutation site was amplified by PCR (see supplementary table 2). The PCR 

amplification yielded a product of 219bp monitored by 2% agarose gel. After digesting with 

BpuEI enzyme (37°C, overnight), the product was separated on a 3% agarose gel. In case of 

wildtype sequence, the cleavage product was 108, 71 and 40bp, whereas the presence of 

missense mutation RASSF1 subjected 179, 108, 71 and 40bp fragments in a heterozygous 

sample, because the RASSF1 mutation destroys a BpuEI site in the PCR fragment (see Figure 

4.7 and Supplementary Figure 8). All heterozygous carriers were confirmed by Sanger 

sequencing (see Figure 4.3). The genotyping assay result showed no carrier of p.S135F in 185 

breast cancer patients 236 and controls, whereas several carriers of a neighboring 

polymorphism, p.A137S, were detected in the same assay (see following chapter 4.3). 

 

 
Figure 4.6. Molecular detection of RASSF1 missense mutations p.S135F (or p.A137S). Restriction 

fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis using 3% agarose gel. Left to right: wild type (non  
carrier), heterozygote control (IV.1) for RASSF1*c.404 G>A after cleavage with BpuEI, patient 

heterozygous (IV.3) for RASSF1*c.404 G>A after cleavage BpuEI, uncleaved PCR  product,  size 
marker: 1kb plus ladder. 
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 KLK3 

 

To determine the association between KLK3 mutation and susceptibility to breast cancer, a 

case-control study was conducted in Iranian population containing 178 breast cancer cases and 

236 healthy donors. The KLK3 mutation analysis was performed by PCR (all conditions are 

described in supplementary table 2). PCR products were separated on a 3% agarose gel (I used 

agarose 1000 here for better resolution). The amplicon size for wild-type was 229bp and 

fragment sizes for the mutant allele were 216bp + 13bp (see figure 4.8 and Supplementary 

figure 10). Positive samples (mutation carriers) were directly sequenced by Sanger sequencing 

(see figure 4.4). The KLK3 mutation was found neither in additional breast cancer cases 

(n=178) nor in controls (n=236) in the Iranian population. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4.8. Molecular detection of KLK3 mutation. Agarose 1000 gel (3%) for detection of 
heterozygous carriers of the KLK3. Left to right: wild-type: non carrier, heterozygote control (IV.1) for 

the KLK3 mutation (heteroduplex formation), patient heterozygous (IV.3) for the KLK3 mutation 

(heteroduplex formation), negative control: Water control and size marker: 1kb plus ladder. 
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 FAM81B*c.855_856insC 

The FAM81B mutation c.855_856insC derived from the Iranian breast cancer family was 

genotyped in Iranian and in German case-control series. 

For screening of FAM81B*c.855_856insC gene, the mutation analysis was carried out using 

RLFP assay. Initially, the desired sequence was amplified by PCR (all conditions and primers 

were described in Supplementary table 2). The PCR generated a 184bp product that was 

detected on a 2 % agarose gel and then subjected to restriction enzyme fragment length analysis 

using ScrFI (37°C, overnight). The restriction digest products were separated on 3% agarose 

gel. After ScrFI cleavage, the wild-type generate two fragments of 110 and 74bp whereas in 

the presence of FAM81B*c855_856insC (heterozygous carrier) the product remained uncut 

(see figure 4.9). All positive samples (heterozygous carrier) were verified by Sanger 

sequencing (see figure 4.5) and (Supplementary figure 10). 

Genotyping was accomplished for 178 cases and 232 healthy controls in Iranian population. 

The FAM81B was presented in 7 cases and 2 healthy controls, consistent with a borderline 

significant association (OR: 4.71, 95%CI 0.97-22.94). To test this further in a German case- 

control study, 199 healthy donors and 200 patients were screened. The frequency of 

FAM81B*c855_856insC mutation was 3 in controls and 2 in breast cancer cases which did not 

confirm FAM81B*c855_856insC as a risk allele (OR: 0.66, 95% CI 0.11- 3.99). Fixed-effects 

meta-analysis of the results from both the Iranian and German populations revealed no 

significant difference between cases and controls (OR: 2.11, 95% CI 0.71- 6.26; P=0.18) (Fig. 

4.10). 

The novel mutations for RASSF1, KLK3 and FAM81B in the Iranian multiple-case breast 

cancer family were presented at the Annual Meeting of the European Society of Human 

Genetics in June 2018. 
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Figure 4.10. Meta- analysis combining the 

Iranian and German case-control studies for 

the FAM81B p.Q285fs. (1) IBCS (Iranian Breast 
Cancer Study) and (2) HaBCS (Hannover Breast 
Cancer Study). Odd ratio (OR) of  each 

population study depicts with the size of the 
square proportional of the weight of each study 

and the diamond shows the pooled result of OR. 
The extending lines reveal 95% confidence 
interval for the OR. I-square and p-values show 

the level of heterogeneity between two studies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.9. Molecular detection of 

FAM81B*c855_856insC mutation. RFLP 
assay with ScrFI digestion using 3%  agarose 

gel. Left to right: wild type (non carrier), 
heterozygous control (IV.1) for  the 
FAM81B*c855_856insC after cleavage with 

ScrFI, patient heterozygous (IV.4) for the 
FAM81B*c855_856insC mutation after 

cleavage ScrFI, uncleaved PCR product, size 
marker:1kb plus ladder. 
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4.2.2.1. RCC1*c.1067_1086del19 
 

An exome-sequencing study of Tunisian breast cancer patients in parallel to my study had 

revealed a mutation in RCC1 to be significantly associated with breast cancer (Riahi et al. 

2018). This mutation is a frameshift deletion of 19bp, RCC1*c.1067_1086del19 (Genbank Ref. 

NM_001048194). The association between the RCC1*c.1067_1086del19 mutation and breast 

cancer was further investigated in 116 breast cancer cases from Iran. The mutation analysis was 

performed by PCR (all conditions and primer sequences are described in supplementary table 

2). PCR products were separated on 3% agarose gel. The amplicon size for wild-type was 201 

bp, while for the mutant product 182bp plus heteroduplices were observed in the heterozygous 

positive control. However, the RCC1 mutation was not observed in any of the 116 breast cancer 

patients of the Iranian population. 

The results were contributed to a publication in the International Journal of Cancer, 142(12), 

2512-2517; doi: 10.1002/ijc.31273 (Appendix 2). 

4.3. Targeted sequencing of RASSF1 in Iranian breast  cancer 

cases 

 

All coding exons and non-coding regions of RASSF1 gene were genotyped by means of an 

Access Array target enrichment system (Fluidigm) using genomic DNA samples of the Iranian 

patients. NGS of barcoded RASSF1 detected one common polymorphism, c.397G>T (p.A137S) 

and suggested two rare variants c.370G>A (p. p.E124K) and c.770G>A (p.R257Q) which, 

however, were not confirmed by Sanger sequencing. 

The association between RASSF1*p.A137S and breast cancer risk was then examined in an 

Iranian case-control study including 185 cases and 236 healthy controls. The genotyping assay 

was the same as had been previously employed for the RASSF1*p.S135F variant and here was 

extended to genotype the controls. The result revealed 28 heterozygous carriers (15%) of 

p.A137S in 185 breast cancer patients as well as 57 heterozygous carriers (24%) among 236 

healthy donors. All heterozygous carriers were confirmed by Sanger sequencing (see Figure 4.). 
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Figure 4.11. Validation of the missense mutation p.A137S in RASSF1 via Sanger sequencing. 

Patient heterozygous for the RASSF1 mutation (arrow indicate mutation site) (The numbers show position 
of the sequencing start ). 

 

 
Fisher´s exact test showed a borderline significant difference in the RASSF1*p.A137Sgenotype 

distribution between the cases and the controls (Odds ratio OR 0.56; 95% CI 0.33-0.95, p= 

0.03), perhaps consistent with a potentially protective effect of the serine allele. 

 
 
 

4.4. A cellular model system for functional characterization of 

identified mutations 

4.4.1. Generating Cas9-expressing stable cell lines 
 

4.4.1.1. Choice of method 
 

Candidate breast cancer mutations such as APOBEC3B*c.783delG and RASSF1*c.404 G>A 

were considered suitable target mutations to be introduced into immortalized fibroblasts (BJ - 

5ta) or into a breast epithelial cell line (MCF10A) using the CRISPR/Cas system.  

Generating stable cell lines in which Cas9(D10A) is permanently integrated into the genome 

can be very helpful to target various genes under similar conditions. In the following, I will 

describe how I have established Cas9(D10A) stable cell lines for BJ-5ta fibroblast and 

MCF10A breast epithelial cells. 

Before creating cell lines that stably express Cas9 protein, various transfection methods as well 

as lentiviral transduction were tested for my cellular models (BJ-5ta and MCF10A). 
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4.4.1.2. Delivery of Cas9 expressing plasmid for cell culture 

applications 

 
 Optimization of transfection conditions: 

In order to achieve high and near-optimal transfection efficiencies for MCF10A cells, several 

cell transfections methods were tested to determine the optimal condition for transfection of 

MCF10A cells. 

Polyethylenimine (PEI) transfection: (PEI) transfection was performed in MCF10A cells 

using a Cas9(D10A) nickase plasmid containing dTomato fused with Cas9 after a protease 

cleavage site (The map of the Cas9(D10A) plasmid is shown in Supplementary Figure 3). The 

red fluorescent protein dTomato was used as an indicator of transfection success. At the time 

points of 24 and 48h post-transfection, MCF10A cells were monitored by fluorescence 

microscope (Figure 4.12). It was detected 24 and 48h after transfection that a high percentage 

of the cells died (about 80%) due to the transfection and most cells were not successfully 

transfected with PEI method. However, the cells were incubated for 48h and imaged using 

fluorescence microscope. 

Transfection with Xfect: Cas9(D10A)-dTomato was also transfected into MCF10A cells 

using the Xfect transfection method (see section 2.13.2). The experiment was designed using 

plasmid in two different concentrations (2.5 and 5ug) and medium change after 4 and 24 hours 

after transfection (see section 2.13.2). The cells were monitored 24, 48 and 72h post - 

transfection using fluorescence microscopy. The results indicated that the transfection was not 

successful with this method. However, using 5ug Cas9(D10A) plasmid and changing medium 

after 4h revealed that transfection occurred at very low level. The transfection efficiency was 

estimated by eye to be less than 5% (Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12. Cas9(D10A) PEI and Xfect transfection test for CRISPR/Cas9 editing. (A) 

Transfection with PEI: MCF10A cells were transfected with 2.5ug Cas9 (D10A)-dTomato plasmid. 
dTomato fluorescence was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. Left to right: MCF10A transfected 
cells after 24 and 48h: almost 80% of the cells died and no/small number of red cells was detected, 
showing that the MCF10A cells had not been successfully transfected. (B) Transfection with Xfect: 
MCF10A cells were transfected with 5ug plasmid and replacing the medium after 4h. dTomato 
fluorescence indicator was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. The image shows  transfected cells  
after 72h. 

 
Nucleofection: Different nucleofection conditions were tested for both cell types (MCF10A 

and BJ-5ta) to achieve maximal transfection efficiency and minimal cell toxicity. Cell 

transfection efficiency and cell survival were considered for selecting efficient nucleofection 

programs. The total percentage of cell transfection was estimated by eye. For this purpose, the 

cells were transfected either with a plasmid which codes dTomato (red florescence protein) or 

GFP plasmid (coding for green florescence protein). 

For MCF10A cells, eight different nucleofector programs were tested, in combination with two 

Nucleofection solutions, P1 and P2, to determine the optimal condition. In following programs 

EO114, FF118 and FF130 almost 80-90% cells died within 72 h and the transfection rate was 

low whereas for DS150 and CF158 approximately 70-80% cell died and the transfection 

efficiency was less than 5%. By contrast, the cell death after using the DN100 and DS138 

programs was less than 25% and the transfection efficiency was more than 75%. In conclusion, 

DN100 and DS138 combined with the P1 solution were the most effective nucleofection 

programs for MCF10A cells (Figure 4.13). 

For optimizing the nucleofection program for BJ-5ta cells, five various conditions were tested 

as described in section. CA137, DS138 and CF158 revealed low transfection efficiency (less 

than 5%) whereas DS150 with P1 solution showed 60-70% viability and more than 70% 

transfection efficiency in BJ-5ta cells (Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.13. MCF10A cells nucleofection after 72h (DS138 and DN100). MCF10A cells were 
transfected with Cas9 (D10A)-puro + pmaxGFP (fluorescence indicator) and the cells were imaged 
after 24, 48 and 72h. Panel (A) DS 138 and (B) DN 100 after 72h. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.14. BJ-5ta cells Nucleofection after 48h (DS150, P1). BJ-5ta cells were transfected with 
Cas9(D10A)-puro + PmaxGFP (fluorescence indicator) and the cells were imaged after 48h. 
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4.4.1.3. Cas9 (D10A)-puro delivery with lentiviral transduction 
 

Lentiviral vectors provide a considerably enhanced delivery system in target cells especially for 

cell lines that pose difficulties for transfection. For achieving highest delivery, Cas9(D10A) 

plasmid was delivered by this efficient system in both cellular model systems. Lentiviral 

vectors randomly integrate into a cell genome, and puromycin selection could be applied to the 

host cells to eliminate non-transduced cells. The concentration of puromycin was pre-tested and 

determined as 2µg/ml and 5µg/ml in growth medium for BJ-5ta and MCF10A cells, 

respectively. 24h after transduction, antibiotic selection was started. The cells were expanded 

under selection, some aliquots were frozen and cells were harvested for preparation of cell 

lysates. 

 

4.4.1.4. Validation of Cas9 expression by western blot 
 

The polyclonal cell populations (BJ-5ta and MCF10A) were tested for Cas9 expression by 

western blot analysis (Figure 4.15). 

Cas9 was detected by Anti-Cas9 antibody and β-actin was used as a quantity control. For 

negative controls, parental cells (wild-type) were used. A positive control was provided by 

Denise Klatt from Department of Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical School. 

Western blotting assay confirmed that the polyclonal cell lines (BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A) and 

MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) strongly expressed the Cas9 protein (Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.15. Validation of lentiviral Cas9(D10A) expression constructs by western blot assay. 
MCF10A and BJ-5ta cells were transduced lentivirally with Cas9(D10A) -puro. Left to right: BJ-5ta 
control (wild-type), BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A) pool, MCF10A control (wild-type), MCF10A (D10A)  pool and 

positive control cell line (validated Cas9-expressing cell line). β-actin (42kDa) was used as  a loading 
control. 

 

4.5. Generation of monoclonal stable cell lines from the 

polyclonal pool 

 

Heterogeneous polyclonal cells have different copy numbers or integrations. After validating 

Cas9 expression of polyclonal (pool) Cas9(D10A) cells by western blot analysis, I have thus 

generated monoclonal stable cell lines for both, BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A) and MCF10A 

Cas9(D10A) cells. Single cells were plated in separate wells of 96 well -plate as described in 

section 

2.18 and wells with single clones where expanded over roughly 3 to 4 weeks. 16 single clones 

were generated for BJ-5ta Cas9(D10A) cell line and 17 for MCF10A Cas9(D10A) cells which 

were analyzed for Cas9 expression by western blot assay (see figure 4.16 and 4.17). However, 

the cells were kept in the selection pressure of puromycin continuously. The western blot 

results in BJ-5ta Cas9(D10A) cells indicated that Cas9 protein is expressed in 15/16 BJ -5ta 

Cas9(D10A) clones (see figure 4.16). The MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) western blotting results 

illustrated that Cas9 protein was expressed in all Cas9 single clones (see figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.16. Cas9 expression in monoclonal cell lines generated from BJ5-ta-Cas9(D10A) cells 

transduced lentivirally with Cas9 (D10A)-puro. After single colony formation, the cells  were 
expanded under puromycin selection. Western blotting was performed to confirm Cas9 expression on 

BJ5-ta-Cas9(D10A) single clones (A) and (B): (+) shows positive expression (Cas9) and (-) indicates 
negative expression (Cas9), last lane depicts positive control obtained from BJ5ta-Cas9(D10A) 

polyclonal cells (see figure 4.15) and β-Actin (42kDa) was used as a loading control. (A) The western 
blot analysis showed that the 150kDa Cas9 was expressed in eight BJ5-ta-Cas9(D10A)  single  clones (B) 
The second western blot assay illustrate that BJ5-ta-Cas9(D10A) single clones expressed Cas9 except 

clone 14. 
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Figure4.17. Cas9 expression in monoclonal cell lines generated from MCF10A-

Cas9(D10A) cells. After single colony formation, MCF10A were expanded under puromycin 

selection. Western blotting was performed to confirm Cas9 expression on MCF10A-

Cas9(D10A) single clones. (A) and (B): (+) shows positive expression (Cas9) (last lane depicts 

a positive control obtained from MCF10A pool cells (see figure 4.14). β-Actin (42kDa) or 

tubulin (50kDa) were used as loading controls. (A) The western blot analysis showed that the 

150kDa Cas9 was expressed in MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) single clones. Tubulin (50kDa) used as 

a loading control (B) The second western blot assay illustrates that MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) 

single clones expressed Cas9. β-Actin (42kDa) used as a loading control. 
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4.5.1. Integration Assay in BJ-5ta and MCF10A Cas9 clones 

using qPCR 
 

4.5.1.1. Standard preparation 
 

To choose the preferred clone for efficient genome editing, the Cas9 single clones were 

characterized in comparison to their parental lines by three different methods, an integration 

assay (qPCR based method), the real-time and dynamic monitoring of impedance as a proxy of 

cell proliferation and viability using the xCELLigence system, and the  cell cycle profile 

analysis via flow cytometry. 

The integration assay was carried out to determine the average vector copy number (VCN) in 

MCF10A and BJ-5ta Cas9 clones. The experimental and calculation set up was provided by the 

Institute of Experimental Hematology in Hannover Medical school. Normally, for retroviral 

gene transfer vectors containing a WPRE element, the concentration of viral sequence in 

comparison to a genomic reference like PTPB2 (polypyrimidine tract binding protein 2) can be 

used to estimate the VCN per human cell. 

For this experiment, gDNA was extracted from Cas9 single clones and control cells (parental 

cell line without Cas9). For measuring vector copy number (VCN) in BJ -5ta clones, 

StepOnePlus device from Applied Biosystems was used at the Institute of Experimental 

Hematology at Hannover Medical School with the kind help of Denise Klatt. For MCF10A 

cells, the same method was transferred to the Radiobiological Laboratory, Clinics of Radiation 

Oncology, Hannover Medical School, with the kind help of Dr. Natalia Bogdanova.  

For estimation of Cas9 copy numbers in target cells (BJ-5ta and MCF10A), the concentration 

of the target and reference gene have been measured. The reference gene (PTBP2) was selected 

for this study that is normally present in two copies in a diploid genome. The VCN was 

determined by calculating the ratio concentration of the reference (PTBP2) and target gene 

(WPRE). 

The samples (clones) and controls were measured in triplicates. For creating a standard curve, 

the standard plasmid (containing WPRE and PTBP2) was linearized either with SacI or ApaI 

enzyme and reaction mixture consisted of 16 μl water, 2 μl SacI or ApaI specific buffers, 1 μl 

DNA and 1 μl enzyme. The digestion mixtures were incubated at 37°C for 3h and purified with 
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the PEG precipitation. The elution volume was 30 μl and DNA concentration measured with 

the Nanodrop device. Further, the plasmid copies have been calculated by following formula.  

Number of plasmid copies/μl = (Plasmid stock concetration (μg/μl) × Avogadro number (bp/mol)) / 
(Average mass of 1bp dsDNA (g/mole) × construct size (bp)) 

Average mass of 1bp dsDNA= 660 g/mole 

Avogadro number = 6.022 × 10 23bp/mole 

 
 

Subsequently, the standard plasmid was prepared at a concentration of 5×109 molecules/μl and 

then serial dilutions were done from 1×106 to 1×103 for evaluation of BJ-5ta clones and 1×106 

to 1×104 plasmid copies molecules per well for MCF10A.  

 

4.5.1.2. Standard curve analysis 
 

To estimate the PCR amplification efficiency, the slope and y-intercept of a standard curve 

were calculated. A qPCR standard curve reveals a log of standard concentration plotted against 

average Ct values. 

The cycle quantification value (Ct) is the PCR cycle number at which the sample’s reaction 

curve intersects the threshold line. Each PCR run has an amplification curve for each sample 

which provides three Ct values by the cycler’s software. When the Ct values were obtained, the 

values were plotted against the logarithmic standards (1×106 to 1×103) for BJ-5ta and (1×106 to 

1×104) for MCF10A experiment. For calculating the standard curve slope and y-intercept were 

used (Figure 4.18). Basically, the slope reveals the ratio of the scales of the y-axis and x-axis 

and the y-intercept represents the cycle threshold (Ct). The slope of the trend line and y- 

intercept values were automatically calculated from the Ct value by an Excel Data Sheet with 

prepared formula, which has been provided by the Institute of Experimental Hematology. The 

PCR efficiency percentage was also calculated from the slope by the following equation:  

PCR efficiency percentage by slope value: E = (E=10 (1/slope) – 1) ×100) 
 

In BJ-5ta study, the slope and Y-Intercept for WPRE target was -3.75 and 43.08 respectively 

and the efficiency was 84.93%. For PTBP2 target the slope was (-3.78) and Y-Intercept (41. 

73) with the efficiency of 83.84% (Figure 4.18, panel A). For MCF10A study, the slope for 

WPRE and PTBP2 targets were -3.04 and -3.10 respectively and the Y-Intercept was 41.08 for 

WPRE and 40.36 for PTBP2. The PCR efficiency was 113.18% for WPRE target and 109.95% 

for PTBP2 (Figure 4.18, panel B). 
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Figure 4.18. Analysis of standard curve to determine the primer efficiency in both target genes 

(WPRE and PTBP2). The graphs represent the average Ct values plotted against logarithmic 

concentration of standard plasmid dilutions. y=mx+b, m shows slope and b represents y-intercept. 
Panel (A) describes the slopes and y-intercept calculations of WPRE and PTBP2 performing by 
StepOnePlus device from Applied Biosystems for the BJ-5ta experiment. (Left) WPRE and (right) 

PTBP2. Panel (B) depicts the slopes and y-intercept calculations of (Left) WPRE and (right) PTBP2 

performing by Bio-Rad device for the MCF10A experiment. 
 

4.5.1.3. Determination of the viral copy number (VCN) in BJ-5ta 
 

and MACF10A Cas9-clones using absolute quantification 

(standard curve method) 

For estimating viral copy number (VCN) in BJ-5ta and MACF10A Cas9-clones, the absolute 

quantification method was used. After creating a standard curve (see section 4.6.1.1) and 

calculating the efficiency of plasmid standard, the VCN was automatically calculated according 

to the efficiency of plasmid standard. 

For estimating the viral copy number (VCN) in BJ-5ta and MACF10A Cas9-clones, the 

absolute quantification method was used. After creating a standard curve (see section 4.7.1.1) 
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and calculating the efficiency of plasmid standard, the VCN was automatically calculated 

according to the efficiency of plasmid standard. 

Initially, the average of Ct was calculated. WPRE and PTBP2 concentrations were calculated 

individually for each sample using the standard curve (Y-intercept and slope) by following 

equation: 

Conc. = 10((Ct-Y-intercept) /slope) 

Conc. = either WPRE or PTBP2 Concentration 
 
 

After measuring the concentration of the target (WPRE) and reference gene (PTBP2), the VCN 

was determined by calculating the ratio concentration of the reference and target gene. As a 

diploid genome was considered, the raw WPRE/PTBP2 values were multiplied by two. The 

VCN number was evaluated for each Cas9 clones and standards (see table 4.4 and 4.5). 

According to this quantification, BJ-5ta Cas9 single clones with a vector copy number close to 

one were selected for further cell characterizing. BJ-5ta Cas9 clones 1, 3, 8, 9, 11 and 12 were 

selected. For MCF10A Cas9 clones, clone 9 and 17 revealed lower VCN numbers in 

comparison to other Cas9 clones. 
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Table 4.4.Vector copy number (VCN) determination for BJ-5ta Cas9 clones 
 

Sample WPRE 

MW 

WPRE 

SD 

WPRE 
Conc. 

PTBP2 

MW 

PTBP2 

SD 

PTBP2 
Conc. 

WPRE/ 

PTBP2 

VCN SD 

1x106 22.96 0.12 9.04 ×105 21.84 0.18 9.19×105 0.98 1.97 0.22 

1x105 25.61 0.16 1.22×105 24.61 0.18 1.18×105 1.03 2.07 0.03 

1x104 29.05 0.37 9.04×103 28.05 0.38 9.19×103 0.98 1.97 0.06 

1x103 33.85 1.75 2.39×102 32.36 n.a 3.75×102 0.64 1.27 n.a 

*HD2clone 27.62 0.24 2.65×104 25.68 0.47 5.35×104 0.5 0.99 0.18 

Clone 1 28.26 0.83 1.64×104 26.31 0.68 3.36×104 0.49 0.98 0.17 

Clone 2 28.68 2.13 1.20×104 27.13 2.31 1.82×104 0.66 1.32 0.16 

Clone 3 31.5 0.4 1.42×103 29.71 0.14 2.70×103 0.53 1.05 0.33 

Clone 4 30.89 0.52 2.24×103 28.78 0.14 5.34×103 0.42 0.84 0.27 

Clone 5 28.85 0.5 1.05×104 26.6 0.38 2.71×104 0.39 0.77 0.10 

Clone 6 30.24 0.05 3.67×103 28.27 0.21 7.80×103 0.47 0.94 0.12 

Clone 7 26.44 0.81 6.53×104 25.6 0.77 5.65×104 1.16 2.31 0.16 

Clone 8 30.37 1.74 3.33×103 28.65 1.81 5.91×103 0.56 1.13 0.04 

Clone 9 26.56 0.81 5.96×104 24.56 0.97 1.22×105 0.49 0.97 0.15 

Clone 10 27.79 1.73 2.33×104 25.58 1.9 5.75×104 0.41 0.81 0.09 

Clone 11 29.37 0.45 7.09×103 27.59 0.58 1.30×104 0.55 1.09 0.14 

Clone 12 30.27 0.15 3.58×103 29.48 0.14 3.19×103 1.12 2.24 0.14 

Clone 13 29.13 1.23 8.49×10 3 27.52 1.05 1.37×104 0.62 1.24 0.21 

Clone 15 30.05 1.61 4.23×103 28.02 1.6 9.44×103 0.45 0.9 0.03 

Clone 17 26.38 0.96 6.78×104 25.53 1.06 5.98×104 1.13 2.27 0.15 

Clone 18 31.98 0.36 9.84×102 30.63 0.43 1.36×103 0.72 1.45 0.11 

Legend: Quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay performed to measure the number of copies of lentiviruses 
stably integrated into the genome after transduction. Standard plasmid (contaning WPRE and  PTBP2) 
was used for making a standard curve (see section 4.6.1.1). Serial dilutions were prepared as 
recommended (from 1×106to 1×103). For BJ-5ta Cas9 clones. StepOnePlus device was used. *HD2clone 
was used as a positive control (one copy number) provided by the institute of Experimental Hematology 
at Hannover Medical School. Vector copy numbers of 17 Cas9 clones derived from BJ-5ta cells were 
evaluated., (SD: Standard deviation. Conc: concentration and VCN: vector copy number) 
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Table 4.5. Vector copy number (VCN) determination for MCF10A Cas9 clones 
Sample WPRE 

MW 

WPRE 

SD 

WPRE 
Conc. 

PTBP2 

MW 

PTBP2 

SD 

PTBP2 
Conc. 

WPRE/ 

PTBP2 

VCN SD 

1x106 13.31 0.12 9.46×105 12.36 0.17 8.35×105 1.13 2.27 2.46 

1x105 16.35 0.15 1.02×105 14.96 0.88 1.09×105 0.94 1.87 1.24 

1x104 19.57 0.31 9.63×103 18.23 0.24 8.44×103 1.14 2.28 3.08 

Positive * 28.29 0.2 1.61×10 25.55 0.5 2.73×10 0.59 1.18 0.39 

clone 17 22.83 0.3 8.84×102 22.25 0.25 3.62×102 2.45 4.89 4.02 

clone 8 21.39 0.39 2.54×103 21.98 2 4.45×102 5.71 11.42 19.96 

clone 14 20.01 0.24 6.99×103 21.53 0.56 6.34×102 11.03 22.05 28.83 

clone 43 20.6 0.32 4.53×103 20.67 0.63 1.25×103 3.64 7.27 4.93 

clone 44 19.84 1.64 7.88×103 21.23 2.84 8.00×102 9.84 19.69 2.46 

clone 34 19.92 0.5 7.47×103 21.23 0.39 8.00×102 9.34 18.67 19.82 

clone 9 25.18 0.08 1.58×102 22.51 0.33 2.95×102 0.53 1.07 1.25 

Legend: Quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay was performed to measure the number of copies of lentiviruses 
stably integrated into the genome after transduction. Standard plasmid (contaning WPRE and PTBP2) was 
used for making a standard curve (see section). Serial dilutions were prepared as recommended (from 

1x106to 1x104). For MCF10A Cas9 clones. Bio-RAD device was used. Clone 3 from BJ-5ta Cas9  was 
used as a positive control* (one copy number). Vector copy numbers of 7 Cas9 clones derived from 
MCF10A cells were evaluated. (SD: Standard deviation. Conc: concentration and VCN: vector copy 
number) 

 

4.6. Analyzing single cell clones with the xCELLigence System 
 

To analyze the Cas9(D10A)-clones in comparison to their parental cells the xCELLigenece 

system was used for impedance profiling. The selected Cas9(D10A)-clones and parental cells 

(BJ-5ta and MCF10A) were seeded in quadruplicates into an E-Plate VIEW96. Cells were 

monitored every 15 min by this system, and the cell index (CI) was recorded for 96 h for BJ -5ta 

and for 77 h for MCF10A experiment and plotted against the time. The resulting cell index 

profiles for various Cas9(D10A) clones and parental cell line were compared at different cell 

densities. 

For BJ5-ta cells, I have selected the clones which have almost one vector copy number per 

diploid cell from the integration assay. Clones 1, 3, 8, 9, 11 and 12 were selected and seeded in 

E-Plate VIEW96 in three different densities 2500, 5000, 10000 cells/well. For MCF10A-

Cas9(D10A) cells, (clone 17) was selected and plated in two densities 7500, 15000 cells/well. 

The CI curve of each Cas9(D10A) clone was compared to the parental cell line for each 

density and cell type. 

For BJ5-ta-Cas9 (D10A), the cell index profile of clone11 closely matched the profile of 

parental BJ-5ta cells. As the CI curve is an intrinsic feature for every cell line, it could be 

concluded that the integration and expression of Cas9(D10A) did not grossly change the 
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characteristic of the fibroblast cell line. In addition, clone 1 displayed similar CI curves in 

comparison to BJ-5ta and parental cells. Clone 3 and 12 were more different in their behavior 

but still with similarity to the parental cells (Figure 4.19).  

For MCF10 A, clones 9 and 17 were selected for xCELLigence evaluation based on lower 

vector copy numbers. The MCF10A-Cas9(D10A)-clone9 cells have not survived further 

expansion. Therefore, clone 17 was compared to MCF10A wild-type. The cell index profile in 

MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) clone17 shows high similarity to the MCF10A parental cells ( Figure 

4.20) which indicates that the characteristic of the parental MCF10A breast cell line did not 

grossly change with Cas9(D10A) integration. 
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Figure 4.19. xCELLigence impedance measurement of  BJ5-ta-Cas9(D10A) clones  in comparison 
to BJ5-ta wild-type (control, parental) for 96h. (A to G):The impedance was measured real-time and 
converted into cell index (CI) by the xCELLigence System. 
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Figure 4.20. xCELLigence impedance measurement of MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) clone 17 in 

comparison to MCF10A wild-type (control. parental) for 77h. (A and B): The impedance was 
measured real-time and converted into cell index (CI) by the xCELLigence System. 

 

4.7. Cell cycle Analysis flow cytometry 
 

For the breast epithelial cell clone, the cell cycle profile was determined after propidium iodide 

DNA staining, and 10,000 single cells were quantified. The BD-FACS Calibur in the Core 

Facility of Hannover Medical School and the CellQuest (Flow) software were used for cell 

cycle analysis. 

Initially, for accurate data analysis, single cell gate was created to exclude debris. Secondly, the 

frequency histogram was generated which includes G1 with one copy of DNA (1X) and G2/M 

phase with two copies of DNA cells (2X) and the S phase population between (1x) and (2x). 

Subsequently, the relative frequency (percentage) of each cell cycle phase was determined by 

FloJo software for the gated population. 

The cell cycle profile of the interesting MCF10A Cas9(D10A)-clone17 was compared with the 

wild-type MCF10A breast cell line (figure 4.21). Additionally, the cell cycle profiles of five 

further MCF10A Cas9(D10A) clones were also compared to wild-type MCF10A (see 

supplementary figure 12). 

Comparing the cell cycle profile of MCF10A Cas9(D10A)-clone17 and MCF10A (wild-type) 

indicated that the G1 peak in clone 17 is somewhat higher in comparison to MCF10A (wild - 

type) with 34.7% for MCF10ACas9 (D10A)-clone 17 and 22.6% for MCF10A (wild-type). The 

S phase fraction of the cell cycle analysis shows reduction in Cas9 (D10A)-clone 17 with 3.3% 

for gated population compared to MCF10A (wild-type) with 6.5%. G2 + M peak fractions in 

MCF10A (wild-type) and MCF10A Cas9(D10A)-clone17 were 13.1% and 8.4%, respectively. 
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In conclusion, the cell cycle distribution of MCF10A Cas9(D10A)-clone17 was similar to 

parental MCF10A though a slight shift from G2/M to G1/G0 was observed.  

 

 
Figure 4.21. Illustration of gating and cell cycle analysis in MCF10A wild-type and  MCF10A-  
Cas9 (D10A)-clone 17. (Panel A) left: Dot plot of MCF10A wild-type. The cell population gated based 
on forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC). Right: identification of G1, S and G2/M phase by (PI 
signal; PI histogram). The final percentage of cells for each phase is G1: 22.6%, S: 6.5%, G2/M: 13.1%. 
(Panel B) left: Dot plot of MCF10A-Cas9(D10A)-clone 17. The cell population gated based on forward 
scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC). Right: identification of G1, S and G2/M phase by (PI signal; PI 
histogram). The final percentage of cells for each phase is G1: 34.7%, S: 3.3%, G2/M: 8.4%. 
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4.8. CRISPR sgRNA design and transfection 
 

SgRNA pairs were designed for target mutations APOBEC3B*c.783delG and RASSF1c.404 

G>A as described in section 2.20. 

For each mutation four sgRNA pairs were designed and selected based on their scores and 

offset distances (see table 4.6 and 4.7). The gRNA contained 20 nucleotides followed by a 

PAM sequence: NGG. Selected sgRNAs for APOBEC3B and RASSF1 genes have been 

successfully cloned into pCMV.Dsredexpr.hU6-filler-sgRNA (see section 2.21). After cloning. 

the pCMV.Dsredexpr.hU6-filler-sgRNA containing the specific sgRNA was validated 

individually for each sgRNA pairs by Sanger sequencing. 

 
 

Table 4.6. SgRNA designing for RASSF1 and APOBEC3B for DNA editing 
Gene Guide RNA Primer Sequence 5´-3´ PAM Site Score 

RASSF1 SgRNA3 Forward caccgCACAGGCTCGTCCTGCAAGA TGG 74 
  Reverse aaacTCTTGCAGGACGAGCCTGTGc   

 SgRNA2 Forward caccgGCTTGGTGAGTTGACTGCTC AGG 78 
  Reverse aaacGAGCAGTCAACTCACCAAGCc   

 SgRNA27 Forward caccgTGAGATTGAGCAGAAGATCA AGG 52 
  Reverse aaactGATCTTCTGCTCAATCTCAc   

 SgRNA11 Forward 
Reverse 

caccgATCTCAGCTTGAGAAAGGTC 
aaacGACCTTTCTCAAGCTGAGATc 

AGG 64 

APOBEC3B SgRNA17 Forward caccgTGGACCCGGCCCAGATCTAC AGG 31 
  Reverse aaacGTAGATCTGGGCCGGGTCCAc   

 SgRNA19 Forward caccGCCAAGAAGCGCAGCTCCGCA TGG 30 
  Reverse aaacTGCGGAGCTGCGCTTCTTGGc   

 SgRNA15 Forward caccgGGACCCGGCCCAGATCTACA GGG 31 
  Reverse aaacTGTAGATCTGGGCCGGGTCCc   

 SgRNA18 Forward caccgAGAAGCGCAGCTCCGCATGG CGG 31 
  Reverse aaacCCATGCGGAGCTGCGCTTCTc   

Legend: CACCG and AAAC /C are cloning overhangs. 
 

Table 4.7. sgRNA pairs and off-set distances 

Gene Set number SgRNA pairs Off-set distance 

RASSF1 1 SgRNA11-sgRNA2 53bp 
 2 SgRNA3- sgRNA2 88bp 
 3 SgRNA3-sgRNA27 19bp 
 4 SgRNA11-sgRNA27 6bp 

APOBEC3B 5 SgRNA18-sgRNA15 25bp 
 6 SgRNA18-sgRNA17 28bp 
 7 SgRNA19-sgRNA15 22bp 
 8 SgRNA19-sgRNA17 21bp 

 

 
The sgRNA expression plasmids were transfected into BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A)-clone 11 by means 

of nucleofection with the optimized program DS150, P1. Four sgRNA combinations were 

tested in this specific cell type (see figure 4.22 and table 4.7 for sgRNA combinations) by  
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transfecting the respective plasmids. As the plasmids contained tdTomato, transfection 

efficiencies were visually controlled by microscopy 24-48h post transfection which revealed 

high transfection effecinecies for six out of eight sgRNA combinations (Figure 4.23). 

 

 
Figure 4.22. Selection of sgRNA combinations for targeted mutation APOBEC3B*c.783delG and 
RASSF1*c.404 G>A. Four sgRNA combinations were selected for transfection For each variant. (A) 
(sgRNA18-sgRNA15), (sgRNA18-sgRNA 17),  (sgRNA19-sgRNA15) and (sgRNA19- sgRNA 
17) and the respective plasmids were transfected. (B) (SgRNA11-sgRNA2), (SgRNA3-sgRNA2), 
(SgRNA3- sgRNA27) and  (SgRNA11-sgRNA 27) and the  respective  plasmids were transfected. 
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Figure 4.23. Paired sgRNA plasmid nucleofection for APOBEC3B and RASSF1 mutations  

in BJ-5ta-Cas9 (D10A)-clone 11. Four sgRNA plasmid combinations were transfected into BJ- 

5ta-Cas9 (D10A)-clone 11. (panel A) From left to right: plasmids for expression of (sgRNA11- 

and sgRNA2), (sgRNA3 and sgRNA2), (sgRNA3 and sgRNA27), (sgRNA11 and sgRNA27) 
targeting RASSF1s. The image captured 48h post transfection. (panel B) (SgRNA18 and sgRNA 

15), (SgRNA18 and sgRNA17), (SgRNA19 and sgRNA15) and (SgRNA19 and sgRNA17) 

combinations for APOBEC3B mutation were transfected into BJ5-ta cell lines. The image 

captured 48 h post transfection and the red fluorescent (tdTomato) quantified the transfection 
efficiency. 

 

4.9. T7 Endonuclease I assay 
 

To investigate whether the sgRNAs expressed from the transfected plasmids successfully guide 

Cas9(D10A) to the APOBEC3B target locus and result in incisions (nicks), the T7 assay was 

performed (see section 2.23). Three days after transfection, BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A)-clone11 cells 

(transfected with APOBEC3B sgRNA plasmid pairs) were harvested and the genomic DNA 

was extracted from the cells using routine phenol/chloroform extraction method (described in 

section 2.2.3). After amplifying the target site by PCR (amplicon size 801bp; the primers are 

listed in table 4.8), the PCR product was purified and reannealed to form heteroduplices, which 

form because of error prone repair of in the cells. Subsequently, the product was incubated with 

T7 endonuclease to digest heteroduplices, which can be visualized by gel electrophoresis. Four 

sgRNA pairs for the APOBEC3B mutation (sgRNA15+sgRNA18), (sgRNA18+17), (sgRNA 

19+sgRNA15) and (sgRNA19+sgRNA17) were tested the respective samples and loaded onto 

an agarose gel (3%). The positive controls were patient heterozygous for RASA4B and AUNIP 

with 7bp and 10bp deletion mutations respectively (see figure 4.24). 
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Table4.8. Primer sequences for T7 Endonuclease I assay 
Primer Name Primer sequences 

APOBEC3B T7 forward 5'-ATTGCTCCTGATCTGTTTG-3′ 
APOBEC3B reverse 5'-CTTAGCTCCTTCATCAGGTAC-3′ 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4.24. Heteroduplex detection and cleavage for APOBEC3B sgRNA pairs with T7 
Endonuclease I assay on 3% agarose gel. #1 without T7 Endonuclease using as a negative control, #2 
with T7 Endonuclease. Left to right: (sgRNA15+sgRNA18), (sgRNA18+sgRNA17), (sgRNA19 + sgRNA 
15), (sgRNA19+sgRNA17) and two positive controls. The amplicon size was (801bp). Primer
 forward : 5'-ATTGCTCCTGATCTGTTTG-3′ and reverse 5'- 
CTTAGCTCCTTCATCAGGTAC-3′. 

 

 
In the T7 Endonuclease I assay, sgRNA pairs 17/18 as well as 15/19 resulted in substantial 

cleavage of the PCR product. Cleaved fragment could also be seen in samples from cells 

expressing sgRNAs 17/19, but not readily for the combination 15/18. These results indicated 

that sgRNA pairs 17/18 as well as 15/19 might have successfully targeted Cas9(D10A) to 

APOBEC3B in BJ5ta-Cas9(D10A)-clone11 fibroblasts, with the closest pair 17/18 showing the 

highest efficiency. 
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4.10. Testing CRISPR gRNAs in the Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 System 
 

The Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 System is an in vitro assay to analyse sgRNA targeting efficiency 

(see section 2.24) and was used here to validate the activity of CRISPR sgRNAs analysed 

before in the T7 assay. Cas9 ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex is implicated to cleave the 

double-stranded targeted DNA. The Cas9 RNP complex contains both an Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 

guide RNA (crRNA and tracrRNA duplex) and an S. pyogenes Cas9 endonuclease. The crRNA 

was designed in respect to sgRNA 18 and sgRNA 17 for APOBEC3B (see figure 4.25). The 

positive control (HPRT) was also provided in an IDT kit. 

 

ATTGCTCCTGATCTGTTTGTATTTAAATGGGCAACATTTTGCTTAT 
CTTGGGATTTTTGCATAACATCTGATATTTTTAATATTGCATAGA 
AAATCATGCATCCTAATAACCGGGGTTTTGGCGACCCCTCTAATT 
TCGTGCTGGAGGCCCCCGCCTCCCCAGCCCCACCTGGTCCAGGCG 
CTCCCTCCCTGTTCACCACACATCACCTCACACTCTGTTTCCTTTT 
CTAGGCTAAGAATCTTCTCTGTGGCTTTTACGGCCGCCATGCGGA 
GCTGCGCTTCTTGGACCTGGTTCCTTCTTTGCAGTTGGACCCGGC 
CCAGATCTACAGGGTCACTTGGTTCATCTCCTGGAGCCCCTGCTT 
CTCCTGGGGCTGTGCCGGGGAAGTGCGTGCGTTCCTTCAGGAGA 
ACACACACGTGAGACTGCGCATCTTCGCTGCCCGCATCTATGATT 
ACGACCCCCTATATAAGGAGGCGCTGCAAATGCTGCGGGATGCT 
GGGGCCCAAGTCTCCATCATGACCTACGATGGTAAGAATGGAAG 
GTTCAGGTGGGGTGGGGTGGGTGGGGGCAGGAGAGGTTCCTGGG 
AAGAAAAGGAGAAAGGCCTTGGTCTGCTGCCTGCAGAAACGATG 
GCTGGACTCTGGGACCTGACTTTGGGGTCGATGGGAAGAGAGAG 
GCCAGGCCAGGAGATATGGGCCCGGGGAGGGTGGCTGGAAGTG 
GAAGCAGAACTTGGGGATTTCCGAAAGAAAGAGAACTGGGCTG 
GCCCAGATTCCAATGGGAAGGAAGTACCTGATGAAGGAGCTAAG 

APOBEC3B primers (forward and reverse) 

Forward:5'-ATTGCTCCTGATCTGTTT-3' 
Reverse:5'-CTTAGCTCCTTCATCAGGTAC-3' 

 
SgRNA selected: 

 

SgRNA 18 5'- AGAAGCGCAGCTCCGCATGG - 3' 
CrRNA 18 5'-AGAAGCGCAGCUCCGCAUGG - 3' 
SgRNA 17 5'-TGGACCCGGCCCAGATCTAC -3' 
CrRNA 17 5'-UGGACCCGGCCCAGAUCUAC -3' 

 

PAM site 
Mutation site: c.783delG 

 

Figure 4.25. Primers, sgRNA selection, crRNA design and 
APOBEC3B*c.783delG mutation site. 

 

 
For performing in vitro digestion, Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 guide RNA (crRNA and tracrRNA 

duplex) and S. pyogenes Cas9 endonuclease were used as described in section 2.27 and the 
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cleavage products were observed by using agarose gel electrophoresis (1.5%). The activity of 

crRNA17 and 18 were tested separately using crRNA17 and 18 individually and in 

combination. The amplicon size of template using primer forward and reverse (Figure 4.26) 

was (801bp). In vitro digestion generated 2 fragments each (257bp and 544bp for crRNA 18) 

and (324bp and 477bp for crRNA17), and the combination of crRNA 17 and crRNA 18 

created 3 fragments (257bp, 67bp and 477bp). The positive control (Alt-R HPRT) was 

provided by IDT. That amplicon size was 1083bp and after digestion generated two fragments 

827bp and 256bp respectively. All cleavage events could be easily detected (Fig. 4.26).  

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.26. The Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 system consisting of guide RNA(s) (crRNA and tracrRNA 

duplex) and S. pyogenes Cas9 endonuclease. (1) Size marker: 1kb ladder (2) crRNA 17 (3) CrRNA 18 
(4) CrRNA 17 and CrRNA 18 with 1 μM Cas9 RNP (5) CrRNA 17 and CrRNA18 with 0.5 μM Cas9 
RNP (as a test). (6) HPRT CrRNA with RNP used as a positive control provided by IDT (827bp and 
256bp). (7) HPRT crRNA without RNP used as a negative control (1083bp) (8) Size marker:1kb plus 
ladder. The cleavage products were visualized by using Agarose gel electrophoresis (1.5%). 

 

The in vitro analysis confirmed that sgRNA17 and sgRNA18 can target APOBEC3B. Because 

of the choice of primers, in this assay there is no differentiation between APOBEC3B and 

APOBEC3A. This reflects the situation in the cells, because the region around 

APOBEC3B*c.783delG is highly homologous in these two genes.  
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4.11. Co-transfection of sgRNA and  single-stranded 

oligonucleotides (ssODN) for APOBEC3B*c.783delG into BJ- 

5ta-CAs9 (D10A)-clone11 fibroblasts 

 

On the basis of the T7 assay, the sgRNAs 17 and 18 were considered to be effective and single- 

stranded oligonucleotides (ssODNs) mutation donors (sense and antisense) were designed as 

homology-directed repair templates (see figure 4.27 and 4.28) to introduce the single nucleotide 

deletion APOBEC3B c.783delG accordingly (as described in section 2.25). The plasmids 

coding for sgRNA17 and 18 and ssODN were transfected to BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A)-clone11 cells 

using the previously optimized nucleofector program (DS150, P1-solution). Both ssODN sense 

and antisense were used individually, and the transfected cells could be visualized and sorted 

because of the dTomato expression cassette in the sgRNA vector. The image was taken after 

48h post transfection (see figure 4.29). 

 
 

 
Figure 4.27. ssODN(sense and anti-sense) sequences for (sgRNA17) and (sgRNA18). The green 
labelled G is not in the ssODN sequence in order to delete it from the genome. 
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Figure 4.28 Schematic showing of Cas9(D10A) with targeting sgRNAs and ssODN for the 
APOBEC3B c.783delG mutation. (A) sense (sgRNA17) and antisense (sgRNA18) for double nickase 
separated by 28bp. (B) Red arrows show the nicking sites of Cas9(D10A), 5′ overhangs are  created at 
the target site. (C) ssODN designing (sense and antisense) according to sgRNAs (18 and 17). The green 
labelled G and C is not in the ssODN sequence in order to delete it from the genome. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4.29. Co-transfection of plasmids coding for sgRNA18 and 17 and 
ssODN (Left: ssODN antisense. right: ssODN sense). Pictures were taken 48h 
post transfection. 
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4.12. Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) 
 

In order to enrich cells which were transfected with the sgRNA plasmids, cells were sorted by 

FACS. BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A)-clone11 cells transfected with sgRNA/ssODN (sense and antisense, 

separately) were harvested 2 days post transfection. The cell populations were separated into 

sub populations based on their fluorescent indicator dTomato. The positive cells (dTomato 

labeled) were sorted to single cells (1 cell per well) into 96 well plates, and additionally a pool 

of each sample was collected. This sets the stage to enable single cell propagation and 

screening for cells edited in either APOBEC3A or APOBEC3B with the genotyping methods 

described before. 

 

 
Figure 4.30.Cell sorting via flow cytometry. Red fluorescent protein dTomato was used as a marker  
for sorting. BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A)-clone11 cells transfected with sgRNAs /ssODN (sense and antisense, 
separately) and subjected to FACS. (Panel A) shows sorting Cas9(D10A) BJ-5ta transfected  with 
(sgRNA18 and 17) / ssODN (sense). The percentage of sorted population was 67.6%.and Panel (B) 
reveals sorting Cas9(D10A) BJ-5ta transfected with sgRNAs/ssODN (anti-sense). The percentage of 
sorted population was 62.5%. 
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5. Discussion 
 

 

5.1. APOBEC3B and breast cancer risk 
 

Whole-genome analysis and genome-wide association studies indicate that the presence of 

apolipoprotein B mRNA editing catalytic polypeptide-like (APOBEC) cytidine deaminase 

mutagenesis patterns is one of the most important sources of somatic mutation in 

carcinogenesis and result in genome instability (Zou et al.,2017; Gao et al.,2018). Some studies 

indicate that APOBEC3B is highly expressed in many types of cancers and tumor types 

consisting cervical, lung, head and neck, (adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma), 

ovarian cancer and also breast cancer (Burns et al., 2013; Du et al., 2018).  

APOBEC3B activity has specifically been identified as a prevailing enzymatic source of 

mutation in breast cancer (Burns et al., 2013). It has been demonstrated that in the mutational 

process APOBEC3B enzyme (DNA cytosine deaminase), turn DNA C-to-U which lead to 

signature C-to-T and C-to-G transversion mutations, and ultimately the accumulation of uracils 

in DNA result in DNA breaks that may take part in certain types of chromosomal aberrations 

and observed in many cancer types including breast carcinoma (Swanton et al., 2015; Burns et 

al., 2015). Recent evidence has suggested that APOBEC3B is upregulated after damage in an 

ATR-dependent manner and may be responsible for “late” DSBs that nevertheless enable cell 

survival (Shimizu et al. 2018). If this sensitizes cells to damage in keeping up a basic level of 

the DDR, it may explain the recent clinical observation that APOBEC3B expression is a 

predictive marker for the pathological complete response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy in 

breast cancer (Fujiki et al., 2018). This potentially important specific role is worth to be further 

investigated in appropriate biological “on-off” cell culture models.  

In the current study, a truncating mutation in APOBEC3B*c783delG as a candidate breast 

cancer susceptibility allele has been investigated. This frameshift mutation was novel at the 

time of study and had turned out to be recurrent in the Byelorussian population. Up to then, 

earlier studies had focused on evaluating copy number variation (CNV) at the APOBEC3B 

gene locus which has been shown to contribute to human breast cancer risk. The CNV spanned 

~29.5-kb of sequence between APOBEC3B and APOBEC3A (Marouf et al., 2016; Gansmo et 

al., 2017). The deletion is located between the exon five in APOBEC3A and exon eight in 

APOBEC3B which completely removes the coding region of APOBEC3B but also fuses its 

untranslated region 3′-UTR to APOBEC3A. Therefore, the encoded protein sequence is 
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restricted to APOBEC3A (Long et al., 2013). However, the level of resultant protein reportedly 

varies from the wild-type level of APOBEC3A. The expression level of the fusion gene is 

higher because of increased RNA stability and is accociated with an increasing the risk of 

breast cancer. Conversely, this deletion diminishes the expression level of APOBEC3B gene in 

breast cancer cells (Chan et al., 2015; Rezaei et al., 2015).  

Furthermore, another study did not find upregulation of APOBEC3A or any of the other 

APOBEC cytosine deaminase family members in frozen tissue samples from deletion carriers, 

suggesting that there was no detectable feedback loop at the mRNA level in clinical samples 

that results in co-regulation of any of the members of this family (Wen et al., 2016). It has a lso 

been argued that APOBEC3A, when expressed endogenously, is confined to myeloid lineage 

cell types and located in the cytoplasm, so that APOBEC3B is considered the main factor 

(Burns et al., 2015). 

It is possible that both effects, the increased APOBEC3A expression and the loss of 

APOBEC3B contribute to the association with breast cancer risk but evidence from single-gene 

mutations had been lacking. In the present study, a frameshift mutation 

(APOBEC3B*c783delG) has been derived from NGS which has no effect on the APOBEC3A 

sequence, exclusively targeted the APOBEC3B sequence and therefore has been considered to 

follow as a risk factor on breast cancer. 

In our investigated populations, including 3070 breast cancer individuals and 2878 healthy 

donors, a borderline significant association (P value 0.04) was observed as an overall effect of 

this mutation on breast cancer risk. Notably, significant correlation with early-onset breast 

cancer as well as with ER-positive and ductal disease has been observed which strengthened 

the evidence. The average frequency of APOBEC3B*c783delG was almost 1/330 in combined 

populations and might be worth to genotype in additional case-control series. Consistent with 

the frequency data, the most recent database of the Exome Aggregation Consortium now lists 

this mutation at a minor allele frequency of MAF 0.003 in Europeans, but it appears to have a 

higher frequency in Africans (http://exac.broad institute.org/variant/22-39387395-TG-T). 

The APOBEC3B*c783delG revealed an overall impact on breast cancer risk which is mainly 

associated with early-onset breast cancer, ER positive and ductal carcinoma. The finding may 

be consistent with a role of APOBEC3B in the expression of a subset of ER target genes in 

estrogen receptor–positive (ER+) breast tumors through transient cytidine deamination 

(Periyasamy et al., 2015), although this is speculative at this time. APOBEC3B expression is  

http://exac.broad/
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associated with poor survival in patients with ER+ve breast cancer (Sieuwerts et al,. 2014, 

Tsuboi et al,. 2016) and good response from neoadjuvant chemotherapy in patients with ER -ve 

breast cancer (Fujiki et al. 2018). The above-mentioned roles in maintaining DDR and in 

supporting estrogen-induced genes may explain some of the opposite effects of APOBEC3B in 

cancer progression. 

The APOBEC3B*c783delG mutation (rs 368511533) is located in exon 6 and results in 

frameshift mutation V262Ffs*42. It can be predicted that this mutation either causes premature 

protein truncation or nonsense-mediated decay (NMD), and this results in a loss of enzymatic 

function. As can be seen by conceptual translation (Figure 5.1), the mutant amino acid is close 

to active site at Glu255 and eliminates downstream metal-binding sites and cause loss of 

enzyme function. The truncating mutation also effects on splice site by skipping 25 codons of 

exon 6 that eliminate the active site. 

Figure 5.1. Amino acid sequences of the wild-type and mutant (APOBEC3B*c783delG) 

 

 
It has been proposed that inhibition of the APOBEC3B enzyme may result in lower tumor 

mutational load and thus diminishes the likelihood of undesirable mutation-dependent 

outcomes such as recurrence, metastasis, and the development of therapy resistant tumors 

(Harris, 2015). Indeed, some clinical studies support the view that inhibition of APOBEC3B 

reduces cancer progression. However, our observations indicate that the APOBEC3B mutation 

and thus the mono-allelic loss of APOBEC3B function increases the breast cancer risk and 

accelerates the age at diagnosis in our case-control studies. More data will be needed before 

APOBEC3B inhibition can be exploited as a potentially valuable preventive means in clinical 

trials (Land et al., 2015). 
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5.2. Novel mutations in an Iranian patient with familial breast 

cancer 

5.2.1. RASSF1A 
 

Ras association domain family 1A (RASSF1A) is a known tumor suppressor gene which has 

many important effects on many different biological process (see Chapter 1.5.1) 

Although loss of RASSF1A protein expression is frequently correlated to RASSF1A 

methylation, various polymorphisms have been identified in RASSF1A in patients with different 

type of cancers or in cell lines, and have been located in functional domains of RASSF1A 

where they impact on RASSF1A functions (Amin & Banerjee, 2012). A novel study in ovarian 

cancer has recently indicated an association between polymorphisms in the RASSF1A gene and 

the risk of developing this cancer type (He et al., 2018). 

A frequent polymorphism in RASSF1A is the alanine to serine change at amino acid 137 

(p.A137S) that is flanking the ATM phosphorylation site and has been reported in many breast 

cancer patients (Hamilton et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2008). Many studies have been implicated 

that this variant, recorded as rs2073498 in the SNP database, increases the risk of developing 

cancer (Donninger et al., 2015). For instance, a case-control study in Caucasian women 

indicated that p.A137S has a higher frequency in breast cancer cases than healthy controls. 

They found that the frequency of this variant is higher in familial breast cancers patients, that 

the mutation was associated with early onset of breast cancer and was significantly correlated 

with BRAC1/2 mutations (Gao et al. 2008). An investigation in Japanese populations revealed 

that rs2073498 is present in 11% of healthy control but almost twice in lung cancer patients 

which indicated a potential association of this variant with lung cancer (Kanzaki et al. , 2006). 

The common polymorphisms p.A137S was also found in my study using NGS. But, the 

association study in the Iranian population showed no increased breast cancer risk associated 

with the serine allele. If anything, a reduced risk was observed at borderline significance. This 

is consistent with data from the Breast Cancer Association Consortium that found no consistent 

association with breast cancer for rs2073498 (Michailidou et al., 2017; Clark, 2011). 

In current study, a novel RASSF1A mutation has been identified by exome sequencing in breast 

cancer patient tested negative for BRCA mutation. This novel missense mutation p.S135F 

(RASSF1A c.404C>T) is directly located in the ATM phosphorylation site where it targets the  
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invariant serine of the SQ motif. In the segregation study, it was present in 2/4 affected family 

members (Section 4.2) which did not provide a strong support for causality but may be 

consistent with a modifying effect. In order to determine whether this novel variant was 

associated with breast cancer risk in the Iranian population, the RASSF1A p.S135F variant was 

genotyped but was not observed in additional breast cancer cases and healthy controls. Thus, it 

is a rare variant that has only been described in this family and in a previously reported tumour 

cell line (Shivakumar et al., 2002). 

Where epidemiological studies are not possible, such as for “private” mutations that are 

confined to a single family, functional studies are of particular importance to address a possible 

pathogenicity of an unclassified variant. For RASSF1, it has been demonstrated that RASSF1 

gene products have effects on cycle events, microtubule stability and apoptosis (Amin & 

Banerjee, 2012; Law et al., 2015). A STRING network analysis illustrates the interaction of 

RASSF1 not only with the known Ras oncoproteins but also with cell cycle regulators that are 

relevant for breast cancer such as MDM2 and Cyclin D1 (Figure 5.2). 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5.2. Illustration of STRING pathway for RASSF1 

Functional studies have been performed for both the RASSF1 missense variants that were seen 

in my Iranian case-control series. One study of p.A137S indicated nominally significant 

differences in biological activity of this variant compared to wild-type. The study found that the 

alanine and serine variants had differential impact on cell cycle and cellular adhesion 

(Donninger, H., 2011). Polymorphisms in RASSF1A may also impact on microtubule stability. 

A study of the p.S135F mutant (there termed S131F) of RASSF1A demonstrated that the 

presence of this variant maintained tubulin stability (Vos et al., 2004). Another study of the 
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p.A137S, S131F, and p.I135T polymorphisms that are located around the ATM 

phosphorylation site confirmed the maintenance of the RASSF1A microtubules while C65R 

(within C1 domain) and R257Q (in RA domain) lead to atypical localizations of RASSF1A 

away from microtubular appearance (Dallol et al., 2004). 

Importantly, RASSF1A regulates the cell cycle progression and it has been observed that the 

presence of either p.A137S or S131F prevent cell cycle arrest by blocking cyclin D1 

accumulation (Shivakumar et al., 2002). It was further demonstrated that, when DNA damage 

occurs, RASSF1A is phosphorylated by ATM on Ser131 and has the potential to activate both 

MST2 and LATS1 and result in p73 stabilization. The S131F mutant in lung and ovarian tumor 

cell lines promotes DNA damage resistance (Fallahi et al., 2016; Hamilton et al., 2009). 

Therefore, the DNA damage pathway is disable in the presence of this specific mutation 

because of inhibition of ATM phosphorylation site (Hamilton et al., 2009). Polymorphisms in 

or close to the ATM site also showed only partial activation of apoptosis, therefore further 

analysis of RASSF1A polymorphisms on apoptosis and cell death are warranted to perform 

(Gordon et al., 2012), and genome-edited cell lines would be helpful in this regard. 

5.2.2. KLK3 (p.M1fs) 
 

The kallikrein KLK3 or PSA which is known as a biomarker for prostate cancer (Kornberg et  

al., 2018) has diverse physiological roles to regulate various signaling pathways and mediate 

multiple functions (Emami & Diamandis, 2007). KLK3 is a serine protease (or serine 

endopeptidase) expressed in various tissues and participate in various physiological processes 

including coagulation, tissue remodeling, apoptosis and regulating inflammatory processes 

(Dawood et al., 2018; Emami & Diamandis, 2007; Filippou et al., 2016).  

It is well established that the kallikrein family is dysregulated in cancer (Borgoño & 

Diamandis, 2004). Specifically, KLK3 acts as a tumour suppressor by suppressing angiogenesis 

(Borgoño & Diamandis, 2004; Hannu& Ulf-Håkan, 2014). Evidence in clinical studies 

implicate that KLKs are downregulated in some stages of malignancies (Borgoño & 

Diamandis, 2004). Some studies also indicate that KLK3 promote osteoblastic proliferation and 

apoptosis in vitro and in vivo (Emami & Diamandis, 2007). 

In the present study, a novel KLK3 mutation has been identified by means of exome sequencing 

in the selected familial breast cancer patient. The KLK3 mutation resulted in frameshift and was 

segregating with breast cancer in three of four additional affected family members (Section 
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4.3). This was supporting evidence for a potentially causal role, though it does not fulfil the 

criteria for statistically significant linkage. 

Many studies have implicated KLK3 in cell cycle regulation, apoptosis and tumor suppression 

(Chen & Xin, 2017). Interestingly, KLK3 is also a prognostic marker in breast cancer and is 

downregulated compared with hyperplastic or normal tissue which results in a more aggressive 

tumor phenotype and decreased patient survival (Diamandis et al., 2000). Moreover, the KLK3 

concentration in nipple aspirate fluid might indicate breast cancer risk (Sauter et al., 1996). 

Cytosolic PSA analysis in patients with primary breast tumors may further allow to predict 

which patient responds to systemic tamoxifen therapy (Paliouras et al., 2007).  

STRING pathway analysis illustrates two important interaction partners (Figure 5.3) of the 

KLK3 protein that emerge with regard to breast cancer: one is CCND1 (cyclin D1, that was 

also a partner of RASSF1) which is a regulatory component in cell cycle during G1/S 

transition, and the other one is BRCA1 which plays a crucial role in DNA repair by facilitating 

cellular responses to DNA damage (https://string-db.org/network/9606.ENSP00000314151). 

The KLK3 mutation identified in this study, p.M1fs is a loss-of-initiation mutation which 

changes the Kozak consensus sequence and is predicted to abolish protein translation through a 

frameshift. This novel mutation was neither found in ExAC nor 1000G. If this mutant were 

internally translated using p.M103, it may lose the peptidase S1 domain of the KLK3 protein 

(Figure 5.4). To further analyze the association between this mutation and risk of developing 

breast cancer, a case-control study was conducted in Iranian population. However, the KLK3 

p.M1fs allele was not observed in either Iranian cases or controls. These findings call for more 

functional studies with regard to this mutation or in general KLK3 loss-of-function mutations 

because an understanding of their role in breast cancer could help to consider KLK3 as a 

biomarker or target for clinical measures (Figueroa et al., 2018).  

https://string-db.org/network/9606.ENSP00000314151
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Figure 5.3. Illustration of STRING pathway for KLK3 
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Figure 5.4. Amino acid sequences of the KLK3 wild-type and mutant 
 
 

5.2.3. FAM81B (p.Q285fs) 
 

FAM81B is poorly described to date. In this study, a variant c.854_855insC in FAM81B gene 

was found in selected Iranian breast cancer case. The mutation results in a frameshift and 

premature protein (see Figure 5.5). The truncating mutation in FAM81B was present in only 

one additional affected members of selected family (see section 4.3).  
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Figure 5.5. Amino acid sequences of the FAM81B wild-type and mutant 

 

 
For further investigation, the mutation was followed in two case-control series (Iranian and 

German) populations. Although the truncating variant was almost five-fold enriched in Iranian 

cases, this result was not replicated in the German population and the combined meta -analysis 

did not confirm a significant association with breast cancer.  

 
Figure 5.6. Illustration of STRING pathway for FAM81B 

 

 
Functionally, FAM81B is known as an interaction partner of the RAD50 interacting protein 

RINT1 (See STRING analysis in Figure 5.6, http://version10.string- 

db.org/cgi/network.pl?taskId=wEUmv9EOc4LI) which is involved in the regulation of 

trafficking between the Golgi and the endoplasmic reticulum and loss of which triggers 

http://version10.string-/
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genomic instability, ER stress and inhibition of autophagy (Grigaravicius et al., 2016). RINT1 

has itself been proposed as a breast cancer susceptibility gene, although this was based on only 

few cases (Park et al., 2014). More recently, FAM81B has also been detected in a complex with 

proteins involved in cell division, specifically PCM1 and CDK5RAP2, and thus may play some 

role in M-phase regulation (Huttlin et al. 2017). Functional studies will be needed to further 

clarify the role of FAM81B, and genome editing could be helpful in this regard, although our 

largely negative results from the segregation and association studies indicate only a minor role 

of FAM81B, if any, in breast cancer susceptibility. 

 
 
 

5.3. First steps to mutation-specific cell culture models 
 

CRISPR/Cas9 is using for efficient genetic modification in mammalian cells (Cong et al., 2013; 

Jinek et al., 2013). Through this means, targeted mutations can be introduced into the human 

genome of edited cells for further functional characterisation of biological endpoints. While 

such functional studies would not per se provide an ultimate proof for a disease-causing role in 

the patient, they nevertheless can help to classify gene variants by functional relevance and to 

prioritize them for further clinical studies. 

In the current study, for the first time, two Cas9(D10A) stable cell lines for BJ-5ta fibroblast 

and MCF10A breast epithelial cells have been generated. Creating stable cell lines in which 

Cas9(D10A) is permanently integrated into the genome enable to target various genes of 

interest according to the needs of research in our lab. The approach that I used was to set up a 

system which diminishes undesirable off-target genome integration while enabling editing at a 

single-base level. Therefore, Cas9 nickase was used instead of wild-type Cas9 despite some 

studies indicating that Cas9 nickase is less efficient than Cas9 wild-type (Hsu et al., 2013; Cho 

et al., 2014). (Chiang et al., 2016) observation confirmed that Cas9(D10A) enhance the 

efficiency significantly. Basically, wild-type Cas9 generate blunt-end breaks while 

Cas9(D10A) create sticky ends with DNA overhangs at the termini (Chiang et al., 2016).  

Initially, the Cas9(D10A) plasmid with the fluorescent marker was transfected in two cellular 

model systems, MCF10A breast epithelial cells and BJ-5ta fibroblast cells. For the former three 

methods were examined (PEI, Xfect and nucleofection) and for the latter only nucleofection 

was used after the Cas9(D10A) delivery using (PEI and Xfect) transfection systems were not 

successful. The nucleofection programs DN100 and DS138 combined with P1 solution were 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/gene-drive
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the most effective nucleofection programs for MCF10A cells. The optimized nucleofection 

program for BJ-5ta cells was DS150 with P1 solution, with approximately 70% transfection 

efficiency. These results confirm that specific cell types require specific nucleofection 

conditions and establish successful conditions for future work with these cell lines.  

Lentiviral vectors are used for effective gene-delivery and are ideally used for any cell type 

(Denning et al., 2013; Gori et al., 2015). In order to reach the highest delivery efficiency, 

lentiviral transduction was used to deliver Cas9(D10A) to MCF10A and BJ-5ta cells. As 

lentiviral vectors randomly integrate into a cell genome, puromycin selection was applied to the 

host cells to eliminate non-transduced cells. It is demonstrated that lentiviral transduction 

enhanced the Cas9(D10A) delivery in these tested cell lines. However, the nucleofection 

efficiency has also an acceptable level which used for sgRNA and ssODN transfection. A study 

in human embryonic stem cells also indicated lentiviral transduction and nucleofection as 

efficient methods for gene-delivery (Cao et al., 2009). 

Thereafter, to ensure that Cas9 was integrated into the polyclonal cell populations, western blot 

analysis was performed. The western blot results confirmed that BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A) and 

MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) expressed the Cas9 protein. For monoclonal stable cell lines creation, 

cells were plated individually in a 96 well-plate format. The cells were expanded and checked 

again with western blot assay for Cas9 expression. The western blot analysis validated the Cas9 

protein expression in all MCF10A-Cas9(D10A) and in 15/16 BJ-5ta-Cas9(D10A) clones. The 

observation that only one clone had lost Cas9 expression over the time of clonal selection and 

propagation indicates that the Cas9 expression is stable. This high efficiency is likely a 

consequence of the fact that Cas9 expression in our system is coupled with the expression of 

puromycin resistance through a fusion protein that is post-translationally cleaved. The one 

clone without expression may represent one clone that has acquired spontaneous resistance. 

To quantitatively characterize the Cas9 single clones, qPCR based method was used and the 

vector copy number was evaluated for each Cas9 clone for both cellular models. For BJ-5ta, 

clone 1, 3, 8, 9, 11 and 12 were selected for the further investigation. For MCF10A Cas9 

clones, clone 9 and 17 revealed lower VCN numbers in comparison to other Cas9 clones. The 

clones with lower VCN were used for further process because it is expected that the single 

clones with lower vector copy numbers offer higher stability in comparison to the vectors with 

higher copy numbers (Wood et al., 2017). 
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For further cell characterization, the xCELLigence RTCA platform was used. The resulting cell 

index profiles for various Cas9(D10A) clones were compared to parental cells. For BJ5-ta- 

Cas9(D10A), clone 11 was the most similar to BJ-5ta wild-type and for MCF10A clone 17 

showed high similarity to the MCF10A parental cells, which indicates that the characteristics of 

the parental cell lines did not grossly change with Cas9(D10A) integration. A cell line with 

uncontrolled Cas9 activity might have presented with an altered xCELLigence profile if it 

caused uncontrolled DNA breaks similar to a genotoxic agent (Atienzar et al., 2013). 

Moreover, the cell cycles of clone MCF10A Cas9(D10A)-clone17 were analyzed and 

compared with wild-type MCF10A breast cell line. Additionally, the cell cycles of five various 

MCF10A Cas9(D10A) clones were also compared to wild-type MCF10A for further 

assessments. Data obtained from the cell cycle analysis treated with PI indicated that the G1 

peak in clone 17 is higher in comparison to MCF10A (wild-type) but the S and G2+M phase 

fractions in MCF10A Cas9(D10A)-clone17 are lower than MCF10A (wild-type). But 

altogether, no striking differences were observed in the cell cycle profile between the MCF10A 

control and MCF10A Cas9(D10A)-clone17. 

After characterizing the Cas9(D10A) clones for the candidate cellular models, 

APOBEC3B*c.783delG was the first mutation to be selected for specific targeting by 

CRISPR/Cas9. Four sgRNAs were designed and successfully cloned and confirmed by Sanger 

sequencing. For the initial testing, BJ5-ta-Cas9(D10A)-clone11 was selected for nucleofection. 

SgRNAs were successfully transfected for each targeted variant individually. The heteroduplex 

cleavage assay by T7 endonuclease I (T7EI) and a new validation strategy called Alt-R 

CRISPR-Cas9 System were applied to test the sgRNAs for the APOBEC3B*c.783delG variant. 

The T7EI assay results represent limited evidence for (sgRNA18+sgRNA17) as well as 

(sgRNA19+sgRNA15), and the pair (sgRNA18+sgRNA17) was examined by the novel Alt-

R CRISPR-Cas9 system in vitro and validated that it can effectively target the variant site 

(APOBEC3B*c.783delG). Thereafter, ssODN (sense and antisense) were designed in respect 

to (sgRNA18+sgRNA17) and successfully co-transfected individually to BJ5-ta-Cas9 

(D10A)-clone11. These pools now set the stage for a thorough functional characterization of 

the APOBEC3B mutation which is, as discussed in section 5.1, a likely disease-associated 

variant in a clinically highly relevant cancer gene. 
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5.4. Conclusion and future perspectives 
 

This thesis had three main purposes, Firstly, to test the association of an APOBEC3B truncating 

mutation which was previously identified via exome sequencing with breast carcinoma. 

It has been well reported that APOBEC3B emerges as a therapeutic marker for not only breast 

cancer but also various human cancers due to its crucial role in heterogeneity and tumor 

progression. Thus, it is suggested that inhibiting of APOBEC3B keep the genome stability and 

reduce the cancer progression rates. This has been in line with the hypothesis that a previous 

large deletion of the APOBEC3B gene upregulates APOBEC3A and thereby may cause an 

increased breast cancer risk. By contrast, in the current study, we demonstrated that 

APOBEC3B mutation which result in the selective loss of APOBEC3B function increases the 

breast cancer risk, in particular for early-onset breast cancer. The biological mechanism behind 

this risk effect remains to be further elucidated. Cancer is accumulation of multiple mutations 

so that the APOBEC3B protein regulation, functions and interactions with other tumor 

suppressor genes should be extensively studied and considered before new therapeutics and 

preventions by targeting APOBEC3B can be developed. 

This thesis has also identified novel candidate mutations for hereditary breast cancer in the 

Iranian population. Detecting familial breast cancer genetic predisposition can be difficult by 

considering just population-based approach if such mutations are very rare. Therefore, family- 

specific studies are valuable to follow. Exome sequencing data from even a single family can 

help to determine a genetic predisposition (Lynch et al., 2013). Some non-BRCA families are 

good candidates for being explained by the actions of moderate penetrance susceptibility alleles 

even when several members are affected. In the current study, the breast cancer patient who 

was selected for exome sequencing has a strong family history of breast cancer, and three novel 

mutations in three candidate genes (RASSF1, KLK3 and FAM81B) have been identified and 

genotyped in Iranian cases and controls for an association with breast cancer. 

The pivotal role of RASSF1A in apoptosis, cell cycle and genome stability has been already 

known with numerous studies (Donninger et al., 2007). In this study, the very rare missense 

mutation in RASSF1A (p.S135F) in the breast cancer patient and a common polymorphism 

(p.A137S) from NGS screening have been identified within the ATM phosphorylation site, 

with p.S135F directly affecting the conserved serine of the ATM phosphorylation motif. 

Mutations that targeted this specific site can disable the DNA damage pathway. Therefore, it is 

highly recommended to further study these variants (Gordon et al., 2012). Although no  
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association was found between the RASSF1A variantp.A137S with breast cancer, the 

segregation study indicated the presence of (p.S135F) in additional 2/4 affected family 

members, suggesting that it may not be the sole cause but could contribute as a risk modifier.  

The initiation codon mutation p.M1fs in KLK3 which might result in loss of protein function 

was also identified in this affected patient and was segregating with breast cancer in 3 out of 4 

additional affected members, although not observed in further cases and controls. As many 

studies have implicated KLK3 in cell cycle regulation, apoptosis and tumor suppression, more 

case control- studies should be conducted to target not only this specific variant but also the 

whole gene sequence of KLK3 in breast cancer patients. Moreover, functional studies 

considering KLK3 mutations can help to unravel the potential role of this gene at a clinical 

level. 

Another new mutation variant which has been poorly characterized to date was FAM81B 

(p.Q285fs). The initial screening results for this variant in two case-control studies revealed no 

association between this variant and breast cancer. However, small effects could not be 

excluded and the variant maybe common enough to be screened in very large case -control 

designs. In regard of the hypothesized role in cell division, more functional studies need to 

design before targeting this gene for cancer studies.  

The third main objective in this thesis was to establish a CRISPR/Cas9 system for genome 

editing in fibroblast and breast epithelial cells. Genome editing technology is a powerful and 

efficient tool for gene therapy by inactivating genes, correcting mutated sequences and point 

mutations in genome. Therapeutic approaches based on this system fill the preclinical pipeline 

which deliver the Cas9 gene and guide RNA to target the gene of interest (Crudele & 

Chamberlain, 2018). 

Here, Cas9(D10A) stably expressing cell lines have been generated for BJ5ta fibroblast and 

MCF10A breast epithelial cells. This was achieved by establishing and optimizing delivery 

methods, selecting successfully transfected clones and characterising them for important 

features. Initially, the Cas9(D10A) expression was confirmed by western blot assay and 

monoclonal stable cell lines have been created and characterized with different techniques such 

as an integration assay (qPCR based method), real-time and dynamic monitoring of impedance 

as a proxy of cell proliferation and viability using the xCELLigence system, and cell cycle 

profile analysis via flow cytometry. Eventually, the best Cas9(D10A) clone was selected for 

each cell line for further process. 
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For the above-mentioned APOBEC3B mutation, four sgRNAs have been designed and 

successfully cloned. After confirmation via Sanger sequencing. The heteroduplex cleavage 

assay by T7 endonuclease I (T7EI) and a new validation strategy called Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 

System were applied and the best sgRNA pair was selected for editing. Furthermore, the 

ssODN (sense and anti-sense) have been designed and optimized for transfection. This sets the 

stage for a successful editing of APOBEC3B (as well as the homologous APOBEC3A, or both) 

and its detailed functional characterization in the forthcoming functional studies.  

Altogether, this work has identified breast cancer-associated variants in the novel candidate 

genes APOBEC3B, RASSF1 and KLK3 by means of exome sequencing and association studies, 

and it has established tools and provided a technological basis for the further functional 

characterization of these and many other variants in breast epithelial cells.  
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Supplementary figure.1. Iranian Breast Cancer family pedigree (a family case study). 
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Supplementary table 1. Primer sequences of all selected genes 

Gene Name Primer name/Orientation Sequence 

APOBEC3B* Outer forward 
Outer reverse 

5'-ACTTCACCCTGCATCCCCTC-3′ 
5'-CTTAGCTCCTTCATCAGGTAC-3′ 

 Inner forward-1 
Inner reverse-1 
Forward for sequencing 
Reverse for sequencing 

5'-TCTAGGCTAAGAATCTTCTCTG-3′ 
5'-ACCATCGTAGGTCATGATGG-3′ 
5'-GGCTAAGAATCTTCTCTGTG-3′ 
5'-GAGGAGATGAACCAAGTGAC-3 

 Forward for T7 assay 5'-ATTGCTCCTGATCTGTTTG-3′ 

ARID1B Forward 
Reverse 

5'-CAGCCAGTGCAACCATTATC-3′ 
5'-GAGGTGAGCAGCTGATTGAG-3′ 

FAM81B Forward 
Reverse 

5'-TGACTAGGTGATGCAGCTC-3′ 
5'-GCCAATGCTTTCATTAGGC-3′ 

FOXO3 Forward 
Reverse 

5'-CTGTCACCTTCAGTAAGCAAGC-3′ 
5'-GAGCTCCGCTGCATGAGTC-3′ 

HNF1B Forward 
Reverse 

5'-GACAATGGCCCAGGTGTACT-3′ 
5'-TGGCACTAATGTTCCCTACTG-3′ 

KLK3 Forward 5'-CCTTGGTCAGCCTCTGG-3′ 
 Reverse 5'-CTTGACAGTCAGGGCTG-3′ 

RASSF1 Forward 
Reverse 

5'-CTTCCTGAGCAGTCAACTCAC-3′ 
5'-GCAGTCAGTTTCCAAAGACTG-3′ 

RCC1 Forward 
Reverse 

5′‐GCCACCCATTTTGCCTGTAG-3′ 
5′-CTCACCATCCTTGGTCACAG-3 

*Legend: Two sets of primers were designed (outer and inner) for Nested PCR. APOBEC3B 

sequencing primer pair was initially designed for Validation by Sanger sequencing. 
 

Supplementary table 2. Components. Primers and probes sequence for integration assay 

Reagent Primers and probes sequence Tm 

[C°] 

WPRE forward GAGGAGTTGTGGCCCGTTGT 61.4 
WPRE reverse TGACAGGTGGTGGCAATGCC 61.4 
WPRE probe 
Labelling: 5’-FAM. 3’-BHQ1 

CTGTGTTTGCTGACGCAAC 56.7 

PTBP2 forward TCTCCATTCCCTATGTTCATGC 57.3 
PTBP2 reverse GTTCCCGCAGAATGGTGAGGTG 64.0 
PTBP2 probe 
Labelling: 5’-JOE. 3’-BHQ1 

ATGTTCCTCGGACCAACTTG 56.7 
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Supplementary table 3. PCR cycling conditions for all selected genes 

Gene Name Step Temperature Time 

KLK3.FAM81B.RCC1 Initial 
Annealing 
Extention 

95°C 
60°C 
72°C 

15min 
1min 
1min 

 Denaturation 
Go to 2.35 times 

95°C 1min 

 Final extention 
Cooling 

72°C 
8 °C 

5min 
ever 

APOBEC3B* (First reaction) Initial 
Annealing 
Extention 
Denaturation 
Go to 2.35 times 

95°C 
65°C 
72°C 
95°C 

15min 
1min 
3min 
1min 

 Final extention 
Cooling 

72 °C 
8°C 

7min 
ever 

APOBEC3B* (Second reaction) Initial 
Annealing 

95°C 
56°C 

15min 
1min 

 Extention 
Denaturation 
Go to 2.35 times 
Final extention 

72°C 
95°C 

 

72°C 

1min 
1min 

 
5min 

 Cooling 8°C ever 
RASSF1.ARID1B Initial 

Annealing 
Extention 
Denaturation 

95°C 
62°C 
72°C 
95°C 

15min 
1min 
1min 
1min 

 Go to 2.35 times 
Final extention 

 
72 °C 

 
5min 

 Cooling 8 °C ever 
FOXO3 Initial 95°C 5min 

 Annealing 
Extention 
Denaturation 
Go to 2.35 times 
Final extention 

58°C 
72°C 
95°C 

 

72 °C 

1min 
1min 
1min 

 

5min 
 Cooling 8°C ever 

HNF1B Initial 
Annealing 
Extention 

95°C 
62°C 
72°C 

5min 
1min 
1min 

 Denaturation 
Go to 2.35 times 
Final extention 

95°C 
 

72 °C 

1min 
 

5min 
 Cooling 8°C Ever 

*Nested PCR was performed for APOBEC3B 
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Supplementary table 4. Primer sequences of RASSF1 gene 

Assay_Name Primer sequences(5'-3′) Amplicon 
size (bp) 

RASSF1_1 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACACTCCATGCACACTCATTCCACAG 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTCAGCCTGTACACTCCCCTTTTG 

282 

RASSF1_2 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACACTACAGCCCATCAGTCCTGTCTA 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTACCCCACCCTGCCCTATG 

271 

RASSF1_3 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACACAAGTACACTGTGAAGGGGAAGT 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTCTTCCTTTTACCTGCCCAAGGAT 

273 

RASSF1_4 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACACAGGGCCTCAATGACTTCACG 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTAGTAGACTGACATCTCACCTGGA 

284 

RASSF1_5 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACACCTCTGAGTATCAGGCACATAGC 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTCCAAAGGCAGTCAGTTTCCAAAG 

274 

RASSF1_6 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACACTGCCCACCGACCCAG 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTCTACGGACGCGCAGGAC 

280 

RASSF1_7 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACATGCTGCTCCAGGTCATTTCG 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTGCGATGAGGTCATTCCTGGG 

273 

RASSF1_8 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACAGAAATCGGCAATTAGAACGCTCC 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTCCTGGGGCTTCCCTTCAATC 

298 

RASSF1_9 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACATGGCAGGTGAACTTGCAATC 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTATTGCCAATGAGGAAAGGGGAAG 

287 

RASSF1_10 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACACTCTGCCGCGACTTGACC 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTGGCTGGAGCGTGCCAA 

261 

RASSF1_11 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACAGCTGCCGTGTGGGGTT 
TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCTCCTGCACCCAGGTTTCCATT 

294 
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Supplmentary figure 2. Sequences alignments of APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B. APOBEC3A and 
APOBEC3B Sequences produce significant alignments (93% identical). The primers for specific 
APOBEC3B amplification (amplicon size: 1514bp) are shown in the image. Query:APOBEC3B and 
Subject:APOBEC3A sequences (Zheng Zhang.,2000) https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi. 

https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
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Supplementary figure 3. A DNA plasmid map of pRRL.PPT.SF. D10A-SpCas9N.T2A.Puro.PRE 

 

 

 
Supplementary figure 4. A DNA plasmid map of CR2.1 backbone carrying FLK.PRE.PTBP2 and 

EGFP reference sequences. 
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Supplementary figure 5. A DNA plasmid map of pRRL.PPT.hU6.filler-sgRNA.SF.D10A- 
Cas9N.T2A.dTomato.PRE 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure 6. A DNA plasmid map of pCMV.dsRedexp.hU6.sgRNA.pA 

served as a donor for sgRNAs. 
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Supplementary figure 7. A DNA plasmid map of pmaxGFP 
 
 

Supplementary figure 8. RASSF1 sequences restriction sites and mutation site. 
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Supplementary figure9. KlK3 sequences and mutation site. 
 
 
 

Supplementary figure 10. FAM1B sequences and mutation site. 
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Supplementary figure 11. Example of sgRNA design http://crispr.mit.edu/ 

http://crispr.mit.edu/
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Supplementary figure 12. Illustration of gating and cell cycle analysis in MCF10A wild- 
type.MCF10A-Cas9(D10A)-clone 8. 34. 43 and 44. (Panel A) left: Dot plot of MCF10A wild-type. The 
cell population gated based on forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC). Right: identification of G1. S 
and G2/M phase by (PI signal; PI histogram). The final percentage of cells for each phase is G1: 10.7%. 
S: 2.24 %. G2/M: 7.67%. (Panel B) left: Dot plot of MCF10A-Cas9 (D10A)-clone 8. The cell population 
gated based on forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC). Right: identification of G1. S and G2/M 
phase by (PI signal; PI histogram). The final percentage of cells for each phase is G1: 17.6 %. S: 7.74%. 
G2/M: 10.5 %. (Panel C) left: Dot plot of MCF10A-Cas9 (D10A)-clone 34. The cell population gated 
based on forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC). Right: identification of G1. S and G2/M phase by 
(PI signal; PI histogram). The final percentage of cells for each phase is G1: 9.63 %. S: 2.06 %. G2/M: 
11.08 %. (Panel D) left: Dot plot of MCF10A-Cas9 (D10A)-clone 43. The cell population gated based on 
forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC). Right: identification of G1. S and G2/M phase by (PI signal; 
PI histogram). The final percentage of cells for each phase is G1: 12.5 %. and G2/M: 17.04 %. (Panel E) 
left: Dot plot of MCF10A-Cas9 (D10A)-clone 44. The cell population gated based on forward scatter 
(FSC) and side scatter (SSC). Right: identification of G1. S and G2/M phase by (PI signal; PI histogram). 
The final percentage of cells for each phase is G1: 7.97 %. S: 1.66%. G2/M: 4.93 %. 
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